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1.

Discuss the contributions of various commissions in
linguistic reorganization of states.

APPROACH





Write about S.k.Dhar Committee
Write about JVP committee
Write about fight of Potti Sriramalu
Write about Fazl Ali committee
 Write about state reorganization act 1956

Dhar Commission:


The integration and merger of princely states was purely ad hoc arrangement
and there was need for reorganization of states on a permanent basis on
account of the haphazard growth of provinces, disparity between various states
and multilingual nature of the states.



In 1948, the government appointed commission under S K Dhar, a judge of the
Allahabad High Court, to examine the case for the reorganization of states on
the linguistic basis.

JVP Committee:


In December, 1948, Congress appointed a committee under Jawaharlal Nehru,
Vallabh bhai Patel and Pattabhi Sitaramayya (known as the JVP Committee) to
examine the issue afresh.



The committee, in a report submitted in April, 1949, dismissed the idea of
reorganization on a linguistic basis.



However the committee stated that the problem may be re-examined in the light
of public demand.

First Linguistic State:
In 1953, the government was forced to create a separate state of Andhra Pradesh for
Telugu-speaking people following the long-drawn agitation and death of Potti
Sriramulu after a hunger strike for 56 days. Thus, the first linguistic state of Andhra
Pradesh was created under pressure.
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Fazl Commission:


This led to the demand for creation of states on linguistic basis from other parts
of country and on December 22, 1953, Jawaharlal Nehru announced the
appointment of a commission under Fazl Ali to consider this demand. The other
two members of the commission were K M Panikkar and HN Kunzru.



The commission submitted its report after taking into account the wishes and
claims of people in different regions.



While accepting Commission’s recommendation to do away with the four-fold
distribution of states as provided under the original Constitution, it divided the
country into 14 states and 6 union territories under the States Reorganization
Act 1956.

Shah Commission:
In 1966, the Parliament passed the Punjab Reorganization Act after an agitation for
the formation of Punjabi Subha. This step was taken on the recommendation of the
Shah Commission appointed in April, 1966.
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2. Discuss the contribution of C. Rajagopalachari to Pre- and
Post- Independent India.

APPROACH
 Write about him
 Write about his role pre independent India
 Write about his role Post Independent India

Intro:


Chakravarti Rajagopalachari, popularly known as Rajaji, was born on December
10th in 1878.



He studied law from the Presidency College in Madras (now Chennai), and began
practice in Salem in the year 1900.



In 1916, he formed the Tamil Scientific Terms Society, an organisation that
translated scientific terms of chemistry, physics, mathematics, astronomy and
biology into simple Tamil words.



He became the chairperson of the municipality of Salem in 1917 and served there
for two years.



In 1955, he was honoured with India’s highest civilian award Bharat Ratna.



He died on 25th December, 1972.

Pre-independence:


He joined the Indian National Congress and acted as a legal advisor.



He defended Indian Independence activist, P. Varadarajulu Naidu against charges
of sedition in 1917.



He was elected as the first premier of the Madras Presidency in 1937.



In 1939, Rajagopalachari took a step to abolish untouchability and caste
prejudice and issued the Madras Temple Entry Authorisation and Indemnity Act.



After the Madras Temple Entry Authorisation Dalits were allowed to enter inside
temples.



At the time of Partition, he was appointed as the Governor of West Bengal.
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In 1947, during the absence of Lord Mountbatten, the last British viceroy and
independent India’s first Governor General, Rajagopalachari was temporarily
chosen to hold the office.



Therefore he was the last governor general of India.

Post-independence:


Rajagopalachari took over as the chief minister of Madras in April 1952.



During his tenure as the chief minister of Madras, he actively participated in
reforming the education system and bringing changes in the society.



He also made Hindi a compulsory language in Tamil schools.



His move led to protests against him, following which Rajagopalachari resigned
as the CM.



He was a social conservative but advocated a free market economy.



He wanted to reintroduce the Varna system into society.



He believed in the significance of religion for society.



Rajagopalachari was made Home Affairs Minister after the death of Sardar
Patel in 1950.



In 1959, he resigned from the Indian National Congress and founded
the Swatantra Party.

Role in Freedom Struggle:
Non-Cooperation Movement:


He met Mahatma Gandhi for the first time in 1919 in Madras (now Chennai) and
participated in Gandhi’s Non-Cooperation Movement.



He was also jailed for two years in Vellore in 1920.



After his release, he opened his own ashram to promote Gandhi’s principles of
Hindu-Muslim harmony and the abolition of untouchability.



He was also a proponent of khadi.
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Vaikom Satyagraha:
He was also involved in the Vaikom Satyagraha movement against untouchability

Dandi March:


When Gandhi led the Dandi March to break the salt law in 1930, Rajagopalachari
carried out a similar march at Vedaranyam in the Madras Presidency.



He also became the editor of Gandhi’s newspaper, Young India.

Quit India Movement:


During the Quit India Movement, Rajagopalachari opposed Gandhi.



He was of the view that the British were going to leave the country eventually,
so launching another Satyagraha was not a good decision.

Proposals of Rajagopalachari Formula


The Muslim League and the INC would join forces to demand British
independence.



Both parties would work together at the center to construct a transitional
government.



Following the conflict, a committee would be tasked with demarcating those
territories with an absolute majority of Muslims, and a referendum would be
held in those areas, in which all residents (Muslims and non-Muslims) would vote
on whether or not to form a separate independent nation based on adult
suffrage.



In the event of a partition, mutual agreements for the protection of defense,
communications, and trade will be created.



Only if Britain passes entire power to India will the aforementioned terms
become a reality.
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3. Examine the need for tribal policy post independence and
briefly explain the tribal Panchsheel?

APPROACH
 Write about the problems faced by Tribal population before and after
independence
 Write about the tribal policies
 Write about tribal Panchsheel

Intro:
During colonial times money lenders, traders & petty officials invaded the tribal areas
and disrupted the tribal’s traditional way of life. To conserve forests and to facilitate
their commercial exploitation, the colonial authorities brought large tracts of forest
lands under forest laws which forbade shifting cultivation & put severe restrictions on
the tribals use of forest and their access to forest products.
1.

Loss of land, indebtness

2.

Exploitation by middlemen

3.

Denial of access to forests & forest products

4. Oppression & extortion by policemen, forest officials and other government
officials

Tribal integration was an extremely difficult task due to –


Diverse dwelling conditions



Different cultures & tradition



Varied languages



Spread all over India



Resided mostly in hills & forest areas in colonial India



Lived in isolation



Different habits and ways of life with their non-tribal neighbours

Nehru stood for economic & social development of tribal people in multifarious ways,
especially in the fields of modern medical facilities communications, agriculture and
education. There were certain broad guidelines laid down by Nehru, with the help of V
Elwin, which was called as “Tribal Panchsheel”. They are:
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People should develop along the line of their own genius – avoid imposing
anything on them



Try to encourage in every way their own traditional arts and culture



Tribals rights to land and forest should be respected



Technical experts needed for development but avoid introducing too many
outsiders into tribal territory.



Judge results not by statistics or amount of money spent, but by the quality of
human character involved.



Should not over administer these areas or overwhelm them with a multiplicity of
schemes

In spite of the constitutional safeguards and the efforts of central & state
governments, the tribals progress and welfare has been very slow. Except North East,
the tribals continue to be poor, indebted, landless and often unemployed. Problem
lies in weak execution of even well intention measures.

State‟s Initiative to improve status of Tribal Population:


Legislation to protect tribal rights & interests



Activities of the tribal welfare departments



Panchayati Raj, spread of literacy and education



Reservations in government services and in Parliament + state assemblies



Reservation in higher education institutions



Efforts by TRIFED
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4. Write a note on the Non - Aligned movement.

APPROACH
 Write about NAM
 Write about the Principles
 Write about its Objectives and Importance to world.

NAM:
The NAM is an international forum of 120 developing countries that believe in the idea
of non-alignment with the major power blocs. It was established in 1961 in Belgrade,
former Yugoslavia under the leadership of the then Indian Prime Minister Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru, President of Egypt Gamal Abdel Nasser and the President of
Yugoslavia Josip Broz Tito.

Principles:
As J.L Nehru was founding members, the principles of NAM was largely guided by
Panchsheel principles, some of them are:


Respect for the principles enshrined in the charter of the United Nations and
international law.



Respect for sovereignty, sovereign equality and territorial integrity of all States.



Peaceful settlement of all international conflicts in accordance with the charter
of the United Nations.



Respect for the political, economic, social and cultural diversity of countries and
peoples.



Defence and promotion of shared interests, justice and cooperation, regardless
of the differences existing in the political, economic and social systems of the
States, on the basis of mutual respect and the equality of rights.



Respect for the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence, in
accordance with the charter of the United Nations



Non-interference in the internal affairs of States. No State or group of States has
the right to intervene either directly or indirectly, whatever the motive, in the
internal affairs of any other State.



Promotion and defence of multilateralism and multilateral organisations as the
appropriate frameworks to resolve, through dialogue and cooperation, the
problems affecting humankind.
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Objectives:


NAM has sought to "create an independent path in world politics that would not
result in member States becoming pawns in the struggles between the major
powers."



It identifies the right of independent judgment, the struggle against imperialism
and neo-colonialism, and the use of moderation in relations with all big powers
as the three basic elements that have influenced its approach.



At present, an additional goal is facilitating a restructuring of the international
economic order.

Relevance of NAM:
NAM continues to hold relevance as a platform and due to its principles.


World peace - NAM has played an active role in preserving world peace.It still
stands by its founding principles, idea and purpose



Territorial integrity and sovereignty - NAM stands with this principle and proved
its repeated relevance with the idea of preserving the independence of every
nation.



NAM acted as a protector for these small countries against the western
hegemony.



Equitable world order - It can act as a bridge between the political and
ideological differences existing in the international environment.



Interest of developing countries - If disputes arise between developed and
developing nation at any point of a concerned topic.



Cultural diversity and human rights



Sustainable development - NAM supported the concept of sustainable
development and can lead the world toward sustainability.



Economic growth
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5. Write short notes on Development of Press in India?

APPROACH
 Write about introduction of press in India
 Write about British restriction policies
 Write about Indian Press struggle against restrictions.

Development of Press in India:


James Augustus Hickey founded "The Bengal Gazette or Calcutta General
Advertiser" in 1780, but it was seized in 1872 due to its outspoken criticism of the
government.



It was Hickey's efforts that laid the groundwork for the Indian press.



Later on, more newspapers/journals appeared, including The Bengal Journal,
Calcutta Chronicle, Madras Courier, and Bombay Herald.



The officers of the Company were concerned that these newspapers would
reach London and expose their wrongdoings.



As a result, they saw the need for press restraints.

Early Regulations
Censorship of Press Act, 1799


The Censorship of Press Act, 1799, was enacted by Governor-General Richard
Wellesley to prevent the French from publishing anything critical of the British.



This act subjected all newspapers to government scrutiny prior to publication.
This act was later expanded in 1807 to include all types of press publications,
including newspapers, magazines, books, and pamphlets.



When Francis Hastings (1813-1823) took office in 1818, the rules were relaxed.

Licensing Regulations, 1823


Governor-General John Adams introduced the Licensing Regulation Ordinance.



This regulation made operating a press without a licence a criminal offence.
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The ban was primarily aimed at Indian-language newspapers or those edited by
Indians.



This prompted Raja Ram Mohun Roy to discontinue publication of his Persian
journal 'Mirat-ul-akhbar,' which he began in 1822.

Press Act 1835 (Metcalfe Act)


The 1835 Press Act, also known as the Metcalfe Act, repealed the 1823 Licensing
Regulations.



Metcalfe became known in India as the "liberator of the press."



The act required a printer/publisher to provide a detailed account of the
premises of a publication and to cease operations if a similar declaration was
issued.



A liberal press policy resulted in the rapid growth of newspapers.

Licensing Act, 1857


After the Revolt of 1857, Governor General Canning (later Viceroy in 1858)
enacted the Licensing Act of 1857 to impose stricter restrictions on the press.



This act imposed licensing restrictions as well as the right to halt the publication
and distribution of any book, newspaper, or printed matter owned by the
government.

Registration Act, 1867


The Metcalfe act of 1835 was repealed by the Registration Act of 1867.



The act was said to impose regulations but no restrictions on the press.



The name of the printer, publisher, and place of publication were now required
to be included in the print media, and a copy was required to be submitted to the
government.

Vernacular Press Act, 1878


It was established for "better control" of the vernacular press, and it effectively
punished and suppressed seditious writing.



The district magistrate had the authority to order the printer and publisher of
any vernacular newspaper to enter into a bond with the government promising
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not to cause disaffection against the government or antipathy between people
of different religions, castes, or races through published material.


The printer and publisher could also be required to deposit security, which could
be seized if the offences reoccurred.



The magistrate's decision was final, and there could be no appeal in a court of
law.



A vernacular newspaper could obtain an exemption from the Act's application by
submitting proof to a government censor.

Newspaper (Incitement to Offences) Act, 1908


The Newspaper (Incitement to Offense) Act of 1908 empowered magistrates to
seize press property that published objectionable material likely to incite murder
or violent acts.



Extremist nationalist activity during and after the Swadeshi movement of 1906
prompted this act.

Indian Press Act, 1910
This act was a revision of the Vernacular Act, which empowered local governments to
demand a security at registration from the printer/publisher and forfeit/deregister an
offending newspaper, and the printer of a newspaper was required to submit two
copies of each issue to local governments.

Struggle byNationalists to Secure Press Freedom:


Since the early nineteenth century, nationalists have prioritized the protection of
civil liberties, including press freedom. Raja Ram Mohan Roy had protested
against a resolution restricting press freedom as early as 1824.



From around 1870 to 1918, the early phase of the nationalist movement focused
more on political propaganda and education, as well as the formation and
propagation of nationalist ideology.



The press proved to be a valuable tool in the hands of nationalists for this
purpose. In its early days, the Indian National Congress relied solely on the press
to disseminate its resolutions and proceedings.



During these years, a slew of new newspapers appeared under distinguished
journalists.
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These newspapers were not established to make a profit, but rather to provide
national and public service.



In fact, these newspapers had a wide readership and sparked a library
movement.



Their influence was not limited to cities and towns; these newspapers reached
out to remote villages, where each news item and editorial was thoroughly read
and discussed in the 'local libraries' that gathered around a single newspaper.



In this way, these libraries served the dual purpose of political education and
political participation.



Government acts and policies were scrutinized in these publications. They served
as an opposition institution to the government.
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6. Write down the achievements of Samudragupta. Why is he
owned Indian Napoleon?

APPROACH
 Write about Samudragupta
 Write about his military achievements, as an administrator and philanthropist.
 Write about his Allahabad Pillar inscription and Eran inscription.

Introduction:


Samudragupta (reign 335-380 AD) was son of Chandragupta –I and Kumaradevi.
He ascended the throne in 335 AD.



Samudragupta was the greatest ruler of the Gupta Dynasty and ruled till around
380 AD.



The western scholars equate him with Napoleon and call him Indian
Napoleon due to the extensive military conquests. His court poet and minister
Harisena composed the Allahabad pillar Inscription or Prayag Prasasti.

As a great Warrior:


Samudragupta was a great warrior - this is well proved by the account of
Harisena in Allahabad Pillar inscriptions although the description is poetic
"whose most charming body was covered over with all the beauty of the marks
of a hundred confuse wounds caused by the blows of battle axes, arrows,
spears, pikes, swords, lances, javelin".



At least three types of coins - Archar Type, Battle - Axe and Tiger type - represent
Samudragupta in martial armour. The coins bearing the epithets like
'parakramah' (valour), 'kritanta-parashu', vyaghra parakramah', prove his being a
skilful warrior.



That Samdudragupta was brilliant commander and a great conqueror is proved
by Harisena's description of his conquests. He mentions that Samudragaupta
exterminated nine north Indian states, Subdued eithteen Atavika kingdoms near
Bajalpur and Chhota Nagpur, and in his blitz - like campaign humbled the pride of
twelve South Indian Kings, Nine borderstribes, and five frontier states of
Smatata, Devaka, Karupa, Nepal and Krtripur 'paid taxex, obeyed orders and
performed obeisance in person to the great Samudragupta'.



The conquests made him the lord - paramount of India. Fortune's child as he was,
he was never defeated in any battle.
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His Eran inscription also stresses his being 'invincible' in battle. Samudragupta's
Asvamedha type of coins commeorate the Asvamedha sacrifices he performed
and signify his many victories and supremacy.

Administrator :


Samudragupta displayed greater foresight in his conquests and in the
administration and consolidation of his empire.



A practical statestesman as he was he adopted different policies of different
regions.



"His treatment of the nine kings of the north India was drastic, they were
'forcibly rooted up' and their territories were incorporated in the dominions of
the victor, but he made no attempt to effect the permanent annexation of the
twelve southern States; he only exacted a temporary submission from the
defeated chiefs, and then withdrew after having despoiled the rich treasures of
the south; the policy of Dharm-Vijaya which Samudragupta followed in respect of
the kings of south India is symbolic of his statesmanship, and was based on the
needs and situations prevailing at that time. It was not an easy task to control
effectively the far off regions from Pataliputra particularly when the means of
transport and communication were too meager. The later history of India bears
testimony to this fact.



To the distant tribal states of the Punjab Eastern Rajputana and Malwa he
granted autonomy treating them as buffer Kingdoms against the foreign rulers
like sakas and Kushans.



That Samudragupta was an efficient administrator is clear from the very fact that
he not only established a vast empire but also left it as legacy to his successors
well-knit and well-organised.



The Allahabad Pillar Prasasti makes the mention of officials known as
'Mahadandnayaka' 'Kumaramaty' and 'Sandhivigrahika' and that his
administration was severe and tyrannical and that Samudragupta was very firm
towards sinners but generous towards righteous people.

Vedic religion and philanthrophy :


Samudragupta was the up-holder of Brahmanical religion. Because of his services
to the cause of religion the Allahabad inscription mentions the qualifying title of
'Dharma-prachir Bandhu' for him. But he was not intolerant of other creeds.



His patronage to Buddhist scholar Vasubandhu and the acceptance of the
request of the king of Ceylon to build a monastery of Bodh Gaya emply prove
that the respected other religions.
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His Asvamedha types of coins with other coins bearing the figures of Lakshmi
and Ganga together with her 'vahas' makara (crocodile) testify his faith in
Brahmanical religions.

As a Patron of Art and Culture:


He was given the title of Kaviraj after writing several Sanskrit poetry.



He was also a talented musician. On several of his coins, he is depicted as a
musician, seated on a sofa and playing a Veena.



His court poets praised his refined mind, lyrical aptitude, and musical ability. He is
said to have desired to delve deeply into the tattva, or knowledge, of the
Sastras in order to be worthy of the company of the wise men.



He gave the king of Ceylon permission to create a Buddhist monastery for
Buddhist monks at Boudh Gaya.



The rich variety of gold coins produced by Samudragupta not only represents
the pinnacle of ancient technical proficiency in the art of coinage, but also the
empire's riches.
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7.

Define Ashoka‟s Dhamma? Explain the main principles and
importance of Ashoka‟s Dhamma.

APPROACH
 Write about Ashoka
 Write about his Dhamma
 Write about the principles of Dhamma
 Write about the importance

Introduction:
Maurya dynasty’s third emperor, Ashoka, was one of the most powerful emperors of
the ancient Indian subcontinent. Between 268 and 232 BCE, he effectively ruled over a
vast portion of the country. His most notable achievements were his renunciation of
violence, the invention of the concept of Dhamma (virtuous social behaviour), and the
promotion of Buddhism. He is believed to be the only King in global history to give up
conquest upon winning a war.

King Ashoka‟s Religious Policy: Dhamma
`King Ashoka declared Buddhism the state religion around 260 BC. He mandated the
practice of Dhamma, which became the foundation of his generous and tolerant
administration. Ashoka’s Dhamma was based on the ten principles espoused by Lord
Buddha. These ten principles are:


To be liberal while avoiding egoism.



To uphold a high moral standard.



To be willing to put one’s own pleasure aside for the sake of the subjects’ wellbeing.



To be truthful and uphold total integrity.



To be gentle and kind.



To live a humble life to inspire the subjects.



To be free of all forms of hatred.



To practise non-violence.



To develop patience.



Respect for the public’s viewpoint to create peace and concord.

Ashoka’s Dhamma was not a new religion. It was not a new form of political
philosophy either. Dharma is the Sanskrit word for “dhamma.”
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Dhamma was a way of life enshrined in a code of behaviour and a set of ideals that he
advised his subjects to follow to live in peace and prosperity. Dhamma policies
included the following:



Ahimsa (non-violence) and truthfulness should be practised
The masters’ treatment of slaves and servants should be humane



All religious sects must be tolerated



Instead of conflict, dharma conquest is preferred



Parents must be obeyed and respected, and teachers must be revered



Brahmanas and Buddhist monks should be respected



Abolition of death sentences



Animal sacrifices and the killing of birds are prohibited



Inappropriate rituals and superstitious practices are discouraged



Building wells and rest houses, as well as planting trees



Human and animal health care to be provided



Provisions to help the poor and the elderly

He propagated these Ashoka’s Dhamma ideals through the issuance of 14 edicts. He
disseminated all of these edicts throughout his realm during his reign. Ashoka
entrusted Dhamma Mahamatras with the task of teaching the Dhamma to the masses.
They were even deployed to spread it in other countries.
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8. Elucidate the evolution of pre-historic cave paintings?

APPROACH
 Write about evidences
 Write about cave paintings during Paleolithic, Mesolithic and Neolithic period.
 Give examples for each period.

Intro:


V.S.Wakankar, an archaeologist, discovered the Bhimbetaka paintings in 1957-58.



These paintings typically depict animals such as bison, beers, and tigers. They are
known as the 'Zoo Rock Shelter' because they depict elephants, rhinoceroses,
cattle, snakes, spotted deer, barasingha, and other animals.



Evolution of the prehistoric cave paintings

Upper Paleolithic paintings


Simple iconic animal and human forms appear for the first time.



Animals were shown intheir natural outlines and humans always in the dynamic
action of hunting or dancing executed in abstract form.



Characterized by perfect ‘S’ shaped human figuresdepicting activities thatlook as
if they are hunting, dancing and running.



Upper part of the rocks in the shelter was mostly painted.



Remains of rock paintings have been discovered on the walls of caves in Madhya
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Bihar, and
Uttarakhand in India.



Lakhudiyar in Uttarakhand, Kupgallu in Telangana, Piklihal and Tekkalkotta in
Karnataka, Bhimbetka and Jogimara in Madhya Pradesh, and others are
examples of early rock painting locations.

Mesolithic Cave paintings


Explosion of creativity in the form of numerousmotifs, designs with figures in
gently flowing fine lines reflecting dynamic action.



Hunters are shown wearing simple clothes andornaments, elaborate headdresses and masks.
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Animal forms are naturalistic depictions while human figures are static and
abstract.



Male figures are stick like while the women are bulky box shaped with intricate
body designs as infilling consisting of spiral or honey-comb.



Mythical stories depicting huge defied animals chasing diminutive human beings,
medical treatment and burial like activity.



Dance, pregnant women, childbirth and a mother with a child are also drawn.

Example:


Lakhajoar (Fishing scene, familyfeasting in a hut),



Bhimbetka (Magicaltreatment of an ill person),



Chaturbhujnath Nala(dynamic archers).

Neolithic Cave paintings


Paintings lose their sense of movement, figures are repetitive signs, humans and
animals start becoming more and more schematic and stylized.



Size, in general, goes on reducing, though a few big figures are also there.



Hunting scenes are there, but hunting as an act of a large group is absent. From
now onwards, the solitary hunter is shown.



Example: ChaturbhujnathNala (Chariots appeared), Kupgallu, Piklihal and
Tekkalkota
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9. Discuss in detail about the Paris peace settlement?

APPROACH
 Write about Big Four
 Write about Paris Peace settlement or Treaty of Versailles
 Write about the fourteen points

Intro:
The Paris Peace Settlement took place from January 1919 until July 1919. During this
period of time leaders and representatives fro a large number of countries that were
in one way or another involved in the war met in Paris to draw a treaty, this was The
Treaty of Versailles. The main players in the making of the treaty were the Big Four; W.
Wilson from USA, D.L. George from UK, G. Clemenceau from France, and V. Orlando
from Italy. The Treaty of Versailles was based on the Treaty of Vienna from the
Napoleonic Wars, and it intended to draw the end of the war and the future of the
nations in Europe.
In retrospect, the ‘Big Four’ were not on the same page regarding the peace treaty.
Each had their own objectives which were in conflict with that of the other


The French wanted to prevent any future attacks by Germany and for this, they
sought to economically weaken it by paying heavy reparations.



The British wanted to rebuild Germany in order to gain a strong trading partner



The Italians wanted to expand their power and influence in post-war Europe so
that they would be at an equal footing with that of other European powers



The Americans opposed any territorial changes and sought to implement a world
order that was in line with the Fourteen Points. Other European leaders
considered the Fourteen Points as too unrealistic to translate into policy

In consequence, of the Treaty of Versailles the political and geographical map of
Europe was hugely changed. New countries emerged and old countries fell. The new
countries created were: Poland, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Latvia,
Lithuania, and Estonia.
In a speech to the United States Congress in January 1918, President Woodrow Wilson
laid out his vision for an idealistic post-war European society. They were known as the
Fourteen Points. The Fourteen Points laid the groundwork for self-determination for
Europe’s ethnic population and the groundwork for a multinational organization that
would mediate any future disputes and prevent large-scale conflicts. The organization
became known as the League of Nations
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The Fourteen Points:


There would be no secret treaties between two warring nations. Diplomacy
between them would be a matter of public record



The free navigations of the seas would be inclusive to all the nations.



There would be no economic barriers between countries. Free trade would be
the norm



All nations should abstain from an arms race with a view to enhance public
safety.



Claims regarding colonies should be fair and impartial.



Restoration of territories lost by Russia



Belgium should be granted freed as was the case before 1914



The region of Alsace-Lorraine should be returned to France



Italy’s frontiers should be drawn keeping nationalities recognizable



The various ethnic groups of the Austro-Hungarian Empire must be given a right
to self-determination



The Balkan states should also be guaranteed self-determination and
independence.



Turks and those under Turkish rule should be granted self-determination.



An independent Poland should be created.



A general association of nations must be formed to mediate international
disputes.
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10. Explain the causes of the American Civil war. How
important was slavery?

APPROACH
 Write about American Civil war
 Write about American constitution
 Write about Causes
 Write about slavery
There were differences between states in the north and states in the south which
resulted in the American Civil War.


Northern States (Industrialized) - Relied upon a workforce where people worked
and got paid. Did not have slavery dominating their society



Southern States (Plantation) - Relied heavily upon a slave workforce in the field
to help harvest crop

Causes of American Civil War:
The factors which led to the outbreak of the Civil War in America can be consolidated
as :

1. Slavery Issue


Northern States were Industrialized .They believed that slavery was wrong
and evil Whereas Southern States have a lot of Plantation areas and hence
relied heavily upon a slave workforce in the field to help harvest crop



Since Northern People Wanted slavery to be illegal throughout the United
States this made wealthy landowners in the South fearful that their way of life
would come to an end.

Condition of the Slaves:
The slaves were governed by the slave code and were considered property of the
slave traders. So, they were denied personal freedom and their condition was pitiable.
They received severe punishments like lynching, thrashing, killing etc. Hence ,
Northern States Considered Slavery as Evil .

2. Constitutional Issue


Whenever any region was inducted into the Union as the new state, fresh
controversy started between northern states and southern states, whatever
this region concern, should be inducted as a ‘free state’ or a ‘slave state’ as it
Impacts the number of representation in the House of Representative.
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The northern free states were worried about the fact that, if more or more
region would be inducted as slave state, the slave state would form majority in
House of Representative. This increases Tensions Between Northern and
Southern States.

3. Fear of reforms by Abraham Lincoln and Republican party:


The final straw for the South was election of Abraham Lincoln to President of
the United States as Abraham Lincoln was a member of the new anti-slavery
Republican Party. The southern states felt that Lincoln was against slavery and
also against the South.



Abraham Lincoln Completely abolished the slavery System in America , also
preserves the Union and win the Civil War.



It was Abraham Lincoln who gave the famous principle of democracy –
i.e. government of the people, by the people and for the people.

Importance Of American Civil War


After the civil war United States of America was more economically and
culturally unified.



The Civil war put an end to the institution of slavery (13th amendment).



Inspiration to other countries to abolish evil practice of the slavery.



Woman enjoyed greater freedom in the society than before

Thirteenth Amendment
Section 1


Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime
whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United
States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Section 2


Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
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TOPIC: SALIENT FEATURES – OCEANOGRAPHY
11. The Ocean Is Climate Change‟s First Victim and Last Resort
– Comment.

APPROACH





Intro – Give some basic facts about ocean and climate change.
Body
First part –List out the points for consequences of climate change on ocean.
Second part – Significance of ocean & why it is last resort.
 Conclude with way forward.

Intro:


Covering about 70 percent of the Earth’s surface, the world’s oceans have a twoway relationship with weather and climate. The oceans influence the weather on
local to global scales, while changes in climate can fundamentally alter many
properties of the oceans.

Ocean is first victim


As greenhouse gases trap more energy from the sun, the oceans are absorbing
more heat, resulting in an increase in sea surface temperatures and rising sea
level.



Changes in ocean temperatures and currents brought about by climate change
will lead to alterations in climate patterns around the world. For example,
warmer waters may promote the development of stronger storms in the tropics,
which can cause property damage and loss of life.



The impacts associated with sea level rise and stronger storm surges are
especially relevant to coastal communities.



Although the oceans help reduce climate change by storing large amounts of
carbon dioxide, increasing levels of dissolved carbon are changing the chemistry
of seawater and making it more acidic.



Increased ocean acidity makes it more difficult for certain organisms, such as
corals and shellfish, to build their skeletons and shells. These effects, in turn,
could substantially alter the biodiversity and productivity of ocean ecosystems.



Changes in ocean systems generally occur over much longer time periods than in
the atmosphere, where storms can form and dissipate in a single day.
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Interactions between the oceans and atmosphere occur slowly over many
months to years, and so does the movement of water within the oceans,
including the mixing of deep and shallow waters.



The primary main wounds of worldwide warming occurred within the low-lying
island nations of the South Pacific, the place communities have at all times lived
and died by the ocean and its bounty.



4Other escalating tragedies are at hand beneath the waters that make up over
70% of earth’s floor, from coral mass-bleaching occasions to the destruction of
marine biodiversity.

Ocean is last resort


The bottom topography of the oceans has many uncommon metals which are
useful to construct the batteries essential to energy carbon-free journey.



By harnessing the pressure of the tides, other supply of renewable energy will
add into our struggling power grids.



Offshore wind farms are additionally poised to develop exponentially as an
important energy supply.



Oceans are the central banks of earth’s carbon shares. Researchers working on
the affordably to seize CO2 from fossil-fuel--burning crops and inject the fuel into
the rock under the ocean flooring.



Efforts are already underneath strategy to defend and rebuild oceanic
ecosystems like mangroves, salt marshes, and seagrasses, that not solely
sequester extra CO2 than their land-bound counterparts, but additionally act as
pure breakwaters to guard coastal populations.



Growing population puts pressure on the land resources and food security is in
threat, so shifting towards sea-based foods will also ensure food security and it
can easily cater the maximum population.

Conclusion:
The overall solution for the ocean and climate change is to significantly reduce the
emission of greenhouse gases. The most recent international agreement to address
climate change, the Paris Agreement, entered into force in 2016. Meeting the targets
of the Paris Agreement will require action at international, national, local, and
community levels around the world.
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TOPIC: OCEANOGRAPHY
12. List out the reasons for Destabilisation of Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) also write How
far the destabilisation of AMOC will lead to catastrophic
effects on global climate.

APPROACH





Intro – Define AMOC and its working
Body
First part – Reasons for destabilisation shortly
Second part –List out various consequences world wide
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is a large system of ocean
currents. It is the Atlantic branch of the ocean conveyor belt or Thermohaline
circulation (THC), and distributes heat and nutrients throughout the world’s ocean
basins.AMOC carries warm surface waters from the tropics towards the Northern
Hemisphere, where it cools and sinks. It then returns to the tropics and then to the
South Atlantic as a bottom current. From there it is distributed to all ocean basins via
the Antarctic circumpolar current.

Reasons for destabilisation


Climate models have long predicted that global warming can cause a weakening
of the major ocean systems of the world.



Freshwater inflow from the melting of the Greenland ice sheet. The freshwater
from the melting ice reduces the salinity and density of the water. In July 2021,
researchers noted that a part of the Arctic’s ice called “Last Ice Area” has also
melted. Now, the water is unable to sink as it used to and weakens the AMOC
flow.



AMOC strength has always been fluctuating, mainly if you look at the late
Pleistocene time period (last 1 million years). The extreme glacial stages have
seen weaker circulation and slowdown in AMOC, while the glacial terminations
have shown a stronger AMOC and circulation.
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Various consequences on world


Without a proper AMOC and Gulf Stream, Europe will be very cold. Gulf Stream, a
part of the AMOC, is a warm current responsible for mild climate at the Eastern
coast of North America as well as Europe. An AMOC shutdown would cool the
northern hemisphere and decrease rainfall over Europe.



It can also have an effect on the El Nino.



It can also shift monsoons in South America and Africa.

Conclusion:
The AMOC decline is not just a fluctuation or a linear response to increasing
temperatures but likely means the approaching of a critical threshold beyond which
the circulation system could collapse.
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TOPIC: INDIAN GEOGRAPHY
13. Enumerate the factors affecting the climate of India.

APPROACH
 Intro –Start by explaining the climate type of India
 Body
 List out the factors by explaining each of them
 Conclude by quoting climate change in India

Intro:
India is often referred to as a country with a Tropical monsoon type of climate. The
large size of India, its latitudinal extent, the Himalayas in the north and the Indian
Ocean, Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal in the south have resulted in great variations in
the distribution of temperature and precipitation in the subcontinent of India.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CLIMATE OF INDIA
The climate of India is a complex phenomenon and is influenced by a large number of
geographical factors. Some of the important factors are briefly discussed as under:
1. Location and Latitudinal Extent. The mainland of India extends roughly from 8°N
to 37°N and the Tropic of Cancer passes through the middle of the country. Areas
south of the Tropic of Cancer are closer to the equator and experience high
temperature throughout the year. The northern parts on the other hand lie in
the warm temperate zone. Hence they experience comparatively lower
temperatures. Some places record considerably low temperatures particularly in
winter. Water bodies comprising the Arabian sea and the Bay of Bengal surround
the peninsular India and make climatic conditions mild along the coastal areas.
2. Distance from the Sea. Areas near the coast have equable or maritine climate.
On the contrary, interior locations are deprived of the moderating influence of
the sea and experience extreme or continental climate. For example the annual
range of temperature at Kochi does not exceed 3°C whereas it is as high as 20°C
at Delhi. Similarly, the amount of annual rainfall at Kolkata is 119 cm which falls to
a low of 24 cm at Bikaner.
3. The Northern Mountain Ranges. As mentioned earlier, India is separated from
the rest of Asia by the impenetrable wall of the Himalayan mountain ranges.
These ranges protect India from the bitterly cold and dry winds of Central Asia
during winter. Further, these mountain ranges act as an effective physical barrier
for rain bearing south-west monsoon winds to cross the northern frontiers of
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India. Thus, the Himalayan mountain ranges act as a climatic divide between the
Indian Sub-continent and Central Asia.
4. Physiography. Physiography of India has a great bearing on major elements of
climate such as temperature, atmospheric pressure, direction of winds and the
amount of rainfall. In fact, physical map of India is very closely related to the
climatic conditions of the country. Places located at higher altitude have cool
climate even though they are located in the peninsular India, e.g., Ooty. Several
hill stations and the Himalayan ranges are much cooler than the places located in
the Great Plain of North India. The greatest control of physiography in the
peninsular India is seen in the distribution of rainfall. The south-west monsoon
winds from the Arabian sea strike almost perpendicularly at the Western Ghats
and cause copious rainfall in the Western Coastal plain and the western slopes of
the Western Ghats. On the contrary. vast areas of Maharashtra, Karnataka,
Telangana, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu lie in rainishadow or leeward side of
the Western Ghats and receive scanty rainfall. The physiographic control of the
mighty Himalayas over the climate of the country goes without saying. The
monsoon winds from the Bay of Bengal are bifurcated into two branches by the
physiographic features. One branch goes to the Brahmaputra valley through the
Meghalaya plateau. Here the funnel shaped Cherrapunji valley forces the
moisture laden monsoon winds to rise along the steep slope and make this area
the wettest place in the world. The other branch of monsoons from the Bay of
Bengal enters the Ganga valley. Its northward movement is obstructed by the
Himalayan ranges and it advances westwards up the Ganga plain. Initially this
branch causes heavy rainfall but the amount of rainfall decreases as the
monsoons loose much of the moisture content while advancing westwards.
5. Monsoon Winds. The most dominating factor of the Indian climate is the
'monsoon winds' as a result of which it is often called the monsoon climate. The
complete reversal of the monsoon winds brings about a sudden change in the
seasons-the harsh summer season suddenly giving way to eagerly awaited
monsoon or rainy season. The south-west summer monsoons from the Arabian
sea and the Bay of Bengal bring rainfall to the entire country. The north-eastern
winter monsoon travel from land to sea and do not cause much rainfall except
along the Caromandel coast after getting moisture from the Bay of Bengal.
6. Upper Air Circulation. The changes in the upper air circulation over Indian
landmass influences the climate of India to a great extent. Jet streams in the
upper air system influence the Indian climate in the following ways:
(i)

Westerly Jet Stream. Westerly jet stream blows at a very high speed during
winter over the sub-tropical zone. This jet stream is bifurcated by the
Himalayan ranges. The northern branch of this jet stream blows along the
northern edge of this barrier. The southern branch blows eastwards south
of the Himalayan ranges along 25° north latitude. Meteorologists believe
that this branch of jet stream exercises a significant influence on the winter
weather conditions in India. This jet stream is responsible for bringing
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western disturbances from the Mediterranean region in to the Indian subcontinent. Winter rain and heat storms in north-western plains and
occasional heavy snowfall in hilly regions are caused by these disturbances.
These are generally followed by cold waves in the whole of northern plains.
(ii)

Easterly Jet Stream. Reversal in upper air circulation takes place in summer
due to the apparent shift of the sun's vertical rays in the northern
hemisphere. The westerly jet stream is replaced by the easterly jet stream
which owes its origin to the heating of the Tibet plateau. This leads to the
development of an easterly cold jet stream centered around 15°N latitude
and blowing over peninsular India. This helps in the sudden onset of the
south-west monsoons.

7. Tropical Cyclones and Western Disturbances. Tropical cyclones originate in the
Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea and they influence large parts of the peninsular
India. Majority of the cyclones originate in the Bay of Bengal and influence the
weather conditions during the south-west monsoon season. Some cyclones are
born during the retreating monsoon season, i.e., in October and November and
influence the weather conditions along the eastern coast of India. The western
disturbances originate over the Mediterranean sea and travel eastward under
the influence of westerly jet stream. They influence the winter weather
conditions over most of Northern plains and Western Himalayan region.
8. El-Nino Effect. El-Nino is a narrow warm current which occasionally appears off
the coast of Peru in December (See Fig. 5.9). It is a temporary replacement of the
cold Peru current which normally flows along the coast. This current is
responsible for wide spread floods and droughts in the tropical regions of the
world. Sometimes it becomes more intense and increases the surface water
temperatures of the sea by 10°C. This warming of tropical Pacific waters affects
the global pattern of pressure and wind systems including the monsoon winds in
the Indian Ocean. Meteorologists believe that the severe droughts of 1987, 2009
and 2014 in India were caused by El-Nino.
9. La Nina. After an El-Nino, weather conditions return to normal. However, some
times trade winds become so strong that they cause abnormal accumulation of
cold water in the central and easter Pacific region. This event is called La Nina,
which in effect is the complete reversal of El Nino. A La Nina also marks an active
hurricane season. But in India. The presence of La Nina portends exceptionally
good news. It is the harbinger of heavy monsoon showers in India. La Nina
usually follows a strong El Nino. How the two weather pattern anomalies
compare:
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EI Nino the little boy
Trade winds weaken, warm waters
move east
Pacific jet stream is pulled further
south than normal; picks up storms
the jet stream could normally miss
Weakens Indian monsoons
EI Nino occurs after 3 to 5 years







La Nina the little girl
Strong Pacific trade winds blow
from surface water westward.
Cold water rises to the surface

Strengthens Indian monsoons
La Nina occurs roughly half as often
as EI Nino; lasts from 1 to 3 years.

10. Southern Oscillation. There is a strange linkage of meteorological changes often
observed between the Indian and the Pacific Oceans. It has been noticed that
whenever the surface level pressure is high over the Indian Ocean, there is low
pressure over the Pacific Ocean and vice-versa. This inter relation of high and low
pressure over the Pacific and the Indian Ocean is called Southern Oscillation.
When the winter pressure is high over the Pacific Ocean and low over the Indian
ocean, the south-west monsoons in India tend to be stronger. In the reverse
case, the monsoons are most likely to be weaker.

Conclusion:
India is already experiencing a warming climate. Unusual and unprecedented spells of
hot weather are expected to occur far more frequently and cover much larger areas.
Under 4°C warming, the west coast and southern India are projected to shift to new,
high-temperature climatic regimes with significant impacts on agriculture. With builtup urban areas rapidly becoming “heat-islands”, urban planners will need to adopt
measures to counteract this effect.
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TOPIC: INDIAN GEOGRAPHY
14. The temperate part of India (north of Tropic of Cancer) is
twice the area of tropical part still it was treated as Tropical
country?

APPROACH
 Intro – Write about India’s size and its locational extent.
 Body
 List out the reasons for treating India as a Tropical country
 Conclude suitably

Intro:
With an area of 32,87,263 sq km, India is the seventh largest country of the world. The
North-south extent from Indira Col in Kashmir to Kanniyakumari is 3,214 km and Eastwest width from the Rann of Kachachh to Arunachal Pradesh is 2,933 km. The tropic
of cancer divides India into halves: North and South India.The temperate part (north
of Tropic of Cancer) is twice the area of tropical part.But India has always been
treated as a tropical country for two different reasons – physical and cultural.

Physiographic Reasons


The country is separated from the rest of Asia by Himalayas.



Its climate is dominated by the tropical monsoons and the temperate air masses
are blocked by Himalayas.



The seasonal reversal of winds in Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal gives India a
typical tropical monsoon climate.



Entire area south of the Himalayas is essentially tropical from climatic point of
view: Although the night temperatures in Winter at several places in North India
may come down to the level of those prevailing in temperate lands, yet clear
skies and intense insolation raise the day temperatures to a tropical level.So
there is no clearly marked winter.



India is recognized as one of the mega-diverse countries, rich in biodiversity and
associated traditional knowledge. This is only possible if the region attains more
solar power which is higher than temperate ones.
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Cultural Reasons


The above Physiographic reasons made the Settlements, diseases, agricultural
and primary economic activities of India are all tropical in nature.

Conclusion:
So, from the above factors it is clearly understood that because of Himalayas that
India is a tropical country.
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TOPIC: INDIAN GEOGRAPHY
15. In recent days, the biodiversity of Western Ghats poses a
serious threat from various aspects so there is urgent need
to protect the Western Ghats – Enumerate.

APPROACH





Intro –Give a short note on Western Ghats
Body
First part – List out the various threats
Second part – List out the conservational measures to protect it
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
Western Ghats consist of a chain of mountains running parallel to India’s Western
Coast and passing from the states of Kerala, Maharashtra, Goa, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu
and Karnataka. Western Ghats was declared as a world heritage site in 2012 by the
United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) and also an
one of the four biodiversity hotspots of India.
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Threats to Western Ghats
In recent days, increased population coupled with infrastructure developments and
climate change poses a greater risk to this invaluable biodiversity hotspot.

Mining:
With a steep increase in iron ore prices and demand for lower grade ores, mining
activities have grown rapidly especially in Goa and often in violation of all laws,
resulting in serious environmental damage and social disruption.
Sand mining has emerged as a major threat in Kerala. Unsustainable mining has
increased vulnerability to landslides, damaged water sources and agriculture, thus
negatively affected the livelihoods of the people living in those areas

Livestock Grazing:
Livestock grazing within and bordering protected areas by high densities of livestock
(cattle and goats) is a serious problem causing habitat degradation across the
Western Ghats.

Human-wildlife conflict:
Given that the Western Ghats exists within an intensely human-dominated landscape,
human-wildlife conflicts are a common phenomenon. For example, villagers living
close to Bhadra Wildlife Sanctuary in the State of Karnataka, lose approximately 11
percent of their annual grain production to raiding elephants annually (CEPF).

Extraction of forest produce:
Human communities living within and adjacent to protected areas in the Western
Ghats are often dependent on extraction of NTFPs to meet a diversity of subsistence
and commercial needs. With rising population and changing consumption patterns,
sustainability of NTFP is a critical issue.

Plantations:
Plantations owned by private individuals and corporate sector continue to grow in the
Western Ghats and constitute an important source of fragmentation of natural
habitat.

Encroachment by human settlements:
Human settlements where legal and/or traditional rights of land ownership occur both
within and outside protected areas all across the Western Ghats and represent a
significant landscape level threat.
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Pollution:
The unrestricted use of agrochemicals in the vicinity of forests, particularly in tea and
coffee estates, causes serious damage to aquatic and forest ecosystems.

Hydropower projects and Large dams:
Large dam projects in Western Ghats have resulted in environmental and social
disruption despite cost benefit analyses and environmental impact assessments being
done by the government and companies

Deforestation:
Conversion of forest land into agricultural land or for commercial purpose like
tourism, illegal logging for timber have had significant negative effects on
biodiversity.
Climate change: The changes in land use and deforestation have led to big variations
in the duration and intensity of rainfalls. Climate change has been considered as a
cause of floods in many regions in recent past.

Measures to conserve
Preventive Approach: Considering the changes in climate, which would affect the
livelihood of all people and hurt the nation’s economy, it is prudent to conserve the
fragile ecosystems.
This will cost less compared to the situation prone to calamities than spending money
/resources for restoration / rejuvenation.
Thus, any further delay in the implementation will only accentuate degrading of the
most prized natural resource of the country.
Engaging With All Stakeholders: A proper analysis based on scientific study followed
by consensus among various stakeholders by addressing respective concerns is
required urgently.
Holistic view of threats and demands on the forest land, products and services,
devising strategies to address these with clearly stated objectives for the authorities
involved must be taken.
Addressing the Concerns of Local People: Arguments go that the idea of demarcating
an ecologically sensitive area is inherently against people and their developmental
aspirations.
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However, many of the local people might have no information on what is an ESA;
whether it will derail development in the region and what are the alternative models
of development.
The issue can be discussed through detailed public consultations so that the policy is
not seen to have a top-down approach.
Role of State Governments: The states must recognise the dangers of destroying the
ecosystem, especially when India has been facing the brunt of the climate crisis.
They must realise that the climate crisis is a reality, and instead of delaying the
decision-making process, devise more decisive climate-proofing actions to save the
valuable Western Ghats.
Land use policy: Land use policy and law enforcement should ensure that illegal
hunting, deforestation, land use change and other human actions that contribute to
livelihoods but hamper biodiversity conservation are kept in check.
Empowering Local Communities: The WGEEP emphasised that it is the people at the
grassroot level who have the knowledge and are tied to the environment should have
the motivation to safeguard the region.
The way forward lies in the pursuit of genuine democratic decentralisation and
empowering local communities in villages and cities.
The people of Western have previously pioneered progressive initiatives such as the
People’s Planning Campaign in Kerala. The spirit of such movements should now be
restored to effectively counter resource exhaustion.

Conclusion
There are no two views on protecting the Western Ghats, but also, there is a need to
strike a balance between safeguarding the forests and the right to livelihood of the
local people. It is important to realise that the Western Ghats or any natural resource
for that matter, is not just ours to destroy. It is everyone’s duty to preserve it for
posterity.
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TOPIC: FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LOCATION OF PRIMARY,
SECONDARY, AND TERTIARY SECTOR INDUSTRIES IN VARIOUS
PARTS OF THE WORLD (INCLUDING INDIA)
16. Through the ages, rivers have served as effective waterways,
carrying people and goods over long distances, it is cheaper,
more reliable and less polluting than transporting goods by
road or rail even today. India is in nascent stage to develop
this cheaper and greener mode of transportation because of
the implementation challenges. In that context, briefly
explain the scope and advantages of Inland waterways in
India and enumerate the possible challenges.

APPROACH





Intro – Current position of Inland waterways in India
Body
First part – Scope behind it
Second part – Advantages of it
 Third part – List out the possible implement challenges

Intro:
India has a vast network of inland waterways that include river bodies, canals,
backwaters and creeks. However, these inland waterways have been unutilised, as
compared to other countries in the world. Out of the 111 national waterways, there are
13 national waterways that are operational for shipping and navigation.
The National Waterways Act proposed 106 additional national waterways to the five
national waterways declared earlier. The Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI) is
responsible for the timely execution of national waterways projects and to ensure
improved water transportation in India. Under the National Waterways Act, 2016, 111
inland waterways (including five national waterways in India declared earlier) have
been declared as ‘national waterways’.

Scope:


About 55 million tonnes of cargo is being moved annually by IWT (Inland Water
Transport), a fuel-efficient and environment-friendly mode. However, freight
transportation by waterways is highly underutilized in the country as compared
to developed countries.
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Its operations are currently restricted to a few stretches in the Ganga-BhagirathiHooghly rivers, the Brahmaputra, the Barak River (north-eastern India), the
rivers in Goa, the backwaters in Kerala, inland waters in Mumbai and the deltaic
regions of the Godavari - Krishna rivers.



Besides these organized operations by mechanized vessels, country boats of
various capacities also operate in various rivers and canals and substantial
quantum of cargo and passengers are transported in this unorganized sector as
well.



In India, IWT has the potential to supplement the overburdened railways and
congested roadways. In addition to cargo movement, the IWT sector also
provides a convenient function in related activities such as carriage of vehicles
{on Roll-on-Roll-off (Ro-Ro) mode of cross ferry} and tourism.

Advantages of an Inland Waterways:


Waterways are a cheaper mode of transportation vis-à-vis the available
alternatives, significantly reducing the point-to-point cost of goods
transportation.



It also reduces time, cost of transportation of goods and cargos, as well as
congestion and accidents on highways. The network requires no green field
investment, but only capex (capital expenditure) for improvement/upgradation.



They are expected to also “help create seamless interconnectivity connecting
hinterlands along navigable river coasts and coastal routes” and “are likely to
play a crucial role in connecting the north-eastern states to the mainland.”

Implementation Challenges:


Some rivers are seasonal and do not offer navigability through the year. Around
20 out of the 111 identified national waterways have reportedly been found
unviable. Intensive Capital and



All the identified waterways require intensive capital and maintenance dredging,
which could be resisted by the local community on environmental grounds,
including displacement fears, thereby posing implementation challenges.



Water also has important competing uses, viz. need for living as well as for
irrigation, power generation etc. It would not be possible for the local
government/others to overlook these needs.
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The exclusive jurisdiction of the Central Government is only in regard to shipping
and navigation on inland waterways declared to be ‘national waterways’ by an
act of Parliament.



Utilisation/sailing of vessels, in other waterways, is within the ambit of the
concurrent list or is in the jurisdiction of the respective state governments.

Way Forward
Water being a scarce resource with competing needs, the use of water for transport
may be difficult to justify. However, considering the various advantages and taking
into account the commercial viability, the numerous opportunities for employment
and economic development, the National Waterways can be effectively used as the
way forward.
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TOPIC: IMPORTANT GEOPHYSICAL PHENOMENA SUCH AS
EARTHQUAKES, TSUNAMI, VOLCANIC ACTIVITY, CYCLONE ETC.,
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES AND THEIR LOCATION-CHANGES IN
CRITICAL GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES (INCLUDING WATER-BODIES
AND ICE-CAPS) AND IN FLORA AND FAUNA AND THE EFFECTS OF
SUCH CHANGES.
17. Considering the India‟s vulnerability to Floods, Flood Plain
Zoning may reduce the hazard posed by floods – Elucidate.

APPROACH





Intro – Define Flood Plain Zoning
Body
First part – India’s vulnerability to floods
Second part – Significance of Flood Plain Zoning
 Conclude with way forward

Intro:
Flood Plain Zoning has been recognized as an effective non-structural measure for
flood management. The basic concept of flood plain zoning is to regulate land use in
the flood plains to restrict the damage caused by floods.

India‟s vulnerability to floods


India is highly vulnerable to floods. Out of the total geographical area of 329
million hectares (mha), more than 40 mha is flood prone.



Floods are a recurrent phenomenon, which cause huge loss of lives and damage
to livelihood systems, property, infrastructure and public utilities.



It is a cause for concern that flood related damages show an increasing trend.



Floods have also occurred in areas, which were earlier not considered flood
prone. An effort has been made in these Guidelines to cover the entire gamut of
Flood Management.



Eighty per cent of the precipitation takes place in the monsoon months from
June to September. The rivers a bring heavy sediment load from catchments.
These, coupled with inadequate carrying capacity of rivers are responsible for
causing floods, drainage congestion and erosion of river-banks.
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Cyclones, cyclonic circulations and cloud bursts cause flash floods and lead to
huge losses. It is a fact that some of the rivers causing damage in India originate
in neighboring countries; adding another complex dimension to the problem.



Continuing and large-scale loss of lives and damage to public and private
property due to floods indicate that we are still to develop an effective response
to floods.
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Significance of Flood Plain Zoning:


It aims at determining the locations and the extent of areas for developmental
activities in such a fashion that the damage is reduced to a minimum.



It envisages laying down limitations on development of both the unprotected as
well as protected areas.



Zoning cannot remedy existing situations, although, it will definitely help in
minimising flood damage in new developments.



Flood plain zoning is not only necessary in the case of floods by rivers but it is
also useful in reducing the damage caused by drainage congestion particularly in
urban areas.

Conclusion:
As floods cause major damage to life and property every year, it is time the central
and the state governments prepare a long-term plan that goes beyond piecemeal
measures like building embankments and dredging to control floods.
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TOPIC: IMPORTANT GEOPHYSICAL PHENOMENA SUCH AS
EARTHQUAKES, TSUNAMI, VOLCANIC ACTIVITY, CYCLONE ETC.,
GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES AND THEIR LOCATION-CHANGES IN
CRITICAL GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES (INCLUDING WATER-BODIES
AND ICE-CAPS) AND IN FLORA AND FAUNA AND THE EFFECTS OF
SUCH CHANGES.
18. The Sun is presently approaching the end of its 11-year solar
maximum cycle and has been pretty active lately, shooting
out numerous coronal mass ejections, solar storms and
erupting in flares since the beginning of 2022. In that
context, Explain the multi-dimensional impacts of
Geomagnetic storm to the Earth.

APPROACH
 Intro – What is Geomagnetic storm?
 Body – List out the impacts of Geomagnetic storm on the Earth’s outer space
 Conclude with way forward

Introduction
Solar Storms occur during the release of magnetic energy associated with sunspots
(‘dark’ regions on the Sun that are cooler than the surrounding photosphere - the
lowest layer of the solar atmosphere), and can last for a few minutes or hours.A
geomagnetic storm is a major disturbance of Earth's magnetosphere that occurs
when there is a very efficient exchange of energy from the solar wind into the space
environment surrounding Earth.

Impacts of Geomagnetic storm
Can Impact Space Weather:
Not all solar flares reach Earth, but solar flares/storms, Solar Energetic Particles
(SEPs), high-speed solar winds, and Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) that come close
can impact space weather in near-Earth space and the upper atmosphere.

Can Hit Operations of Space-Dependent Services:
Solar storms can hit operations of space-dependent services like Global Positioning
Systems (GPS), radio, and satellite communications. Aircraft flights, power grids, and
space exploration programmes are vulnerable.
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Can Potentially Create Disturbances in the Magnetosphere:
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) with ejectiles loaded with matter travelling at millions
of miles an hour, can potentially create disturbances in the magnetosphere, the
protective shield surrounding the Earth.
Astronauts on spacewalks face health risks from possible exposure to solar radiation
outside the Earth’s protective atmosphere.

Conclusion:
Solar physicists and other scientists use computer models to predict solar storms and
solar activities in general. Current models are capable of predicting a storm’s time of
arrival and its speed. But the storm’s structure or orientation still cannot be predicted.
With the increasing global dependence on satellites for almost every activity, there is a
need for better space weather forecasts and more effective ways to protect satellites.
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TOPIC: DISTRIBUTION OF KEY NATURAL RESOURCES ACROSS THE
WORLD (INCLUDING SOUTH ASIA AND THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT)
19. List out some of the major Saffron producing regions of
India and also explain how far extending Saffron Cultivation
to the North- East will be beneficial to that locality.

APPROACH





Intro – Start with Saffron as a crop
Body
First part – Map some of the Saffron producing regions of India
Second part –Reasons for extending to North – East India
 Conclude suitably

Intro:
Saffron is a plant whose dried stigmas (thread-like parts of the flower) are used to
make saffron spice. Saffron cultivation is believed to have been introduced in Kashmir
by Central Asian immigrants around the 1st Century BCE. It has been associated with
traditional Kashmiri cuisine and represents the rich cultural heritage of the region. It is
cultivated and harvested in the Karewa (highlands) of Jammu and Kashmir. Recently,
the Kashmir saffron got Geographical Indication (GI) tag status.

Major Saffron producing regions of India


Saffron production has long been restricted to a limited geographical area in the
Union territory of Jammu & Kashmir.



Pampore region, commonly known as Saffron bowl of Kashmir, is the main
contributor to saffron production. Pampore Saffron Heritage of Kashmir is one
of the Globally Important Agricultural Heritage systems (GIAHS) recognised sites
in India.



Other districts producing saffron are Budgam, Srinagar, and Kishtwar districts.
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Reasons for extending to North – East India
North East Centre for Technology Application and Reach (NECTAR) under Saffron
Bowl project has identified few locations in Arunachal Pradesh and Meghalaya for
saffron cultivation.


In Arunachal Pradesh, there is a good growth of organic saffron with flowers. In
Meghalaya, sample plantations were grown at Cherrapunji, Mawsmai and
Lalingtop sites.



Initially, Saffron production was confined to very few and specific regions of
Kashmir.



Though the National Saffron Mission brought in several measures, the area of
production was too low. There were not enough bore wells in the saffron
growing regions.



India cultivates about 6 to 7 tonnes of saffron while the demand is 100 tonnes.



To meet the growing demand of saffron the Ministry of Science and Technology,
through the DST, is now looking at extending its cultivation to some states in the
Northeast (Sikkim now, and later to Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh).



There is a huge similarity of climate and geographical conditions between
Kashmir and few regions of Northeast.



It will also diversify agriculture and provide new opportunities to the farmers in
the North-East.
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Conclusion:
Implementation of this project in North – East India will definitely open up a new
avenue for the people of North – East India and will improve the socio – economic
conditions of that region.
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TOPIC: DISTRIBUTION OF KEY NATURAL RESOURCES ACROSS THE
WORLD (INCLUDING SOUTH ASIA AND THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT)
20. Inter – linking of rivers in India is a double-edged sword –
Examine.

APPROACH





Intro –What is the rationale behind inter linking of rivers in India
Body
First part –List out the advantages of Inter linking of rivers in India
Second part –Bring out the issue / challenges behind it
 Conclude with what should be done

Intro
The Inter linking of river is needed to meet increasing water requirement in the
country. Overall, the National River Linking Project (NRLP) envisions the transfer of
water from water ‘surplus’ basins (perennial Himalayan rivers) where there is flooding
to water ‘deficit’ basins (rain-fed peninsular rivers) where there is drought/scarcity,
through inter-basin water transfer projects.
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Advantages of Interlinking of Rivers:
Hydrological Imbalance of India:
India has a large-scale hydrological imbalance with an effective rainfall period of 28 to
29 days. Some regions receive very high rainfall while some face droughts. Interlinking
would transfer the water from flood-prone regions to draught-prone regions.

Improve the inland navigation:
Interlinking of rivers will create a network of navigation channels. Water transport is
cheaper, less-polluting compare to the road and railways. Further, the interlinking of
rivers can ease the pressure on railways and roads also.

The benefit of irrigation:
The interlinking of rivers has the potential to irrigate 35 million hectares of land in the
water-scarce western peninsula. This will help India to create employment, boost crop
outputs, farm incomes. Above all, the interlinking of rivers will make India a step
closer to achieving food security.

Generation of power:
The interlinked rivers have the potential to generate a total power of 34 GW. This will
help India to reduce coal-based power plant usage. Furthermore, It will also help to
achieve India’s targets under Glasgow Climate Pact and under the Paris agreement.

Other benefits:
The project envisages a supply of clean drinking water amounting to 90 billion cubic
meter. It can resolve the issue of drinking water scarcity in India.
Similarly, interlinking of rivers has the potential to provide 64.8 billion cubic meter of
water for industrial use.
Apart from that, interlinking can help the survival of fisheries, protect wildlife in the
summer months due to water scarcity. It can also reduce forest fires occurring in India
due to climatic conditions.
India can also explore an additional line of defence in the form of waterline defence.

Issues/challenges in Interlinking of Rivers:
The interlinking of rivers project has a variety of challenges. They are,
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Topographic barrier:
Considering the various physiological divisions of India inter linking would definitely
need lifting technologies which seems to be huge cost and also need more energy to
operationalise it.

Impact of the Climate change:
Reports points out that Climate change will cause a meltdown of 1/3rd of the Hindu
Kush Region’s glaciers by 2100. So, the Himalayan rivers might not have ‘surplus
water’ for a long time. Also, considering this, investing billions of money in the
interlinking of rivers might yield benefits only for a short time.

Human cost:
This includes the challenge of loss of livelihood and displacement of people especially,
the poor and tribal people located near the forests. So, the government not only
needs to face challenges in displacing people but also in the rehabilitation of people.

Huge financial cost:
NRLP is a highly capital-intensive project. In 2001, the total cost for linking the
Himalayan and peninsular rivers was estimated at Rs 5,60,000 crore, excluding the
costs of relief and rehabilitation, and other expenses. This cost is likely to be
substantially higher now, and the cost-benefit ratio might no longer be favourable.

Impact on ecology and biodiversity:
The ecology of every river being unique, letting the waters of rivers mix may affect
biodiversity. Also, when most of the rivers in the country are polluted, this may cause
mixing of a less polluted river with a more polluted one.

International Challenges:
Countries like Bhutan, Nepal, and Bangladesh will be impacted due to the NRLP.
Bangladesh especially fears of water diversion from the Ganga and Brahmaputra
rivers to India’s southern states, threatening the livelihoods as well as its
environment.

Political Challenges:
Water is a state subject in India. So the implementation of the NRLP primarily depends
on Inter-State co-operation. Several states including Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Assam,
and Sikkim have already opposed the NRLP.
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Other Challenges:
The government is proposing a canal irrigation method for transmitting water from
one area to the other. The maintenance of canals is also a great challenge, it includes
preventing sedimentation, clearing logging of waters etc.
Further, the government has to acquire large-scale lands for the smooth
implementation of the project which is not easy.

Way forward:
Integrated water resource management is the key for India. Moreover, curbing
demand by efficient utilisation of existing water resources should be prioritised before
making big-ticket investments in river interlinking under NRLP.
The focus of India’s water resources should be about nurturing its Groundwater
system. It would include identifying and protecting groundwater recharge
mechanisms, enhancing recharge where feasible, installing artificial recharge and also
regulating groundwater use at aquifer level.
As per some experts, the government should consider the National Waterways
Project (NWP) instead of the NRLP. Under NWP, water from a flooded river will flow
to the other. It acts like a water grid, similar to a power grid. It just needs 1/3rd the
land required for interlinking of rivers, is open to navigation throughout the year and
involves zero pumping. Furthermore, it can irrigate almost double the land and has a
76% more power generation capacity (60 GW) compared to the interlinking of rivers
project.
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GS PAPER – I - SOCIETY
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21. "The joint family system, village community and caste
system are three primary societal structures in India". With
respect to the statement, discuss its transformation in
present society.

APPROACH
 INTRO- India and gender gap
 BODY- Reasons for declining women labour force participation in India and
measure to improve
 CONCLUSION- Way forward
Introduction:
There exists great contrasts between traditional India and modern high-tech&
Westernized India, especially the changing roles of joint family system, village
community and caste system.

Body of the answer:
Joint family system:
The extended family in India is known as joint family. The ideals of the joint family are
highly valued throughout the country, especially among the Hindus. However, studies
conducted in several parts of the country show that the joint family system in India is
undergoing a process of structural transformation due to the process of
modernisation, industrialisation and urbanisation. But the fact remains that the values
and attitudes of the Indian society have favoured the joint family tradition for
centuries, and these are still favoured. Many scholars have viewed the transformation
in the joint family system in terms of the concept of the family cycle.

Village Community:
Earlier villages are largely considered as self-sufficient. But due to industrialisation and
subsequent impact, now it is becoming slowly integrating with larger economy. More
over, Traditional councils and caste councils sometimes overlap with official units of
the local government and leaders of councils are sometimes elected to membership
of government bodies as well. The purpose of the council system is to administer a
given village and multi-village affairs and carry out development projects that are
consistent with statewide plans and goals. Further, slowly the caste based village
society transforming itself to newer forms of stratification such as class.
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Caste system:
Society has traditionally been strongly patriarchal and strongly hierarchal. The
presence of the caste system has made Indians very rank and status oriented. Social
relations often begin with a certain amount of sizing up based on caste, ethnic group
or rank and how they are related to each other in a certain way prescribed by caste
rules. Under the sway of rapid social transformation taking place in Indian society
following the processes of industrialization, urbanization, westernization,
secularization and modernization, the attitude of the people towards caste system
has undergone considerable changes.

Conclusion:
It could be concluded that because of globalisation and associated modern factors
took a deep toll on primary societal structures in India.
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22. Discuss the factors contributing to the breakdown of the
joint family system in India.

APPROACH
 In intro - briefly explain about joint family system and the full factor for its
decline.
 In body - mention the causes for the breakdown of joint family system
 Finally, conclude with the impact and how to overcome disintegration
Intro:
Family is one of the universal and permanent institutions of mankind. In every society
and at every stage of development we found some sort of family. But in India we
found a peculiar family system which deserve special attention. Joint family system
has been one of the most prominent in the Indian society. As stated by sociologist,
joint family is a group of people who generally live under one roof, who eat food
cooked in one kitchen, who hold property in common, participate in common family
worship and are related to one another as some particular type of kindred.
The joint family system is not found to be the core feature of Indian society anymore
after the transition of the mass population from rural to urban, from agriculture to
non-agriculture and from localized to globalized. Job transfers, postings, livelihood,
business and tradearethe pull factors of the joint family in contemporary India.

Body:
Disintegration of joint family does not necessarily mean its elimination or disappear
rather it means that prevalence of joint families is decreasing or declining. The factors
cause disintegration of Indian joint family are:

1. Rapid Industrialization:
The joint family system worked well in a rural -agrarian society. But when India
chose the path of rapid industrialization, many new factories and industries were
setup at distant places. The rural ties started migrating to those distant places in
search of employment in industry. The migrants left their own villages and
families. The joint families suffered set back.

2. Urbanization:
The urban centers provide people with various amenities of life concerning
transport and communication, sanitation and health, education and employment,
etc. People are attracted by the urban civilization and there is rural to urban type
of migration. As it becomes difficult to maintain an extended family or joint family
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in the cities or towns due to high cost of urban living and problems of
accommodation, people afford to life in the nuclear type of families.

3. Rapid growth of population:
India is an overpopulated country. Rapid growth of population has brought
increasing pressure on land. The rural youths have been compelled to move to
distant places in search of employment opportunities. This has caused the
breakdown of joint families.

4. Rapid development of Transport and Communication:
With expansion of the network people can move from one place to another
quickly and easily. This has enabled them to change their traditional ancestral
occupation and choose occupations according to their caliber and competence.
Such factors have caused the disruption of the joint family system.

5. Impact of the western civilization:
British rule in India presented before the Indians the western type of small family
based on freedom, equality and love between man and woman. The members
who lived in the joint family became conscious of the positive aspects of the single
family system. At the same time, they also become aware of the disadvantages of
the joint family system based on that concept of sacrifice, responsibility and
devotion. Finally, individualism as a gift of western culture, gave rise to a
separatist tendency within the joint family which resulted in its decline.

6. Decline of Agriculture and Village Industries:
Now under the changed circumstances, the commodities produced by the rural
people fail to compete the factory products in respect of both quality and cost. As
a result, the agro-industries cottage industries have been closed down.
Furthermore, the heavy pressure on the agriculture land caused surplus of
labourers who preferred to move to cities and industrial centers in search of
employment.

7. Enlightenment of women:
Modern Indian women are no more prepared to put up with the oppression of the
joint family. They have become conscious of their equal rights and status. They are
resented against staying within four walls of household in the traditional
subordinate position and to serve their in-laws. All these factors affected the
patriarchal authority of the joint family system and the in- laws failed to adjust with
the educated and conscious women. As a result, the process of disintegration
started in the joint family.
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Conclusion:
Though India traditionally enjoyed a robust joint family system, the fast changing
socio-economic conditions has led to its disintegration. Globalisation has played a key
role in this transition. Good elements of modernity and tradition must be upheld and
continued while regressive values can be overcome.
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23. "Recently, Allahabad High Court expressed its concern over
the growing tendency of dowry victims to rope in the
husband and all his family members using general and
sweeping allegations". With respect to the statement,
discuss possible solutions to reduce such misuse.

APPROACH
 INTRO- Illiteracy in India
 BODY- Role of Technology in bringing down illiteracy
 CONCLUSION- Way forward
Introduction:
Recently, the Allahabad High Court, while allowing two criminal revisions pertaining to
a dowry case, took cognisance of the misuse of Section 498A of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC), proposed certain safeguards and directed the State authorities of Uttar Pradesh
to take the necessary steps for theirimplementation in a given time period. The
following section will deal about possible solution for such misusage.

Body of the Answer:
Solutions:
1) Imparting proper sex, moral and ethical education and thus creating right
attitude for citizens. Here, we need to change the behaviour of the individual for
Better society.
2) The police must strictly enforce the Supreme Court’s directions issued in Arnesh
Kumar vs State of Bihar(2014) and ensure that there is sufficient reason and
credible material against the accused person to necessitate arrest. More over in
Rajesh Sharma & Ors. vs State of UP, Apex court gave series of guidelines and all
such guidelines need to be followed.
3) The investigating officers must be imparted rigorous training with regard to the
principles stated by the Court relating to arrest. At the same time, wrongdoers
need to be punished departmentally.
4) The legislature can for a committee to deliberate upon and make Section 498A
IPC bailable. Though such decision may received criticism from feminists
because it weakened the negotiating power of women, still, it is indeed to take
care of innocents.
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5) The Supreme Court said early that high courts can quash criminal proceedings
exercising inherent powers under Section 482 of the CrPC even if the offences
are non-compoundable while bearing in mind the nature of offence and
voluntary settlement of dispute between the parties. In this regards, Mediation
Bill, 2021, once enacted, will be useful to solve the case via institutional
mechanism.

Way Forward:
Any amendment or law that would require the enforcement of the law ignorer to
bring the needy outcome. Both the police and the courts is required to be carried out
such law and guidelines strictly, without dilution. This should be ensured by the
Supreme Court,which will not allow any such directions to be implemented without
the provisions of law.
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24. Bring out the guidelines given by Apex court with respect to
498A of IPC.

APPROACH
 Intro – Briefly explain the cases
 Body – Bring out the guidelines
 Conclusion- Speak about the importance of such guidelines
Introduction:
The section 498A of IPC was in debate recently due to Allahabad High court
judgement mention that guidelines need to be taken from the judgments of the
Supreme Court of India in following cases which dealt with the growing misuse of
dowry provisions. Such cases are - Union of India and the Social Action Forum of
Manav Adhikar, and Rajesh Sharma & Ors. vs State of UP. The following section dealt
about the guidelines.

Body of the answer:
The Apex Court, after taking into account various judgments wherein the Courts had
judicially acknowledged the misuse of the provisions of Section 498A of Cr. P. C. and
reports, issued, inter- alia, the following directions;
1)

In every district one or more Family Welfare Committees be constituted by the
District Legal Services Authorities (DLSA) preferably comprising of 3 members.
The constitution and working of such committees may be reviewed from time to
time and at least once in a year by the District and Sessions Judge of the district
who is also the Chairman of the DLSA.

2)

The Committees may be constituted out of para legal volunteers/social
workers/retired persons/wives of working officers/other citizens who may be
found suitable and willing.

3)

Every complaint under S. 498A received by the police or the Magistrate be
referred to and looked into by such committee. Such committee may have
interaction with the parties personally or by means of telephone or any other
mode of communication including electronic communication.

4)

Report of such committee be given to the Authority by whom the complaint is
referred to it latest within 1 month from the date of receipt of complaint.

5)

The committee may give its brief report about the factual aspects and its opinion
in the matter.Till report of the committee is received, no arrest should normally
be effected.
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6)

Complaints under S. 498A and other connected offences may be investigated
only by a designated I.O. of the area. Such designated officer may be required to
undergo training for such duration as may be considered appropriate.

7)

These Supreme Court said that these directions will not apply to the offences
involving tangible physical injuries or death as noted in Rajesh Sharma case.

8)

In cases where a settlement is reached, it will be open to the District and
Sessions Judge or any other senior Judicial Officer nominated by him in the
district to dispose of the proceedings including closing of the criminal case if
dispute primarily relates to matrimonial discord.

9)

Needless to say that in dealing with bail matters, individual roles, prima facie
truth of the allegations, requirement of further arrest/ custody and interest of
justice must be carefully weighed;

10) In respect of persons ordinarily residing out of India impounding of passports or
issuance of Red Corner Notice should not be a routine;

Conclusion:
India is a democratic national that gives rights to every individuals and in order to
protect such rights, these guidelines go a long way in protecting them. These
guidelines should be followed meticulously thus having a better outcome is ensured.
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25. Discuss the need to include population education in the
school curriculum.

APPROACH
 Intro – Briefly explain about population growth
 Body – Bring out the importance
 Conclusion- Way forward
Introduction:
From one billion in 1800, the population of the word ballooned to 7.61 billion in 2018.
In fact, in 1960, the global population was three billion. This means that global
population exploded by more than 120 per cent in a matter of six decades. Indian on
its part adding millions into its fold every year. Hence, it is important bring population
education in school curriculum.

Body of the answer:
Need to Bring in Such education:
Schools not only educate our children but impart lifelong lessons to them. Young
minds can be ignited in a positive manner with scientific thinking and rational thought.
Here are some valid reasons why population education is needed in schools. It is
important to educate children as they are the next generation. Children will inherit our
world. We wouldn’t want them to commit the same mistakes which our generation
and our predecessors committed. Therefore, it is imperative to educate them by
making them aware about the pitfalls of overpopulation.
a) Merits of small families: Smaller population will lead to reduction in consumption
of resources. This would mean that fewer individuals would experience shortages.
A larger proportion of such a population will be able to secure access to various
opportunities and thus improve their standards of living.
b) Bridging gap between urban and rural: The stark difference between urban and
rural lifestyle has resulted in reliance on a large family for creating a workforce. In
a village, families are large as manpower is needed to work in the fields. Bridging
the gap between the urban and rural way of life will have a positive impact on the
mission to reduce population growth.
c) Sex education to be conducted in a sensitive and mature manner: Sex education is
an important part of education on population. The method of delivery needs to be
sensitive and mature in order to develop a healthy and rational understanding in
the minds of children.
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d) Indian households may be conservative about discussing such topics: Indian
households avoid discussions on topics such as sex, safe sex, needs for a partner,
and family planning. When parents will learn that their children have been taught
all this in a scientific and rational manner, it may lead to a positive change in the
conservative mindset.
e) Population control or reversal can be achieved faster: Population education
coupled with sex education during the crucial school years of a child’s life will
definitely help in achieving the objectives defined by UNESCO. The aim is to
control and reverse the unprecedented growth of population to secure a healthy
and sustainable future. The need for population education in schools is felt more
than ever because of the challenge of a population crisis faced by all the nations in
the world. UNO through UNESCO has set out ideal objectives for imparting
population education in schools. Now the most important task is to develop and
maintain a sensitive approach and teach children the importance of restricting
population growth through effective measures. Let us hope for a future with
reduced poverty and hunger along with a more democratic distribution of
development.

Conclusion:
Understanding the potential of such, the Ministry of Education launched a Population
Education Programme in 1980. Though it was launched before few decades, it yet to
be implemented properly thus we yet to enjoy the real fruits of such programme.
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26. What do you understand by Population Education? Explain
the role of UNESCO in bringing population education in
Nations.

APPROACH
 Intro – define population education
 Body – Bring out the role of UNESCO in bring population education
 Conclusion- Way forward
Intro:
Population education is an educational response to contemporary population issues
and problems affecting social, economic, and political development and progress. The
general goals of population education are to involve learners in a process that will
enable them to broaden their awareness and understanding of population-related
issues so that they will be able to make rational decisions that are personally
meaningful and socially desirable.

Body of the answer:
According to UNESCO, “Population Education is an educational programme which
provides for a study of population situation of the family, the community, nation and
world, with the purpose of developing in the students rational and responsible
attitudes and behaviour towards that situation.”
Unesco has since its creation, directed its education program to educational policy
and planning, to the preparation of teachers, and to the improvement of the content
of education. Unesco is aware that population issues and problems are often deeply
embedded in people's traditions, values, and sensitivities; therefore, Unesco does not
prescribe content for member states.
Unesco support for country programs in population education takes several integrally
related forms:
1) technical advisory services;
2) training of national population education leaders;
3) research and instructional materials production and distribution;
4) gathering of information, documentation, analysis, and dissemination;
5) project management.
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During the 15 years of experience in developing and implementing population
education, Unesco has gained a deeper insight into the critical population issues
perceived by the member states. Unesco's approach to these problems is through the
encouragement of research and cooperation at the country, regional, global, and
agency levels.
UNESCO explicitly sets out objectives for population education in schools. All schools
are expected to align their respective curriculum with UNESCO’S objective.

The objectives of Population Education are:
1. To enable the students to understand that family size is controlled.
2. That population limitation can facilitate the development of a higher quality of
life in the nation.
3. That a small family size can contribute materially to the quality of living for the
individual family.
4. To enable the students to appreciate the fact that for preserving the health and
welfare of family members and to ensure good prospects for the younger
generation, the Indian families of today and tomorrow should be small and
compact.
5. To give accurate information to the students about the effect of changes in
family size and in national population.

Way Forward:
Population education programs share similar problems with other programs funded
by external sources; one specific problem of most country programs is the heavy
reliance on a single external funding source, the UNFPA. Hence, diversified source of
funding and deep understanding related to the issues of population will go along way
in achieving the desired results.
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27. Critically analyse various poverty alleviation programmes in
India.

APPROACH
 Intro – define poverty
 Body – explain the issues in the programme
 Conclusion- Way forward
Introduction:
World Bank Organization describes poverty in this way:“Poverty is hunger. Poverty is
lack of shelter. Poverty is being sick and not being able to see a doctor. Poverty is not
having access to school and not knowing how to read. Poverty is not having a job, is
fear for the future, living one day at a time. Poverty has many faces, changing from
place to place and across time, and has been described in many ways. Most often,
poverty is a situation people want to escape. So poverty is a call to action -- for the
poor and the wealthy alike -- a call to change the world so that many more may have
enough to eat, adequate shelter, access to education and health, protection from
violence, and a voice in what happens in their communities.”

Body of the answer:
Issues in Poverty alleviation programme:
Lack of Basic Amenities:
Efforts at poverty alleviation have borne fruit in that for the first time since
independence, the percentage of absolute poor in some states is now well below the
national average. Despite various strategies to alleviate poverty, hunger,
malnourishment, illiteracy and lack of basic amenities continue to be a common
feature in many parts of India.

No Radical Trasformation:
Though the policy towards poverty alleviation has evolved in a progressive manner,
over the last seven decades, it has not undergone any radical transformation. One can
find change in nomenclature, integration or mutations of programmes. However,
none resulted in any radical change in the ownership of assets, process of production
and improvement of basic amenities to the needy.
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Poor Targeting:
Government policies have also failed to address a majority of vulnerable people who
are living on or just above the poverty line. Due to various issues such as disaster, outof-the-pocket expenses etc, they may easily fall into poverty.

Growth alone is not a solution:
It also reveals that high growth alone is not sufficient to reduce poverty. Without the
active participation of the poor, successful implementation of any programme is not
possible.

Major areas of Concern:
Scholars, while assessing these programmes, state three major areas of concern
which prevent their successful implementation.
1) Due to unequal distribution of land and other assets, the benefits from direct
poverty alleviation programmes have been appropriated by the non-poor.
2) Compared to the magnitude of poverty, the amount of resources allocated for
these programmes is not sufficient.
3) Moreover, these programmes depend mainly on government and bank officials
for their implementation. Since such officials are ill motivated, inadequately
trained, corruption prone and vulnerable to pressure from a variety of local
elites, the resources are inefficiently used and wasted. There is also nonparticipation of local level institutions in programme implementation.

Way Forward:
Poverty can effectively be eradicated only when the poor start contributing to growth
by their active involvement in the growth process. This is possible through a process
of social mobilisation, encouraging poor people to participate and get them
empowered. This will also help create employment opportunities which may lead to
increase in levels of income, skill development, health and literacy. Moreover, it is
necessary to identify poverty stricken areas and provide infrastructure such as
schools, roads, power, telecom, IT services, training institutions etc.
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28. “In our contemporary environment, Globalization directly
affects Family System in India”. Discuss.

APPROACH
 Intro – Explain globalisation
 Body – Bring out the impacts of Globalisation on Family System
 Conclusion- Way forward
Introduction:
The term ‘globalisation’ is a buzzword emerged after 1990s and refers to a trend and
process of variety of political, economic and socio-cultural consequences, resulting
from technological changes that are currently transforming the world. It is argues that
globalisation refers to both the compression of the world and the intensification of
consciousness of the world as a whole.

Body of the answer:
Impact of Globalisation on Indian family:
The impact of globalisation on Indian family can be viewed in two different ways.
Some argues that in the era of economic restructuring the institution of family is
emerging as a much stronger institution than ever before; others argue that family is
becoming progressively weak due to globalisation and individualism is growing up.
1) Increasing mobility: Increasing mobility of younger generation in search of new
employment and educational opportunities allegedly weakened the family
relations. The family bondings and ties started loosening due to physical distance
as it rendered impracticable for members of family to come together as often as
earlier. This affected the earlier idealized nation of ‘family’ as the caring and
nurturing unit for children, the sick and elderly.
2) Joint Family to Nuclear Family: Another striking impact is a gradual change took
place in the family structure from jointfamilies to nuclear family pattern. The
small or nuclear families almost all have replaced the joint family. One can hardly
found any joint family in the urban India.
3) Changing authority structure: The traditional authority structure i.e. head of the
family i.e. father or grandfatherstarted loosing his authority to the bread winner
of the family. Even within the nuclear family one can witness the changing
marital roles and distributions of power. Younger generation, particularly those
with higher education and jobs, are no longer believe in total surrender of their
individual interests to family interest. The individualism is increasing even within
the family structure.
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4) Changing role of Women in family: Due to increasingnew job opportunities for
the women outside the house changes the role if women in the family. Many
bread winners of the family turn to be women and total subordination of women
to men is on change.
5) Marriage system: Early marriage decisions are purely related to family’s decision
but due to increasing individualism in society as the outcome of increased
globalisation, younger generations are depending mostly on internet marriage
sites

Conclusion:
To Conclude, even though Pandemics exposed the darker side of Globalisation, it
allows policy makers, experts, scholars, scientists etc to rethink how better the
globalisation can be in future world that includes balance between self-reliance and
globalisation, robust supply chain initiative etc.
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29. There is still a prevalence of high illiteracy in Indian society.
In the light of this statement discuss its impact analyse how
technology can be used to its full potential to improve
literacy levels and improve learning outcomes.

APPROACH
 INTRO- Illiteracy in India
 BODY- Role of Technology in bringing down illiteracy
 CONCLUSION- Way forward
Intro:
As per the UNESCO report of 2017-18, 35% of the world’s illiterate population resides in
India. The statistics pointed towards the staggering disparities in the educational
levels in India. India has the highest illiteracy rate as 287 million adults are illiterate in
India which is nearly 15% of the country's population. Illiteracy has a cascading effect
on the Indian society.

Body:
IMPACT OF HIGH ILLITERACY IN INDIA:
1. Child labour:
Every 11th child in India is a victim of child labour. Over1 Million kids are working in
various industries to support their families. These sky-high rates are once again, a
result of poverty caused due to illiteracy.

2. Wastage of demographic dividend:
India’s demographic window will last till 2055 as per United Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA) data. A drastic overhaul in educational budgets and policies is
required to get the benefits of the bulge in the working-age population that will
last till 2055.

3. Unemployment and vicious cycle of poverty:
Illiteracy has a direct impact on the high unemployment rate of India. Currently
standing at 7.8%, a major chunk of the unemployed are illiterate people. Illiteracy
has deemed them unable to find a job and earn. This causes poverty, which in turn
causes illiteracy. People are unable to afford education for their children, and they
grow up illiterate. Thus, they are unable to find a job, and the cycle starts all over
again.
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4. Crime rate:
The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) data shows that of the 4,78,600
lodged in various prisons in India, 1,32,729 (or 27.37 per cent are illiterate and
1,98,872 (or 41.55 per cent) have studied below Class 10 level. Together, the two
categories account for nearly 28 per cent of jail inmates. Education increases work
opportunities and therefore discourages criminal activity.

5. Low economic Growth:
Illiteracy has a direct relation with low Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Illiterate
people have lesser access to education, growth, and opportunity. Thus, they are
unable to contribute to any form of GDP growth.

ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN BRINGING DOWN ILLITERACY:
1. Improving access to education:
In areas where schools are sparse and where it is difficult for students to reach far
off schools, making available smart phones and laptops to access online
educational videos can go a long way in bridging the learning gap.

2. Learning through apps:
According to a report released by Counterpoint Research, India has become the
second biggest smart phone market in the world after China with more than 220
million active users.
This presents a huge opportunity for delivering e-learning content through mobile
apps. Developers are creating educational apps based on particular subjects. They
are simplifying complex concepts with easy-to-understand illustrations and
animations, puzzles games etc.

3. Improving the overall management of the entire education
system:
Technology can also help in identifying children at risk of drop out and counsel
them through timely intervention.
It can also aid in bringing students who have dropped out of school once again
into the education system.

4. Remote education:
The pandemic-induced learning crisis and the Fourth Industrial Revolution have
made it necessary to reimagine education and align it with the unprecedented
technological transformation.
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5. Improving the classroom process of teaching, learning and
evaluation:
Many schools and universities in India are integrating online Learning
Management System or LMS platform into their web portal. Students can
remotely login to access course material and also attend live classes with teachers.
Pre-recorded lectures, videos can be uploaded on the LMS platform making it easy
for students to go through it multiple times.

Conclusion:
India’s new National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 is responsive to the clarion call to
integrate technology at every level of instruction. It envisions the establishment of an
autonomous body, the National Education Technology Forum (NETF), to spearhead
efforts towards providing a strategic thrust to the deployment and use of technology.
The next target must be to achieve 100% literacy rate aided by technological revolution
in the field of education.
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30. Examine the reasons for declining women labour force
participation in India and suggest measure to improve the
same.

APPROACH
 INTRO- India and gender gap
 BODY- Reasons for declining women labour force participation in India
and measure to improve
 CONCLUSION- Way forward
Intro:
The World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report this year ranks India at 149th
position out of 153 countries on economic participation and opportunity. According to
the Foundation, the Global Gender Gap Report estimates that raising women’s
participation in the labour force can increase India’s GDP significantly.

REASONS FOR
PARTICIPATION:

DECLINING

WOMEN

LABOUR

FORCE

1. The major pull-down is among the rural women as per Ministry reports where
agriculture is shrinking and we do not have a robust manufacturing sector yet,
we are investing it now and itwill take time to reap benefits.
2. One big factor is maternity, which happens to a social commitment in India.
Many women who join the workforce are unable to re-join after having a child.
3. It appears that there are some non-economic, social and cultural factors. When
increase in family incomes are there, due to the cultural factors, women leave
the work to take care of thefamily.
4. Higher Education levels of women also allow them to pursue leisure and other
non-work activities, all of which reduce female labour force participation.
5. Social norms about household work are against women’s mobility and
participation in paid work. Childbirth and taking care of elderly parents or in-laws
account for the subsequent pointswhere women drop off the employment
pipeline.
6. Structural transformation of Indian agriculture due to farm mechanisation
results in a lower demand for female agricultural labourers.
7. Insufficient availability of the type of jobs that women say they would like to do,
such as regular part-time jobs that provide steady income and allow women to
reconcile household duties withwork.
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MEASURES
TO
PARTICIPATION:

IMPROVE

WOMEN

LABOUR

FORCE

1. Government policies should focus on behavioural changes that make female
employment more acceptable in the society.
2. Government schemes must target the fundamental cultural and social forces
that shape patriarchy.
3. Communication programmes on gender equality in secondary education to
help students imbibe equitable gender norms.
4. Acknowledging child care as the responsibility of both parents.
5. As for the workforce, much needs to be done, beyond maternity benefit
entitlements and other quotas.
6. For political empowerment of women, their representation in Parliament and
in decision making roles in public sphere is one of the key indicators of
empowerment.
7. Initiatives such as Skill India, Make in India, and new gender-based quotas from
corporate boards to the police force can spur a positive change. But we need
to invest in skill training andjob support.

Conclusion:
Empowering women in the economy and closing gender gaps in the world of work are
key to achieving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals. Drawing more women into the labour force,
supplemented by structural reforms that could helpcreate more jobs would be a
source of future growth for India. Only then would India be able to reap the benefits
of “demographic dividend” from its large and youthful labour force.
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GS PAPER – II
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
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31. Discuss India‟s policy towards Afghanistan in the context of
Taliban capturing power

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : Give general intro about india afghan relations
 BODY : Elaborate indian policy towards Taliban in present time
 Conclusion : give some recommendations as way forward

Intro:


India and Afghanistan have a strong relationship based on historical and cultural
links. India has played a significant role in the reconstruction and rehabilitation of
Afghanistan.



We believe that democracy and development are the key instruments to ensure
that Afghanistan becomes a source of regional stability.

BODY


India’s decision to send a diplomatic delegation to Kabul to meet with Taliban
officials shows a marked difference from the policy New Delhi took in the1990s
when the Sunni Islamist group was in power in Afghanistan.



Back then, India had taken a policy of disengagement with Kabul and supported
anti Taliban militias.



But this time, Afghanistan’s internal situation and the regional dynamics seem to
be different, prompting many neighbouring countries to adopt a more
constructive line towards the Taliban regime, despite their differences with the
group’s extremism.



India shuttered its embassy in Kabul in August 2021, days before the Taliban
takeover, but has maintained a line of communication with them.



In September, India’s Ambassador to Qatar, Deepak Mittal, met Sher
Mohammad Abbas Stanekzai, a senior Taliban official, at the Indian Embassy in
Doha.



In October, Indian officials met the Taliban’s Deputy Prime Minister, Abdul Salam
Hanafi, in Moscowat a regional conference on Afghanistan.



Here, India also joined nine other countries to recognise the “new reality” in
Afghanistan.
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Later, New Delhi sent humanitarian assistance, including wheat,
COVID19Vaccines and winter clothes, to Afghanistan when the country was
facing a near total economic collapse.



The meeting J.P. Singh, Joint Secretary, Pakistan Afghanistan Iran division of the
Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) had withthe Taliban’s acting Foreign Minister,
Mawlawi AmirKhan Muttaqi, is a natural next step of this policy of gradual
engagement India has taken.



The MEA has said that the visit is only to help coordinate India’s humanitarian
assistance for the Afghanistan people.



While it could be true, the visit would also pave the way for better
understanding and engagement given the bad blood in the past.

Why afghan is important?


India has three main concerns when it comes to the Taliban’s return to
Afghanistan.



One, India has made investments worth billions of dollars in the past 20 years.



It would want to protect these investments and retain the Afghan people’s
goodwill.



Two, when the Taliban were in power in the 1990s, Afghanistan became a safe
haven for anti India terrorist groups. India also saw a sharp rise in violence in
Kashmir during the Mujahideen Taliban reigns of Afghanistan.



New Delhi would not like history to repeat itself and would want commitments
from the Taliban that they would not offer support for anti India groups.



Three, the Taliban remaining a Pakistani satellite forever is not in India’s
strategic interest.

WAY FORWARD


New Delhi cannot pursue any of these objectives if it does not engage with the
Taliban.



But, at the same time, India should not hurry in to offer diplomatic recognition to
the Taliban’s predominantly Pashtun, men only regime, which has imposed harsh
restrictions on women at home. India should work with other regional and global
players to push the Taliban to adopt a more inclusive regime, while at the same
time maintaining a policy of gradual bilateral engagement rooted in realism.
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32. Discuss the significance of international north south
corridor for achieving Indian foreign policy goals

APPROACH
 Introduction : describe about instc
 Body : discuss its significance for India
 Conclusion :Give some recommendations to achieve the instc objective

Intro:
It is a 7,200-km-long multi-mode network of ship, rail, and road route for moving
freight connecting india with europe through central Asian countries

Regions involved:
India, Iran, Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Russia, Central Asia and Europe.

Dry runs of two routes were conducted in 2014:


First was Mumbai to Baku via Bandar Abbas.



Second was Mumbai to Astrakhan via Bandar Abbas, Tehran and Bandar Anzali.

Significance of the corridor:


Conceived well before China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), INSTC will not only
help cut down on costs and time taken for transfer of goods from India to Russia
and Europe via Iran but also provide an alternative connectivity initiative to
countries in the Eurasian region.



This will also synchronize with the Ashgabat agreement, a Multimodal transport
agreement signed by India, Oman, Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and
Kazakhstan, for creating an international transport and transit corridor
facilitating transportation of goods between Central Asia and the Persian Gulf.



India can also increase its presence in central asia and their by achieving its
connect central asia policy
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Major challenge
1. India might be compelled to recalibrate its strategy if plans for a PakistanAfghanistan-Uzbekistan (PAKAFUZ) railway make its International North-South
Transport Corridor (INSTC) redundant with respect to its Central Asian
outreach effort
2. Existence of golden crescent in the region
3. Sanctions against iran would make transactions more difficult

Conclusion
Though there are some challenges india can use its membership in sco as effective
tool to achieve its goals
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33. The “India Out” campaign is not an aberration that arose
from nowhere, but it can be managed if the bonhomie
between India and the Maldives is valued

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : Nature of india Maldives relation
 Body: Explain about The “India Out” campaign and its impact
 Conclusion: Explain areas that we can focus upon in our relationship

Intro:


The Maldives relationship with India has habitually oscillated between support
and opposition.



Currently certain domestic elements in the Maldives have skillfully attempted to
drive the relationship to a nadir by driving anti-India sentiments.

BODY


India plays a critical role in economic, defense, and humanitarian sectors in the
Maldives and will continue to do so despite the campaign.



The “India Out” campaign is a call for the removal of the Indian military from the
Maldives. “It is not a call to cut off diplomatic & trade relations with India.

BACK GROUND


This anti-India sentiment can be traced back to when Abdulla Yameen of the
Progressive Party of Maldives (PPM) became president in 2013.



The sentiment toned down when Ibrahim Solih took over as president, but since
last year it has reared its ugly head again.



The current narrative harkens back to certain decisions made during the Yameen
government, such as the return of two Dhruv Advanced Light Helicopters (ALF)
helicopters that were gifted by India to the coast guard.



The helicopters, based in Addu Atoll and at Hanimaadhoo, were used for benign
purposes such as ocean search-and-rescue operations and maritime weather
surveillance.
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The government then criticized India’s proclivity for military intervention as an
affront to its sovereignty and accused New Delhi of harboring ambitions to
engulf the island when domestic politics became unstable and former President
Mohammed Nasheed requested India intervene.



Although India yearns for greater defense cooperation with the Maldives to curb
Chinese advances in the region, the reality is that it does not have a military base,
or a significant number of troops stationed in the islands and atolls to warrant an
accusation of imperialism.



The campaign has reached a point where the security of Indian diplomatic staff is
of concern.



The government of Maldivian President Ibrahim Solih acquiesced to the request
and has deployed additional security.



The ruling Maldivian Democratic Party (MDP) released an official statement on
July 2 condemning Ahmed Azaan and his news outlet for engaging in a
“continuous barrage of anti-India vitriol” and “whipping up hatred against the
Maldives’ closest ally.” The MDP also alleged that the group has ties with the
opposition, who are aiding in orchestrating and funding the campaign.

CONSEQUENCE FOR INDIA AND WAY FORWARD


Arguably the “India Out” campaign, if it continues unabated, will set its eyes on
influencing the next presidential election, due in 2023.



At present, the MDP holds the majority of seats in the parliament but if the
opposition wins the presidential election, the Maldives will have a divided
government, which would likely cause domestic rifts through policy deadlocks.



It might also be unfavorable to India as it will affect foreign policy decision
making on key issues such as defense and economy.



The Solih government has reciprocated India’s “neighborhood first” policy with
an “India first” policy.



The Maldives has begun to realize a mutually beneficial relationship with India,
and the Solih government means to maintain it despite a growing rhetoric
stirring anti-India sentiments.



Its largest neighbor to the north has bolstered the Maldivian economy from the
COVID-19 pandemic by providing financial assistance, $500 million in aid to
buttress a connectivity project in the Maldives.



The package consisted of a $100 million grant and a $400 million line of credit.
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However, China has also found an opportunity in the pandemic to prolong its
influence, in part by partially suspending its loan repayments for four years.



Solih is keen to balance the Maldives’ foreign policy interests with China and
India.



Wary of facing similar consequences as Sri Lanka from Chinese “debt-trap
diplomacy,” the Maldivian government has begun to diversify its foreign
investments.



As a result, it is now more inclined toward Indian aid.

CONCLUSION
The current Maldives government should first and foremost aim to recover from the
COVID-19 pandemic, and India is best poised to help it do so. India’s “vaccine
diplomacy” with the Maldives is a sign of an enduring relationship.
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34. Discuss the structure and mandate of United Nations
Human Rights Council

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : DISCUSS THE IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN RIGHTS
 BODY : ELABORATE STRUCTURE AND MANDATE OF UNHRC
 CONCLUSION: HOW TO OVER COME MAJOR CRITICISM

Intro:


The Human Rights Council is an inter-governmental body within the United Nations
system made up of 47 States responsible for the promotion and protection of all
human rights around the globe.



It has the ability to discuss all thematic human rights issues and situations that
require its attention throughout the year. It meets at the UN Office at Geneva.

BODY
WORKING MECHANISM


In 2007, the Council adopted an “institution-building package” to set up its
procedures and mechanisms.



Among these were the mechanism of Universal Periodic Review to assess the
human rights situations in all UN Member States, the Advisory Committee that
serves as the Council’s think tank providing it with expertise and advice on
thematic human rights issues, and the Complaint Procedure, which allows
individuals and organisations to bring human rights violations to the Council’s
attention.



The Council also works with the UN Special Procedures established by the former
Commission on Human Rights, consisting of special rapporteurs, special
representatives, independent experts, and working groups that monitor, examine,
advise and report on thematic issues or human rights situations in specific
countries.

Membership of the Council


The Council, which meets at the UN Office in Geneva, Switzerland, is made up of 47
UN Member States who are elected by majority vote through a direct and secret
ballot at the UNGA.
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According to the Council’s website, the UNGA takes into account the candidate
States’ contribution to the promotion and protection of human rights, as well as
their voluntary pledges and commitments in this regard.



The membership of the Council is based on equitable geographical distribution.



African and Asia-Pacific states have 13 seats each, Latin American and Caribbean
states have 8 seats, Western European and other states 7 seats, and Eastern
European states 6 seats.



The members serve for three years and are not eligible for immediate re-election
after serving two consecutive terms.

Leadership of the Council
The Council has a five-person Bureau, consisting of a president and four vice-presidents,
each representing one of the five regional groups.
They serve for a year each, in accordance with the Council’s annual cycle.

Meetings of the Council
The Human Rights Council holds no fewer than three regular sessions a year, for a total of
at least 10 weeks. These sessions take place in March (4 weeks), June (3 weeks) and
September (3 weeks).

Criticism


The UNHRC has been criticised for the repressive states among its
membership. Countries with questionable human rights records that have served
on the UNHRC include Pakistan, Cuba, Saudi Arabia, China, Indonesia, and Russia



A Reuters report in 2008 said that independent human rights groups say that
UNHRC is being controlled by some Middle East and African nations, supported by
China, Russia and Cuba, which protect each other from criticism.



Of the 53 countries which defended China's imposition of the Hong Kong National
Security Law following the 2019-2020 Hong Kong protests, at least 43 were
participants in the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative.



UN members have very different views on human rights. For example, US
wanted only “democratic nations” to be eligible. Such a criterion would lead to
debates over meaning of “democracy”, and would seem to prioritise civil and
political rights over economic, social and cultural ones.
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CONCLUSION
Despite some criticism unhrc plays a very important role in protecting human rights
across the world it further needs be incorporate diverse arguments about human
rights and can showcase its commitment to human rights.
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35. With world's second largest population and being largest
democracy, India has right to decide on policies based on
pragmatic realism and core National interest. Discuss this
statement in the context of Russia-Ukraine war.

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : General intro about indian foreign policy
 BODY: Elaborate india’s position with respect to Ukraine issue
 Conclusion: Give a balanced conclusion about india’s position

Intro:


India is not a client state of any great power. It is not a member of any alliance
system — the Quad (India, Australia, Japan and the U.S.) is not an alliance.India
has historically stood for territorial integrity, non interference in international
affairs, rules based order and follows strategic autonomy in its foreign policy.

Body:


Since independence India’s response to the international war crisis has not gone
to a major shift. The instance has always been pro-USSR and pro-Russia after the
breakup of USSR.

What was India‟s Response For International Crisis in the Past?


Russian troops were stationed in Hungary, intervening at the time of the
Hungarian Revolution of 1956 but India did not condemn.



In 1957, a year after the intervention in Hungary, Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru explained in Parliament why India took a non-condemnatory approach.
“There are many things happening in the world from year to year and day to day,
which we have disliked intensely. We have not condemned them because when
one is trying to solve a problem, it doesn’t help calling names and condemning.”



JawaharLal Nehru’s axiom has continued to guide India’s approach to conflicts,
especially those involving its partners. Be it the Soviet interventions in Hungary
(1956), Czechoslovakia (1968) or Afghanistan (1979), or the American invasion of
Iraq (2003), India has more or less followed this line.

India's stand on Russia Ukraine war:
1. Condemnation of the civilian killings without any name calling
2. Abstention from UN votes.
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Both are not fundamentally different from this historically cautious neutrality.



But certain US scholars have maintained that India known for its historical ties
with Russia, has come this far to abstain, which itself is a victory for Western
diplomacy.



India’s position on the Ukraine crisis is not an isolated one.



South Africa, another major democracy, abstained from the UN votes that
sought to condemn Russia.



The United Arab Emirates, a close American ally in the Gulf that hosts thousands
of U.S. troops, abstained from a vote in the UN Security Council.



Israel, the U.S.’s closest ally in West Asia, condemned the Russian attack but
refused to join the sanctions regime and said no to sending its defence systems
to Ukraine.



Turkey, a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ally, did the same and is
mediating between Ukraine and Russia.



But none of these countries has come under the kind of pressure and public
criticism from the West that India has.

Why India is being selectively targeted by European nations?


There could be three broad reasons — political, economic, and strategic.



From a political point of view, the West has carefully tried to construct a
narrative that Russian President Vladimir Putin’s attack on Ukraine is an assault
on “the free world”.



This narrative would look weak if the world’s largest democracy (India) sits out
of the West-led bid to punish the Russians.



From an economic point of view, sanctions on Russia were imposed largely by
western countries. Only three Asian nations have backed the sanctions — Japan,
South Korea and Singapore. China, the world’s second largest economy, has not
abided by the American sanctions.



If India also continues to trade with Russia, working around the payment curbs,
that would invariably blunt the effect of the sanctions on the Russian economy.
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Strategically, this is the most important global crisis since the end of the Cold
War. India has improved its strategic partnership with the U.S., and the West in
general, over the last 30 years, while at the same time retaining warm ties with
Russia.



This balancing was not tested in the recent past. But with the Russian attack on
Ukraine and the near-total breakdown in ties between Russia and the West,
countries such as India are now faced with a difficult choice of picking a side.



Given the transformation of India’s partnership with the U.S., which also sees
India as a counterweight to China in the Indo-Pacific region, many expected India
to give up its strategic autonomy and take a stand that aligns with that of the
West. It did not happen.

How is the West Responsible for the Tragedy of Ukraine?


The West is not an innocent bystander in the whole Ukraine crisis. Ukraine was
promised NATO membership in 2008 which it never got.



The promise itself was enough to shake up Russia’s security calculations and it
moved aggressively, annexing Crimea and supporting militancy in Donbas.



The U.S. continued to provide money and limited weapons to Ukraine but never
took any meaningful measure to bolster Ukraine’s deterrence against Russia.



So, the West not only failed to deter Russia, but its limited responses to war are
also pushing Russia deeper into the Chinese embrace.



Should India accelerate this embrace by toeing the anti-Russian Western line or
retain its terms of engagement with Moscow which could allow Russia to
diversify its Asian relations? India has opted for the second option.

Way forward:
1. Self-Reliance in Arms: In order to deal with the Chinese expansionism,
adventurism on its own borders, and a South Asian region suddenly vacated by
America's military presence in Afghanistan, India needs both the US and Russia
to fend off a Chinese strategic and geo-economic threat in Asia. However, it is
important to realise that when there is conflict between the two major powers,
they have to fight their battles alone. Hence, self-reliance is the key.
Only when India attains true “atmanirbharta” in arms, it will be able to look the
world in the eye.
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2. Balanced Approach: If the India-Russia partnership is critical on land in Asia, the
QUAD is imperative when it comes to countering Chinese maritime expansionism
in the Indian Ocean region. The imperative to counter China remains a
cornerstone of Indian foreign policy, everything-including Delhi's position on
Russian action in Ukraine- flows from that.
3. Realising West’s Interests in India: Within India’s foreign policy establishment,
there is ongoing debate on what India might gain or lose by its neutrality and the
consequences of siding with the West. There is also the thinking that the West
cannot afford to cut away from India at this point, as it needs India’s markets,
and India’s heft as a democracy as it seeks partners to contain China.

Conclusion:
Like any other country, India also retains the right to take policies based on pragmatic
realism and its core national interests. And India thinks that a neutral position
anchored in strategic autonomy which keeps channels open with both sides is what
serves its interests.
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36. India and Sri Lanka Sign Pacts to Enhance Maritime
Security elaborate its significance

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : elaborate india’s interest in indian ocean region
 BODY : Discuss the significance and important provisions
 Conclusion : mention how to improve our relationship in other areas

Intro:


The government of India entered into this maritime security agreement with Sri
Lanka to secure its strategic interests in the Southern Indian Ocean region
amidst China’s increased activity

BODY


During the visit of Indian External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar to attend the 8th
Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) meeting in March in Colombo, India and Sri Lanka signed several
agreements including a defence-related pact to expand maritime security.



As such, a joint Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) will be set up to
strengthen Sri Lanka’s capacities in its search and rescue region with a $6 million
grant funded by the Indian government.



The pact for the joint venture is between Sri Lanka’s Defense Ministry and India’s
M/s Bharat Electronic Ltd (BEL), an Indian government-owned aerospace and
defense electronics company for the supply, installation and commissioning of
the MRCC.



Initially, the pact will be in force for a period of five years.

SIGNIFICANCE


This effort will strengthen India’s interests, especially around the Trincomalee
harbor, an approach considered a farsighted move by foreign policy experts.



The harbor’s location is of strategic significance to India due to its geographical
position on the East-West sea route.



The MRCC will be set up at the Naval Headquarters in Colombo, whereas the
Maritime Rescue Sub Center (MRSC) will be at Hambantota with additional sub
units at Trincomalee, Arugambay, Batticaloa, Kallarawa, Point Pedro, Galle and
Mullikulam.
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Sri Lanka will also accept a donation of a $19.81 million 4,000-ton floating dock
from the Indian government for the Sri Lanka Navy, to be built by Goa Shipyard
Ltd and principally stationed in Trincomalee.



Defense Ministry sources said that according to the agreement between India
and Sri Lanka, the floating dock can be moved to any location in Sri Lanka,
except to Hambantota Port at the discretion of the government of Sri Lanka with
prior notification to the government of India.



The agreement also includes the supply of Dornier surveillance aircraft, an
extremely versatile multi-purpose light transport aircraft for the Sri Lanka Air
Force, and a ship repair dock for the Sri Lanka Navy in Trincomalee.



The expansion of training for Sri Lankan military personnel is also another
prospective aspect of this defense cooperation.



Political and security analysts are of the view that these defense-related pacts
and measures will strengthen the competencies of the Sri Lankan military and
also enhance cooperation for maritime security.

CONCLUSION
Thus we can clearly able to understand the growing india’s interest in indian ocean
region signing important maritime agreement with srilanka is a step in the right
direction.
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37. Whether India's foreign policy has undergone sea change
since independence such that no trace of it remains today?
Trace the evolution of India's foreign policy for the past 75
years.

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : General introduction about india’s foreign policy
 BODY : Discuss different phases in indian foreign policy
 Conclusion : Give complete summary in a four lines

Intro:


India is the 5th largest economy with a nominal GDP of $2.94 trillion overtaking
France ($2.71 trillion) and the UK ($2.83 trillion).



India’s economy might ranks third by purchasing power parity (PPP). India has
been increasing its weight and punching proportionately. Thus, India’s economic
and political capabilities have shaped the contours of Indian foreign policy since
independence.

Body:


The basic structure of India’s foreign policy Pundit Nehru started the tradition of
neutrality in Indian foreign policy. It has still been continued irrespective of
changing political environment in New Delhi



The first phase from 1946-62 could be characterised as an era of optimistic nonalignment. This time period belongs to the cold war era when bipolar world
order existed.



One of the camps was led by the USA and the other was led by the USSR. India
was a newly independent country and its focus was to alleviate the suffering of
people and ensure them a dignified position that was eroded for centuries by
foreign invaders and colonial masters.



India had chosen a smart policy where India participated in world affairs without
diverting its resources.



India got an opportunity to lead the third front that promised peace and
tranquillity along with freedom and sovereignty. Bandung spirit and third world
solidarity saw energetic Indian diplomacy from Korea and Vietnam to the Suez
and Hungary.
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Indo-China war 1962 ended the first phase of Indian foreign policy. Even pundit
Nehru was convinced to call that there is no non-alignment with respect to China



Second phase: the second phase from 1962-71 is a decade of realism and
recovery. New Delhi made pragmatic choices on security and political challenges
despite numerous resources.



It looked beyond non-alignment in the interest of national security. Regional
assertion to Quest for strategic autonomy.



Third phase: The third phase, from 1971 to 1991, was one of greater Indian
regional assertion. It started with the decisive dismantlement of an IndiaPakistan equivalence through the creation of Bangladesh. But it ended with the
IPKF misadventure in Sri Lanka.



A geopolitical effect of the cold war was witnessed in south Asia too. Sino-US
rapprochement of 1971 and the Indo-Soviet Treaty of Peace, Friendship and
Cooperation 1971 were changing the strategic landscape.



Tilting toward the Soviet Union and adopting more pro-Soviet positions was
India’s response to this challenge.



However, the US-China-Pakistan trinity had seriously posed challenges before
India. Subsequently, the collapse of the Soviet Union followed by the economic
crisis in 1991 forced us to re-arrange our strategic priorities. Thus, it led to the
fourth phase.



Fourth phase: The fourth phase was characterized by the dissolution of the
USSR and the emergence of a “unipolar” world.



It shifted focus to safeguard strategic autonomy and set new diplomatic
priorities. India started need-based alignment, opened its economy, and started
looking eastward. Adjustments of its position on Israel summarised the changed
Indian approach to world affairs.



Also, this is a period where India reached out to engage the US more intensively.
Consequently, within a decade India declared a nuclear weapon and perform
exceptionally well in perception management in world affairs.



The US pretended before the world to be tough against India on the nuclear
question. But India was understanding this compulsion of the US. Also, India
successfully tackled Pakistan’s military adventurism again in Kargil in 1999.
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It has generated enough economic growth that can be translated into India’s
might in foreign affairs. It also managed the US successfully which has its eyes on
the developments of South Asia as well consequences of Islamic
fundamentalism.

Balancing power to energetic diplomacy:


The first decade of the 21st century made the US realize the political realities of
world affairs. The US found it difficult to maintain the same degree of
unipolarity.



In the meanwhile, China also got a free ride to become a potential challenger to
the US hegemony. Since then, India had also tested its nuclear capability at
Pokharan.



These developments provide an opportunity to shift to the fifth phase of Indian
foreign policy. This fifth phase is one where India gradually acquired the
attributes of balancing power. It is reflected in the India-US nuclear deal 2007 as
well as a better understanding of the West at large.



The US was in search of a new partner in South Asia through which the US can
buck-pass its responsibilities as part of the containment policy. The US assumed
India as an eligible partner in south Asia. India took advantage of this
opportunity and got a waiver through India-US nuclear deal.



At the same time, India built a common plank with China with respect to global
issues like terrorism, climate change, trade etc. New Delhi consolidated further
ties with Russia while helping to fashion BRICS and RIC into a major forum.



The change in political dynamics in New Delhi in 2014 started a new phase of
Indian foreign policy.



Situations have been changing due to uncertainty of the Washington – Global
financial crisis 2008, Withdrawal from the Paris deal, an announcement for
withdrawal from Afghanistan, instability in the EU etc.



India entered a world of convergences and issue-based arrangements. India
started becoming one of the major economies of the world.



Our ability to shoulder greater responsibilities during the time of pandemic
through operation Sanjeevani with respect to HCQ tablet and operation Maitri
with respect to vaccine delivery played an important role. India has been
showing a willingness to shape key global negotiations, such as in Paris on
climate change.
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Last but not least, the manner in which we have approached our own region and
the extended neighbourhood has resonated beyond. For e.g. India didn’t react
to immature comments of Nepal in proximity to China.

Conclusion:


Thus, throughout the changing contour of Indian foreign policy, India didn’t
become the dogma of the past.



India was flexible in its approach. India didn’t hesitate in shifting its gear from
’tilting toward USSR’ to ‘aligning with the US’ what Robert Kux says – India-US
ties have changed from “estranged democracies” to “engaged democracies”.
But the basic structure of India’s foreign policy remained intact.
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38. Bulk of the focus of India-Israel relationship has been
defence and other security-related items. Discuss the
prospects of future endeavours between two nations in wide
horizons.

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : Discuss the significance of india Israel relations
 Body : mention emerging areas of cooperations
 Conclusion : if possible give some quotes and complete the answer

Intro:


The full potential of this relationship will be achieved only when business and
commercial interests are mutually beneficial and the associations directly affect
people.



The benefits will need to be accessible and available for common citizens.
Nothing touches our lives better than cultural exchanges and connections.

Body:


Long before 1992, Israeli youths visited India in large numbers attracted by its
culture and heritage. Israel has admirers in India for its ability to thrive in spite of
very adverse situations in its short history as an independent nation.



There is a strong need to use soft power diplomacy to build people-to-people
bridges and to add to economic benefits through robust inter-country tourism.
This needs to be revived after the current disruption and a two-way street needs
to be created.

Education:


India’s world-class institutes of higher education could benefit from the strong
culture of research and innovation that thrives in Israel. Israel, after all, hosts
R&D centres of more than 300 multinational companies and has the highest
number of patents per capita.



A student exchange programme at the university level could catalyse the
partnership. An India-Israel higher education forum with the participation of the
industry could drive this agenda with vigour.
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Climate change and environment:
With climate change and its disruptive impact, strategic issues related to the waters of
the Brahmaputra and Indus and the rapid urbanisation in India warrant that we
benefit from water management technology with a focus on productivity and
reduction of water consumption and on recycling of wastewater. Israel is the ideal
partner for this.

Research and development:


Israel considers innovation as a public good and actively encourages innovations
at different stages of development and this underpins the solid start-up
ecosystem in Israel.



Indo-Israel incubation centres and mentorship programs especially for start-ups
in India’s tier-2 cities can provide interesting spin-offs to these collaborations.

Technology:


Converting high-end defence technologies to create civil use applications will
have a far-reaching impact on industrial innovation and development.



The current crisis scarcity of semiconductor chips can occasion a partnership by
building chip manufacturing in India. Israel is one of the few countries that can
help India in achieving self-reliance in the production of semiconductors.

Track-4 connection:


On citizen-to-citizen level engagement, both countries must come forward to
build an institutional mechanism to share their community practices.



For example, India needs to learn a lot from the inspirational role Kibbutz and
Moshav as agriculture cooperatives play in nation-building in Israel.



Similarly, Israel can benefit from the transformational journeys of many self-help
womens’ collectives in India that have shown the way with the grassroots
development model.

Commerce rules the roost:


India presents a massive market for Israel’s manufactured goods and
technology.



With almost 40% of Israel’s annual defence production being exported to India,
the advantages to Israel’s economy cannot be understated. Additionally, India’s
embracing of Israel offers Israel massive intangible benefits.
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Conclusion:


This is a friendship for long and mutual benefits for both nations, as a former
ambassador of Israel to India remarked: “The Indian and Israeli markets do not
compete with one another but complete one another.” A potential quadrilateral
with US and UAE can help this relationship soar to new heights.
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39. The G7 is one part of India‟s pursuit of a multipolar world.
Comment

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : Give basic information about g7
 BODY : Elaborate challenges before g7 and its counter initiative and india’s
role.
 Conclusion : Discuss the approach that india needs to follow

Intro:


The G7 is an informal grouping of seven of the world’s advanced economies:
Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, the United States
and the European Union

BODY


Recently leaders of the G-7, a grouping of the world’s seven richest nations,
were meeting in Germany, Russia was busy bombarding Ukraine in a show of
strength. Just before the summit began, Moscow unleashed a series of strikes
across Ukraine using long-range missiles..



Against this backdrop, G-7 leaders tried to project a sense of unity in support of
Ukraine for “as long as necessary” and promised to take serious steps to cap
the Kremlin’s income from oil sales that are financing the war.



They also imposed new sanctions on Moscow to restrict its ability to import
technologies for its arms industry.

Challenges for west
Ukraine issue


But this rhetoric could not hide the simmering worry among the leaders that
this unity can easily wither away.



As the war has dragged on, the western public is getting restless with rising
inflation and a splintering of support for Ukraine remains a distinct possibility,
something that Putin will be watching closely.



Also, in most G-7 nations, domestic politics is getting murkier as leaders such as
Biden and the United Kingdom’s Boris Johnson face growing dissent within
their own parties.
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French President Emmanuel Macron suffered a significant loss of support in the
recent parliamentary elections.



Even in Germany, there is a growing divide on its Russia policy. So, the G-7
members had to tread cautiously as they made their case to their own people
and to each other for the best possible response to the Russian aggression.



This summit saw them achieve seeming unity on the issue, but it’s unclear how
long it will last.

China‟s global influence


The other major focal point of this year’s summit was a $600 billion
infrastructure plan for emerging economies in response to China’s global
influence via the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).



This Partnership for Global Infrastructure and Investment (PGII) will have the
US raise $200 billion through grants, federal funds and private investment,
while the EU pledged around 300 billion euros.



With the aim of presenting a “positive powerful investment impulse to the
world to show our partners in the developing world that they have a
choice,”this partnership is geared towards tackling the climate crisis,
improving global health, achieving gender equity and building digital
infrastructure.



At last year’s summit, the Build Back Better World initiative was announced,
but could not gather momentum. PGII is an attempt to rectify past problems
and make it operational quickly.

India‟s multipolar world approach


India is now a regular invitee to G-7 summits and this year, despite New Delhi’s
differences with the West over the Ukraine crisis, India’s presence, with
Argentina, Indonesia, Senegal and South Africa, as a guest for the summit
underlines its growing weight in global conversations.



As a major democracy and a rising economic power, India’s participation is key
in resolving global governance challenges and today, more than any other time
in recent history, New Delhi is willing to play a role in providing solutions to
global problems.



Prime Minister NarendraModi’s focus was also on showcasing India as a
responsible global stakeholder as he highlighted India achieving the target of
40% energy-capacity from non-fossil sources nine years before time and invited
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the G-7 countries to invest in the vast untapped market for clean energy
technologies.


At a time when the world order is intensely polarised, India remains one of the
few nations which can engage with both the G-7 and BRICS in a matter of days
with élan.



New Delhi has been consistent about its stance on global matters and in the
process has managed to generate a sense of trust with its varied interlocutors.

CONCLUSION


India’s pursuit of a truly multipolar world makes it incumbent upon New Delhi
to engage with multiple partners while never losing sight of its own vital
interests. Partnerships should enhance India’s strategic autonomy, not
constrain it. India’s G-7 engagement should also be seen in that light.
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40. Should India play a big brother card to teach Pakistan a
lesson by coming out of Indus water treaty to counter cross
border terror? If not, discuss the reasons for such action.

APPROACH
 INTRODUCTION : explain indus water treaty
 Body : Elaborate recent controversy regarding the treaty
 Conclusion : give some way forward

Intro:


In 2020, the Indus Water Treaty(IWT) has completed 60 years. The Indus Water
Treaty is the water-sharing agreement between India and Pakistan, mediated by
the World Bank. It was signed in Karachi in 1960 by Pundit Nehru and Ayub Khan.



This treaty gives control of three “eastern flowing rivers” – Satluj, Beas, and Ravi
to India and “western flowing rivers – Chenab, Jhelum, and Indus to Pakistan.
India was allocated about 18% of the total water carried by the Indus system and
the rest of the water is allocated to Pakistan.

Body:
Should we relook at the IWT agreement?


After India’s defeat in 1962 in the hand of China, Pakistan got motivated to
repeat the same. Motivation from China and Political instability in India after the
death of pundit Nehru have given the opportunity to Pakistan to attack India.



However, India successfully defeated Pakistan in the 1965 war. Followed by this,
‘forced migration’ to India from the then “East Pakistan” forced India to
intervene and liberate Bangladesh from the clutches of Pakistan in the 1971 wars.



Since then Pakistan realized India’s capability to peruse hard power and the
successful operations of R&AW since 1968 under the leadership of Ramnath Kao.



Pakistan shifted its policy from direct confrontation to the use of non-state
actors in foreign affairs. Pakistan formulated a military doctrine “Bleed India with
a thousand cuts” against India.



It traces its origin in a speech to the UNSC in 1965, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, former PM
and former President of Pakistan declared a thousand-year war against India.
Later it was shaped by the military dictator of Pakistan, Zia UlHaq.
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This military doctrine consists of waging a covert war against India using
insurgents at multiple locations.
According to Husain Haqqani, former Pakistan’s ambassador to the USA,
‘Pakistan sees jihad as a low-cost option to bleed India.

Arguments for abrogation:
1. Some believe in “teaching” lessons to Pakistan by abrogating the Indus Water
Treaty (IWT) of 1960. In the media panel, it is discussed as an alternative option
to respond to Pakistan under the nuclear overhang between India and Pakistan.
2. There have been comparative analyses too where it is argued that other upper
riparian doesn’t compromise as India does. An example of China’s bullying with
respect to the Brahmaputra river is often quoted in this context.
3. Realist scholars like BramhaChellaney argue that this treaty has been in favor of
Pakistan where India gets only 18% of the water and the rest is allocated to
Pakistan. According to him, since isolating Pakistan is not working, India may
consider the step that will compel Pakistan to mend its ways.
4. He claims that India has not been using ‘Hydro-diplomacy’ significantly at par
with China. It would not be unique for the world because countries come out of
treaties when it doesn’t suit. For example, the US is also coming out of the AntiBallistic Missile treaty.

Why IWT is not to be abolished?
1. ILO Declaration of Philadelphia, 1944 states “Poverty anywhere is a threat to
prosperity everywhere.”
2.

In the context of the Indus Water Treaty, it indicates that poverty in Pakistan has
the potential to influence the prosperity of India adversely. First, If India
abrogates this treaty, poverty in Pakistan would probably increase because 65%
of agricultural land in Pakistan is irrigated by water from the Indus, which
accounts for approximately 90% of the country’s food and fiber production. It
would make people more vulnerable in the hand of anti-India terrorists to use
terror activities.

3. Second, For India, it is not economically viable to abrogate Indus Water Treaty
1960. It would lead to excessive divergence of economic resources in acting
against nature.
4. It would have spillover impacts like a local flood, and displacement of local
people.
5. It is also ecologically not feasible. Rivers, Mountains, and other geographical
features are naturally created as per the demand of nature. Any significant
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disturbance in nature will disturb ecological balance as well. It may harm flora
and fauna existing in Indus Water System.
6. Article XII of the IWT 1960 says that it “may from time to time be modified” but
by a duly ratified treaty concluded for that purpose between the two
governments. Thus, it will go against the spirit of this treaty if we make any
unilateral changes and also reduce India’s credibility in the eyes of the world as a
rule breaker.
7. Consequently, it may impact relations with other countries with which India has
treaties such as Bangladesh and Nepal. At the same time, China can threaten
part of the water supply in retaliation.
8. Strategically it is not advisable because it will allow anti-India elements to accuse
India of water terrorism. Thus, it could increase more infiltration and more
attacks and defeat the very purpose of abrogating the Indus Water Treaty.
9. It is also diplomatically not advisable when India projects itself as a responsible
state to gain membership in NSG and UNSC. Such kind of negative decisions is
the characteristics of failed and irresponsible states and not the emerging
powers like India.
10. Such kinds of actions are also against the problem-solving attitude. According to
the World Bank report, it has been one of the most successful treaties in the
world. It would not be a wise idea to disturb the settled dust. It would lead to
the proliferation of problems instead of reduction.
11. An English political theorist, GDH Cole in his concept of functional sovereignty
suggests that the sovereignty need not be concentrated only in the hand of the
state. It should also be shifted into the specialist bodies. Thus, there should also
have the role of environmentalists, and social scientists to decide.

Conclusion:


Since it has been one of the most successful treaties in the world, India should
not disturb this peace.



Instead, the government of India should try to increase engagement with not
only the government but also with the people of Pakistan by following the
footprints of the social constructivists.



Unilateral withdrawal will only establish India as an irresponsible player.
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GS PAPER – III
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
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41. Food fortification is India‟s best chance to address the
growing burden of malnutrition and hidden hungerCritically analyze the statement.

APPROACH
 Introduction: Define Food Fortification
 Main: Write how fortification helps to overcome the challenges of
malnutrition.
 Conclusion: Conclude with a way forward

Intro:
What is food fortification?
The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) defines fortification as
"deliberately increasing the content of essential micronutrients in a food so as to
improve the nutritional quality of food and to provide public health benefit with
minimal risk to health".

Significance of Food Fortification
Micronutrient Deficiency or micronutrient malnutrition, also known as “hidden
hunger” is a serious health risk that is plaguing the developing countries like India.
Food Fortification substitutes other ways to improve the nutrient intakes like
diversification of diet and increased consumption of food.
The majority of the Indian population has a very high deficiency of micronutrients like
Vitamin A, Iodine, Iron and Folic Acid.
Hence, there is a high probability of them suffering from night blindness, goiter,
anaemia, and various birth defects.
According to the National Family Health Survey:


4% of children (6 to 59 months) are anaemic.



1% of women in the reproductive age group are anaemic.



7% of children under age 5 are underweight.

Food Fortification is an internationally recognized and cheap method to address the
micronutrient deficiencies in the population.
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How food fortification helps to address the malnutrition
challenges?
India can address the problem of malnutrition among women and children by rapidly
adopting food fortification. Fortification is a proven complementary strategy to
address the supplementation of food.
India has a very high burden of malnutrition caused by micronutrient deficiencies.
Women and children suffer from several illnesses like Night Blindness, Goitre, Anaemia
and various birth defects due to the deficiency of Vitamin A, Iodine, Iron and Folic
Acid.
A continued intergenerational cycle of undernutrition persists in India. It is natural for
a malnourished mother to give birth to an undernourished baby. Lack of essential
nutrients during pregnancy can lead to low-birth-weight babies.
Fortification is a proven complementary strategy to address the supplementation of
food that can help improve nutrition and the added nutrients of fortified food can
certainly help fight malnutrition.
Driven by science and innovation, the government has been developing solutions that
blend micronutrients with staple foods such as rice, wheat, flour, milk, oil.
The women and children in India can become healthier with food fortification. With
the addition of micronutrients in rice, additional nutrient intake would be possible for
women and child beneficiaries of several government initiatives like the targeted
Public Distribution System Mid-Day Meal Scheme and Integrated Child Development
Scheme (ICDS).

Conclusion
Fortification is an evidence-informed intervention that contributes to the prevention,
reduction and control of micronutrient deficiencies. It can be used to correct a
demonstrated micronutrient deficiency in the general population or in specific
population groups (targeted fortification) such as children, pregnant women and the
beneficiaries of social protection programmes. So, India can address its malnutrition
challenges through food fortification.
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42. Our start-ups are changing the rules of the game. Start-ups
are going to be the backbone of New India-Discuss

APPROACH
 Introduction: Define Start-up
 Main: Write how start-ups can contribute to Indian Economy
 Conclusion: Conclude with a way forward
India has the 3rd largest start-up ecosystem in the world; expected to witness YoY
growth of a consistent annual growth of 12-15%.
An entity shall be considered as a Start-up upto a period of ten years from the date of
incorporation/ registration and turnover of the entity for any of the financial years
since incorporation/ registration has not exceeded 100 crore rupees
Through innovation and scalable technology, start-ups can generate impactful
solutions, and thereby act as vehicles for socio-economic development and
transformation.

How Start-ups contribute to Indian Economy?


Start-ups are not just bringing innovations but are also evolving as major job
creators.



Start-ups have helped women entrepreneurs to contribute immensely to the
start-up ecosystem



It is increasingly seen as a sign that the Indian economy is reaching a turning
point and that its entrepreneurial culture is maturing.



Ancillary industries rise up creating more avenues of innovation, growth and
employment.



The unicorns like ola, flipkart which are consumer centric have created an
alternate gig economy for workers, which gives them much needed flexibility.



Due to competition among unicorns, consumers are benefited through
competitive pricing.



It has created an ecosystem in cities such as Bengaluru and Delhi, which has
paved way for more capital and investments flowing into the nation.
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Steps Taken


Easier access to funds as well as making self-certification for compliance of nine
labour and three environment laws is helping promote start-ups.



Innovation and technology-based solutions are being encouraged for finding
solutions to challenges facing the country.



The government is focusing on three aspects to strengthen innovation,
entrepreneurship and start-up ecosystem.
 Freeing entrepreneurship, innovation from government and bureaucratic
silos;
 setting up institutional mechanisms to promote innovation
 handholding of youth innovators.

Programs like Start-up India, Stand-Up India are part of such efforts.


Steps like eliminating the hassles of angel tax and simplifying tax filing,
facilitating access to credit and ensuring thousands of crores of rupees of
government funding reflect our commitment.



Under Start-up India, start-ups have been given the facility to self-certify
compliances related to nine labour and three environment laws.



Start-up Runway on the Government e-Marketplace (GeM) platform is also very
useful to enable start-ups to provide their products or services to the
government easily.

Conclusion
Apart from increasing domestic funds, the government and corporate sector need to
invest in more through leading universities and institutions to de-risk start-up
investments in the long term to sustain the bright spot.
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43. PDS reforms must be in line with the current needsComment

APPROACH
 Introduction: Define PDS
 Main: write about the changes required in PDS in the current scenario.
 Conclusion: Conclude with a way forward

Introduction
The Public Distribution System (PDS) evolved as a system of management of scarcity
through distribution of food grains at affordable prices. Over the years, PDS has
become an important part of Government’s policy for management of food economy
in the country.

Significance of PDS
PDS is operated under the joint responsibility of the Central and the State/UT
Governments.
The Public Distribution System (PDS) of India plays a crucial role in reducing food
insecurity by acting as a safety net by distributing essentials at a subsidised rate.
While the PDS forms a cornerstone of government food and nutrition policy, India
continues to be home to a large population of hungry and malnourished people.

Changes expected as per current trends
1. The estimate of the potential NFSA beneficiaries is based on the 2011 Census and
does not account for the increase in the number of poor households or migrants
over years.
2. The estimate does not include households that have been pushed into poverty
due to the Covid-19 crisis.
3. In the current situation, demand will be highly variable across geography and
over time. As a result, demand forecasting and fulfilment processes of the PDS
need to be revamped.
4. The coverage of PDS compared to the actual number of eligible poor households
also differs across States
5. Ration shops in more industrialised districts, (eg: Mumbai and Pune in
Maharashtra), will need greater additional allocation than the less industrialised
ones (eg: Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg).
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6. The last-mile distribution operations will also need substantial redesign

Conclusion
The PDS supply chain must rapidly reinvent itself during this time of crisis to
successfully alleviate hunger among millions of poor. In particular, it needs to
transform its rigid planning processes into responsive and flexible processes that can
serve the highly variable and dynamic demand with alacrity.
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44. Food processing sector needs a fillip to harness its untapped
potential-Analyse

APPROACH
 Introduction: scenario of India’ s food processing sector
 Main: Write what are the changes needed to extract the full potential of food
processing industry and steps taken
 Conclusion: Conclude with a way forward
The food processing industry in India is increasingly seen as a potential source for
driving the rural economy as it brings about synergy between the consumer, industry
and the farmer.

Significance of Food Processing Industry
A well-developed food processing industry can increase farm gate prices, reduce
wastage, ensure value addition, promote crop diversification and increase export
earnings.

Challenges
The challenges for the food processing sectors are diverse and demanding, and need
to be addressed on several fronts to derive market benefits.

1. Inadequate infrastructural facilities
India needs to develop dedicated freight corridors in rail, supplemented by
concretised dual carriageways for the State and National Highways, which will
directly reduce the cost of goods supplied.

2. GST implementation
Some packaged foods, which are of daily necessities, should be classified at
nil/lower rate of taxation.

3. Access to credit
State governments should play a catalytic role in partnership with banks, financial
institutions, technical and management institutions and farmers’ groups, so that
small and unorganised players become globally competitive.
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4. Lack of applied research
Technology is still being imported for the establishment of large-scale, exportoriented units for production of items such as even banana paste, concentrates of
various fruit juices, sorting, cleaning, washing, waxing and packaging of raw fruits
and vegetables.

5. Constraints on quality of inputs
Inadequate extension efforts, lack of precision farming practices, unclean
harvesting methods pose challenge to availability of the right quality of produce at
the right time

Steps taken to address these challenges
1. The Ministry of Food Processing Industries (MoFPI) is implementing PMKSY
(Pradhan Mantri Kisan SAMPADA Yojana).
The objective of PMKSY is to supplement agriculture, modernize processing and
decrease agri-waste.
 Mega Food Parks.
 Integrated Cold Chain, Value Addition and Preservation Infrastructure.
 Creation/Expansion of Food Processing/Preservation Capacities.
 Infrastructure for Agro Processing Clusters.
 Scheme for Creation of Backward and Forward Linkages.
2. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) policy: FDI up to 100%, under the automatic
route is allowed in food processing industries.
3. Agri Export Zones: To give thrust to export of agro products, new concept of
Agri Export Zones was brought in 2001. APEDA has been nominated as the Nodal
Agency to coordinate the efforts
 cluster approach of identifying the potential products; o the geographical
region in which these products are grown;
 Adopting an end-to-end approach of integrating the entire process right
from the stage of production till it reaches the market (farm to market).

Conclusion

To fully leverage the growth potential of this vast untapped food processing sector,
the challenges being faced by the stakeholders in this sector need to be properly
addressed, as there is a huge opportunity to increase prosperity from farm to fork.
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45. Public-Private Partnership projects can improve Ports'
Competitiveness-Critically Analyse

APPROACH
 Introduction: What is PPP?
 Main: Contribution of PPP to improving port’s competitiveness
 Conclusion: Conclude with a way forward
India has 12 major and 200 non-major/intermediate ports (under state government
administration).
Public-Private partnership (PPP/PFI), in which long-term finance contracts are put in
place in order to leverage private sector capital with the objective of realising public
sector goods and services.
This approach signals that both at the public, as well as at the private sector side
capacity needs to exist that allows for successful port infrastructure development
under the premise of PPP.

Significance of PPP in port infrastructure
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) projects in the port sector are of great significance in
making Indian ports more competitive and strengthening the country's position in
international trade
To drive the economic transformation through the modernisation of port
infrastructure requires expansion and upgradation of berths, construction of new
berths and terminals, automation of port operations.

Steps Taken
The Maritime India Vision (MIV) 2030 was launched in 2021. It is drafted after
significant consultation with over 350 public and private stakeholders comprising of
ports, shipyards, inland waterways, trade bodies and associations, and legal experts.
The vision serves as a blueprint to achieve an accelerated and coordinated
development of India’s diverse maritime sector, comprehensively identifying over 150
initiatives covering all facets of the country’s maritime sector.
The facets include developing best-in-class port infrastructure, enhancing logistics
efficiency through technology and innovation, increasing cargo and passenger
movement through inland waterways, and leading the world in a safe, sustainable &
green maritime sector.
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Under Sagarmala Programme, $123 bn would be invested across 415 projects across
the following identified components:
1. Port Modernization and New Port Development
2. Port Connectivity Enhancement
3. Port-Linked Industrialization
4. Coastal Community Development

Conclusion
Through various new interconnected transportation infrastructures and private sector
investments, India has demonstrated potential growth in the sector and is beginning
to attract global attention. This will augment port capacity and improve functional
efficiency
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GS PAPER – III
INTERNAL SECURITY
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TOPIC: ROLE OF STATE AND NON-STATE ACTORS IN CREATING
CHALLENGES TO INTERNAL SECURITY
46. What do you understand by state and non-state actors?
Examine the challenges posed by external state and nonstate actors to the internal security of India.

APPROACH





Start with briefly introducing the need for internal security for India.
Discuss the multidimensional challenges posed by external state and non-state
actors, to the internal security of India.
Discuss measures required to be taken to combat these threats.
Conclude suitably.

Introduction
Internal security has assumed core importance for India. As India now aspires and
rises to taking the high seat in the comity of nations, the security challenges become
more compounded and complex.
India faces multifold threats from external states and non-state actors on the internal
security front. State actors include the foreign government representative and their
agencies. Non-state actors may include NGOs, multinational companies, terrorist and
religious groups, hackers, etc.


State support: any government directly or indirectly indulges in
terrorism against its own people or the people of another country.



External state sponsored terrorism: Terrorism against another
country, whether in support of international terrorism or in order to
destabilise that country, can be classified as 'external state sponsored
terrorism'.

External
State Actors
and
challenges


Kashmir issue: Terrorism in Kashmir is a direct manifestation of state
policy of Pakistan and ISI influence, while hinterland terrorism byIndian
Mujahideen (IM) or SIMI is indirectly supported by ISI and the state of
Pakistan.
Means of support: Support to terrorism can be by various means, such
as financial support to militant organizations, technical support, arms,
training and infrastructural support, or ideological support.
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Non-State
Actorsand
challenges



Stand-alone operation: In this case, the act of terrorism is performed
by an individual or a group which is not associated with or financed by
any Government. Naxalites, LTTE and North-east extremists are some
examples of non-state actors.



Pakistani origin: Many important terrorist groups such as LeT and IM
also claim to be non-state actors but have de facto support from
Pakistan.



Attacks of 26/11: The close linkages of the ISI and such groups are well
documented as is their direct involvement in attacks like that of 26/11.



Destabilizing the country: These groups aim to not only create
instability in states like J&K, but also have a larger aim of destabilizing
the country.

Challenge posed by external state actors:
1. Instability in Jammu and Kashmir by the Pakistan (Pakistan’s state policy to
bleed India through a thousand cuts)


Spread Communal hatred and violence to divide and weaken the country.



Provide arms and military support to all militant and anti govt groups
working in the country to destabilize it.



To destabilize the economy by flooding with fake and counterfeit notes



To support and spread Islamic fundamentalist movement

2. China: Support to extremist groups in the north east; Strategic regional alliances;
Border area construction; Fuel to Maoist movements; China’s growing
assertiveness in the region.
3. Nepal: Open border; Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) known linkages with
Indian Left Wing Extremists; Fuelling anti-India emotions.
4. Bangladesh: Trans-border migration from Bangladesh; A haven for Islamic
terrorists in South Asia; Existence of various terrorist camps; Communal and
minorities issue; Social and economic insecurity for local communities.
5. Myanmar: Normality and ease of crossing the border; Tacit approval of the
Myanmar government; Gun running and drug trafficking across the IndiaMyanmar border; Narcotics and the ‘Golden Triangle’; The 1967 boundary
agreement.
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Non-state actors:
Non state actor -sponsored terrorism, often motivated by fundamentalist ideologies,
backed by secretive but efficient financial networks, use of IT, clandestine access to
chemical-biological and nuclear materials, and illicit drug trafficking, has emerged as a
major threat to international stability. These groups aim to not only create instability
in states like J&K, they also have a larger aim of destabilising the country. This is done
through sporadic terrorist strikes, which spreads terror and panic. This could also
adversely affect the ability of the Indian state to pursue economic modernisation.


Insurgency: North-East suffers from violent movements based upon ethnic
identities leading to clashes. China is alleged to support such acts for instance.
United Liberation Front of Asom (ULFA) members of Assam were given shelter
by China.



Terrorism: Pakistan has been a major exporter of terrorism to India. Non-state
actors like terrorist groups for instance Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-Mohammad are
a continuous threat.



Naxalism: Left wing extremism affects states like Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and
West Bengal.



Drug trafficking: Inter and Intra state trafficking takes place, through golden
crescent and golden triangle routes. Drugs from Golden Crescent (Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Iran) have affected Punjab and Golden Triangle (Laos, Myanmar
and Thailand) has affected North Eastern states.



Human-trafficking: Children and women trafficking takes place via Bangladesh
and Nepal.



Counterfeit currency: It corrodes economy from inside, by facilitating black
money and money laundering activities as well as funding terrorism, which itself
creates a demand for fake currency, thereby creating a positive feedback loop.
This is the issue arising especially from Pakistan.



Communalism: Propagandas are run and funded by enemy country and other
non-state actors (NGOs and CSOs) to destabilize India by damaging the socioreligious fabric and ensure riots.



Cyber Security: Recent cyber-attacks by Legion, ATM skimming are examples.
Pakistani hackers often hack government websites. They can also incite people
for regionalism thus demanding their separate state which further increases
secessionist tendency.
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Measures required to combat these threats are:
1. Effective communication and co-ordination between intelligence agencies and
law enforcement agencies. To ensure better coordination, interoperability
among the agencies must be improved.
2. Cyber security measures to thwart any attempt of cyber attacks
3. Collaboration between the government, media and the public to ensure quick
and efficient sharing of information about suspicious activities to the law
enforcement agencies.
4. Local police forces must be well trained and well equipped with necessary gears
so that they can respond to the terrorist attacks until the Special Forces reach
the site

Conclusion
We need to understand national security in a comprehensive sense and not in narrow
military terms only. While it is imperative to guard our borders and strengthen our
diplomacy, we also need to check the various non-state actors who come in hidden
forms. There is a need for a national internal security doctrine to deal with various
challenges.
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TOPIC: BASICS OF CYBER SECURITY
47. “The digital India is vulnerable to new age cyber-attacks”.
Explain the types of cyber-attack in India and Critically
examine how India is vulnerable to cyber threats?

APPROACH






Briefly introduce about Cyber attack &security.
Explain: India’s cyber profile
Mention the types of cyber-attacks in India
Analyse India’s impact & vulnerable to cyber threats with examples
Connect the conclusion with digital india.

Introduction:


According to the IT Act, 2000, “Cyber security means protecting information,
equipment, devices computer, computer resource, communication device and
information stored therein from unauthorised access, use, disclosure, disruption,
modification or destruction.”



It aims to reduce the risk of cyber-attacks and protect against the unauthorised
Types of cyber security threats

India‟s cyber profile


India has nearly 700 million Internet users across the country. The number of
active Internet users in India is expected to increase by 35% in the next three
years and touch 950 million by 2025



As per Global Cybersecurity Index (GCI) 2021 by ITU (International
Telecommunication Union) India has one among the highest numbers of cyberattacks and the country ranks 10thin terms of targeted attacks;



As per Internet Crime Report, 2022 -Cyber crime cases have witnessed a steady
spike since 2018. India reported 2,08,456 incidents in 2018; 3,94,499 incidents in
2019; 11,58,208 cases in 2020; 14,02,809 cases in 2021; and 2,12,485 incidents in
the first two months of 2022.

Types of Cyber Security threats:
There are dozens of types of cyber security threats, but the following are some of the
most common ones:
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DDoS Attack: A DDoS or Distributed Denial of Service Attack is when cybercriminals overwhelm a network or its servers by sending too much traffic. This
prevents the network from handling valid requests and makes the entire system
unusable. It can completely stop organizations



Malware: This malicious software can include computer viruses, spyware, Trojan
horses, worms, and any other program or file that can harm the computer.
Malware is commonly spread by downloads that seem legitimate or attachments
in emails.



Botnets are numerous computers infected with malware that form a network.
Cyber-criminals use them to perform online tasks without the permission of the
devices’ owners.



Ransomware will lock data and files and threaten to leave the files locked or
delete them unless the victim sends payment.



Spyware records the actions of a user, such as gathering credit card information.



Trojans are malware but disguised to appear as legitimate software. After being
uploaded, they collect data or cause damage



Phishing: This type of cyber security threat involves sending fake emails from
seemingly legitimate sources to get information such as credit card details or
passwords.



Social Engineering: This type of attack tricks users to break security procedures
by using human interactions. Cyber criminals commonly combine social
engineering attacks with others, such as phishing, to increase the chances of the
victim clicking on a link or downloading a file.

IMPORTANCE OF CYBER SECURITY


Individuals: Photos, videos and other personal information shared by an
individual on social networking sites can be inappropriately used by others,
leading to serious and even life-threatening incidents.



Business Organizations: Companies have a lot of data and information on their
systems. A cyber-attack may lead to loss of competitive information (such as
patents or original work), loss of employees/customers' private data resulting in
complete loss of public trust on the integrity of the organization.



Government: A local, state or central government maintains a huge amount of
confidential data related to the country (geographical, military strategic assets
etc.) and citizens.
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Critical Information Infrastructure Protection: The increased focus of cyberattacks, systematically planned and executed by non-state as well as state
actors, to the target CII sectors causing more substantial or kinetic impact,
demand concerted and smart strategies.



Large scale digitization of public services: If security is not embedded in
publicservices design and ensured in their operations, it would impact assured
availability of services, and citizens trust in digital platforms and online services.

Why is Cyber Security Important for Companies Today?


Rise of Cyber Crimes: Be it a large scale or a small scale firm, hackers and cyber
criminals spare no one. Rather, they lookout for opportunities to exploit data
and get money out of these firms.



Cyber-attacks continue to grow in sophistication, with attackers using an everexpanding variety of tactics. These include social engineering, malware and
ransomware).



Growth of IoT Devices: With the mission to create smart cities with smart
devices, our dependency to connect everything to the internet has increased
too. The introduction of IoT technology i.e. Internet of Things, has not only
simplified and speed up our tasks but has also created a pit of new vulnerabilities
for hackers to exploit.



Bridge to Security Gap: Human resources and IT resources have always been one
of the most important aspects of any organization. Regardless of their
dependency on each other, there has always been a security gap between both
aspects.



Security of Data: When it comes to data security, it can be clearly seen how
organizations are getting highly comfortable in keeping their information online.
With the alarming number of data breaches and information leaks making news
headlines almost every day, it can be seen how vulnerable the data left is online.

Institutional Framework to reduce Cyber-attacks:


National Cybersecurity Coordination Centre (NCCC): It is India's cyberspace
intelligence agency which will conduct security and electronic surveillance. It
aims to screen communications metadata coming into the country to detect real
time cyber threats and work in close coordination with various law enforcement
agencies for intelligence gathering.



India's Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-IN): The CERT-In has been
established to thwart cyber-attacks in India. It is mandated under the IT
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Amendment Act, 2008 to serve as the national agency in charge of cyber
security. CERT-Fin has also been established based as a specialized agency.


Indian Cyber-Crime Coordination Centre And Cyber Warrior Police Force: These
have been established under newly created Cyber and Information Security (CIS)
Division (under Ministry of Home Affairs) to tackle internet crimes such as cyber
threats, child pornography and online stalking.



National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre (NCIIPC): It is
designated as the National Nodal Agency in respect of Critical Information
Infrastructure Protection.



Cyber Swachchta Kendra (CSK): MeitY) launched the Cyber Swachchta Kendra–
Botnet Cleaning and Malware Analysis Centre for analysis of malware and
botnets that affect networks and systems. It is part of Digital India initiative.

Conclusion:
Despite all the cyber security risks, the movement towards Digital India is inevitable.
The government and enterprises realise this and efforts are on for developing better
systems for maintaining security while also taking advantage of the plethora of
technological applications that have exploded during the last few years.
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TOPIC: TERRORISM THREAT TO INDIA
48. A greater understanding and comprehensive national power
are required for India to respond more effectively to the
challenge of hybrid warfare. Discuss.

APPROACH





Briefly write about the term hybrid warfare.
Highlight various forms of hybrid warfare faced by India.
Mention the measures needed to deal with it effectively.
Conclude appropriately.

Introduction:
Hybrid warfare refers to the use of unconventional methods as part of a multidomain war- fighting approach. In Hybrid warfare, apart from conventional military
tactics, non-military tools are used to achieve dominance or damage, subvert or
influence.
These tools may include information pollution, perception management and
propaganda. These methods aim to disrupt and disable an opponent’s actions
without engaging in open hostilities.

Various types of challenges of hybrid warfare faced by India
include:


State sponsored warfare: India has been at the receiving end of state-sponsored
terrorism (proxy war) from Pakistan and cyber-threats from China.



New forms of terrorist attacks such as ‘lone-wolf’ and ‘sleeper cells’: These
attacks are extremely difficult to detect and, in most cases, the financial and
ideological source remains anonymous.
 Adversary could also act to radicalize the population, which leads to issues

like communalism, naxalism and separatism in the long run.


Cyber-attacks: An adversary can pressure the government to concede to its
demands by threatening devastating cyber-attacks aimed at information
infrastructure, such as-networks governing hospitals or electricity and water
supplies.
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Interference in electoral processes: Use of techniques from campaigning
through the media and social networks to securing financial resources for a
political group may indirectly influence the outcome of an election in a direction
that favours the adversary.



Disinformation and fake news: An adversary can create a parallel reality and
use false hoods to fuel social fragmentation fuelling protests against a given
policy or operation.



Financial influence: The recent steps by Chinese companies to aggressively
acquire Indian companies through the FDI route in the background of COVID-19
could fall under this category.

Hybrid warfare can be tackled through Comprehensive National Power (CNP). CNP
includes a strong economy; military strength; governance; human capital; science
& technology; geography and natural resources; foreign policy and diplomacy; and,
national will and conscientious leadership. CNP can help respond to hybrid warfare
in following ways:


Institutional measures: To keep vulnerabilities in check and estimate possible
hybrid threats, suchas:
 Conduct a self-assessment of critical functions and vulnerabilities across all

sectors and ensure regular maintenance. For example, regularly upgrading
critical Fintech systems in the country.
 Enhance traditional threat assessment activity to include non-conventional

political, economic, civil, international (PECI) tools and capabilities.
 Creation of multinational frameworks, preferably using existing institutions

and processes for facilitating cooperation and collaboration across borders.


Training of armed forces: In case of hybrid warfare, the armed forces have a
dual role of protecting civilian population and disabling enemy. Following
techniques can be adopted:
 Training in special battle techniques, as well as conditioning to overcome

urban combat stress.
 Training in use of technological tools such as smart robots, Unmanned

Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).
 Intelligence tools like Real Time Situational Awareness (RTSA) for precise

operations.
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Strengthening the democratic institutions: It enables the government to gain
trust of its citizens, which helps in negating various forms of hybrid warfare such
as disinformation and radicalization.
 Inclusion of Civil Society Institutions, such as think tanks, multiplies the

government’s capabilities to counter such threats.

Conclusion:
Modern hybrid war that simultaneously combines conventional, irregular, and
terrorist components is a complex challenge that requires an adaptable and
versatile military to overcome. Hybrid warfare is a multi-pronged warfare
methodology, thus, to effectively negate it, the response should also be
comprehensive in nature.
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TOPIC: MONEY-LAUNDERING AND ITS PREVENTION
49. Discuss the complexity and intensity of money laundering.
Also examine the security framework and policy efforts by
the Government of India to tackle the problem.

APPROACH





Brief Explain about money laundering.
Discuss the impact of money laundering.
Examine the security framework and policy efforts by the Government of India.
Conclusion Accordingly.

Introduction:
The Money laundering is a way to converting illegally earned money in such a way that it
appears as earned from legitimate source. Criminals use organised ways like hawala
trading, round tripping, shell companies or trust etc to covert dirty money generated
from activities like corruption, terrorism, smuggling, arms trade, drug trafficking,
Prostitution into clean money.
Intensity of money laundering can be seen from the fact that according to an IMF the
amount of money laundered globally in one year is 2 - 5% of global GDP, or $800
billion - $2 trillion in current US dollars.

EFFECT AND IMPACT OF MONEY LAUNDERING
ECONOMIC IMPACT:
1. Liability of financial institutions: Prevalence of money laundering in a country
leads to reduction in trust on financial institutions of a country. Also, there may
be a chance of sudden changes in assets and liabilities of financial institutions
knowingly or unknowingly involved in money laundering which increases risk of
their financial dealings.
2. Effect on money Flow: As money used in laundering is out of regular banking
transactions, largely informal and uncontrolled in nature, hence it has capability
to increase sudden inflow of money in the market which may cause inflation.
3. Reduction in tax revenue: Money laundering affects the tax revenue of the
government which impacts social service, welfare and development
programmes of the country.
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4. Loss of trust in policy: Government inability to stop money laundering and
volatile nature of economy lead to diminishing of trust on government policies
which can lead to financial crisis.
5. Lack of Ease of doing business: It is very difficult to do genuine business in a
country where money from informal markets can anytime destabilize the market
and financial institutions and governments do not have capability to manage it.
6. Flourishing organised crime: Money laundering support various other organised
crimes like ponzi schemes, arms trade, drugs and human trafficking, extortion
etc which destabilized society and in unstable society no investor wants to invest
which affect growth of economy.
7. Inequality in competition: Businesses with the money from money laundering
get advantage over its competitor hence legitimate business lose when
commenting due to lack of fair competition.

SOCIAL IMPACT:
1. Unemployment and poverty: Money laundering create a vicious cycle of
development where low economic growth and less tax collections lead to
problems like unemployment and poverty.
2. Increase in anti-social activities: Money laundering and crime has close relation
both supplement each other, hence due to money laundering criminal activities
like drug trafficking, human trafficking, financial fraud increases.
3. Human trafficking: For money launderer money becomes more important than
human life hence human life get objectified and crime like human trafficking,
prostitution increases in society.

SECURITY IMPACT:
1. Increase in organised crime: It has been established that money laundering
drives and thieves on criminal activities like Terror Funding, arms dealing,
international drug rackets etc.
2. Terrorism and Naxalism: Money earned from illegal sources often used for
terrorist activities and naxalist to fulfill their propaganda.
3. Cybercrimes: Emerging technology is also giving boost to using various
techniques to earn money from illegal sources like online gambling, online
lottery scam etc and it also provides space for cleaning it with the help of
cryptocurrency, electronic transfer in foreign bank accounts etc.
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Framework in India to prevent money laundering:
Statutory Frameworks:


Prevention of Money laundering Act 2002: It is a comprehensive and dedicated
law against money laundering in India. Recent amendment has further
empowered the act by widening the definition of proceeds of crime and
providing authority to Enforcement directorate to arrest accused without
warrant under certain conditions.



The Smugglers and Foreign Exchange Manipulators Act, 1976: The act provided
for the forfeiture of illegally earned properties of smuggler and foreign
exchange manipulators.



Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999: Act provides management of foreign
exchange with provision like exchange through authorized persons like
authorized dealer or money changer so that manipulation of money can be
prevented.



Benami Transaction Prohibition Act, 1988: This act is to curb fraudulent
transition by name of fake owner and with faulty source of money.

Institutional Framework:


Enforcement Directorate: ED has responsibility of investigation of crime related
to prevention of money laundering act.



Financial Intelligence Unit: It is not a regulatory authority but its main duty of
this unit is to gather all the financial intelligence in close operation with the
regulatory authorities which also includes RBI, SEBI, and IRDA along with looking
after all the suspicious transactions and then to report it. It is responsible for the
coordination and strengthening of any national and international intelligence.

International Cooperation:


Financial Action Task Force: established for effective coordination,
implementation and regulation of law related to money laundering and terror
financing. FATF has provided recommendations for effective implementation of
money laundering act.



Vienna Convention: It is the first international instrument adopted in 1988 to
address the issue of the proceeds of crime and requires state to establish money
laundering from drug trafficking as a criminal offence.
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Conclusion:
Money laundering and terrorism financing pose a serious threat to our financial as
well as the sovereignty of any country. The increasing significance of international cooperation and cross-border dependence has given powers to international
organisations to suggest measures and practically apply them for the causes of money
laundering and other illicit manifestations of it.
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TOPIC: LINKAGES OF ORGANIZED CRIME WITH TERRORISM
50. "What do you understand by Narco-terrorism? Discuss the
extent of the problem in India while throwing light upon the
legal framework to tackle narco-terrorism."

APPROACH






Briefly introduce Drug Trafficking & Narco-terrorism.
Mention the major cause of illicit trafficking of drug in India
nalyse India’s impact & vulnerable to Narco-Terrorism
Discuss the Laws and Regulations against Narcotic Trafficking.
Conclude with Wayforward.

Intro:
Narco-terrorism refers to spreading drug related policies making people taking
drugs, which lead to addiction and acts as a source to maximize profits. It is generally
used by terrorists who use drugs to fund their organization and operation.
Narcotic trafficking started as an organised crime has emerged as a threat to nation
states because of its association with terrorist groups. Narcotic drugs are most
profitable commodity that it generates quick money only hard cash. Further,
terrorism needs huge amount of money to carry out operations, which cannot be
yielded through legal ways or officials, so the terrorists approach underworld dons
or drug syndicates for cooperation.
The major cause of India’s worry is illicit trafficking of drug in India through Golden
Crescent and Golden Triangle.


According to a report by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC), opium production in Afghanistan has crossed 6,000 tons for the fifth
consecutive year.



The reported rise in global opium prices has resulted in the exponential
production of opiates increasing by 8%.
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World Drug Report 2021:


Around 275 million people used drugs globally in the last year. Over 36
million people suffered from drug use disorders.



Rise in the use of cannabis during the pandemic has been reported by most
countries.



Non-medical use of pharmaceutical drugs has also been observed in the same
period.



The latest global estimates say, about 5.5 per cent of the population between 15
and 64 years have used drugs at least once in the past year.



Over 11 million people globally are estimated to inject drugs – half of them have
Hepatitis C.



Opioids continue to account for the largest burden of disease-linked to drug
abuse.

India and Narco-Terrorism


State-sponsored Terrorism: Narco-terrorism is a key component of Pakistan’s
state-sponsored cross-border terrorism, which is used to fund and conduct
asymmetric warfare against its neighbours.



Porous Borders: India has a 15,106-kilometre porous border and a 7,516-kilometre
coastline. China, Pakistan, Bhutan, Myanmar, Afghanistan, Nepal, and
Bangladesh are all on the same side of those lengthy boundaries.
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Inefficient Policymaking: Terrorist and militant actions are a problem in India,
which are supported by the neighbouring countries. It’s no surprise that few
Indians see the importation of ganja, opium, hashish, and other drugs as a
concern because secessionism, terrorism, and insurgency have occupied the
thoughts of policymakers and the general people.



India’s Position between Triangle and Crescent: India is inconveniently placed
between the Golden Crescent and the Golden Triangle, two of the world’s most
active hotbeds of illegal drug trafficking. The Golden Triangle is defined as the
area where Thailand, Laos, and Myanmar intersect. Until the early twenty-first
century, when Afghanistan overtook the Golden Triangle as the world’s leading
producer, the Golden Triangle produced the majority of the world’s heroin.



Terror Funding: The lion’s share of the source of terror funding in Kashmir
emanates from across the border in Pakistan through its notorious agency ISI.
The ISI generates its finances through narco-financing which comes from the
control of narcotics trade in the AfPak region.



Pakistan as a Major Culprit: Pakistan has the highest per capita heroin addiction
rate in the world. The ISI pumps drugs in Jammu and Kashmir with twofold
intentions. Drug-paddling funds terrorist activities; on the other, there is a strong
correlation between receptive attitudes towards Jihadism and drug use.



Northeast Region: Drugs, sourced from Myanmar and Bangladesh, has a direct
bearing on the funding of terror and extremist activities in the northeast. A
series of intermittent seizures in India of ‘yaba’ tablets that were meant for
Bangladesh, indicates the existence of multiple exit points along the border in
Tripura, Assam, and Meghalaya. The proceeds of this drug-trade find its way to
insurgent-outfits.

Laws and Regulations against Narcotic Trafficking


Narcotics Drugs and Psychotropic Substance Act 1985: Indian Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985: Provides to carry out controlled delivery
mechanisms measures as it deems necessary or expenditure for the purpose of
preventing and combating abuse of narcotic substances. Provides minimum
punishment of 10 years.



Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB): Nodal agency for enforcement of laws
concerning narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.



India signed bilateral agreements with USA, UK, Myanmar, Afghanistan, UAE,
Mauritius, Zambia, and the Russia for ‘drug control’.



India is a signatory of UN and SAARC convention on narcotic drugs and
psychotropic Substances.
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Way forward:


Strengthening of Criminal Laws: India has to restructure its criminal justice
system, with forensic science playing a key role in combating narco-terrorism.






With the advent of coronavirus, the intensity of the illicit drug trade in India is
expected to rise. The government needs to implement the existing laws
strictly to prevent drug trafficking and its resultant drug abuse.

Friendly International Relations: India should take the initiative and reach out to
Afghans from all walks of life, including women, civil society organizations,
political leaders, and business organizations, who are seeking aid in establishing
a credible, representative, and inclusive government in their nation.
Rehabilitation: India should work for robust rehabilitation efforts by having
good infrastructure.



Awareness: Drug sensitization programs and awareness trainings should be
granted for curbing the illicit drug trade.



Strengthening Narcotics Control Bureau: NCB should be given more powers and
authority to keep strict vigil in Narcotics business.
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GS PAPER – III
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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51. Write about the contribution of susrutha in the field of
Indian medical science? Discuss about the Book “Sushruta
samita” regarding plastic surgery?

APPROACH
 Introduction: start with writing about susrutha and little about ancient
medicine
 Body: list out the various contributions of susrutha and what the book explains
 Conclusion: conclude by giving points how his knowledge on medicine
supported the growth of the field in pre-medieval period.
Sushruta was an Indian physician, who wrote one of the world's earliest works on
medicine and surgery and is therefore regarded as the 'Father of Indian Medicine' and
'Father of Plastic Surgery.' He belonged to the period of 6Th century BCE

Various contribution of susrutha in medicine field
1. Sushruta is known for his pioneering operations and techniques and for his
influential treatise 'Sushruta Samhita' or Compendium of Sushruta, the main
source of knowledge about surgery in ancient India.
2. Rhinoplasty, colloquially known as the 'nose job,' is a surgery performed to
achieve two results:
 To improve the breathing function of the nose
 To improve the cosmetic look of the nose
3. Sushruta's treatise provides the first written record of a forehead flap
rhinoplasty, a technique still used today to reconstruct a nose. He used a flap of
skin from the forehead, called a pedicle, to form a new nose.
4. Besides trauma involving general surgery, Sushruta gave an in-depth account of
the treatment of 12 varieties of fracture and six types of dislocation. This
continues to spellbind orthopedic surgeons even today.
5. He mentioned the principles of traction, manipulation, apposition, stabilization,
and postoperative physiotherapy.
6. Sushruta also prescribed measures to induce growth of lost hair and removal of
unwanted hair.
7. He implored surgeons to achieve perfect healing which is characterized by the
absence of any elevation, induration, swelling mass, and the return of normal
coloring.
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8. According to Sushruta, "Anyone, who wishes to acquire a thorough knowledge
of anatomy, must prepare a dead body and carefully observe and examine all its
parts." The method of study was to submerge the body in water and allow it to
decompose followed by an examination of the decomposing body at intervals to
study structures, layer by layer, as they got exposed following decomposition.
9. The most important point to note here is that the dissection was performed
without a knife.

Importance of the Book “Susrutha Samhitha”


Written in Sanskrit, the Sushruta Samhita dates back to the times before Christ
and is one of the earliest works in the field of medicine.



It forms the foundations of the ancient Hindu form of medicine known as
Ayurveda and is highly regarded as one of the 'Great Trilogy of Ayurvedic
Medicine.'



The Sushruta Samhita documented the etiology of more than 1,100 diseases, the
use of hundreds of medicinal plants, and instructions for performing scores of
surgical procedures - including three types of skin grafts and reconstruction of
the nose.



Sushruta Samhita remained preserved for many centuries exclusively in the
Sanskrit language. In the eighth century AD, Sushruta Samhita was translated
into Arabic as 'Kitab Shah Shun al -Hindi' and 'Kitab-I-Susurud.'



The first European translation of Sushruta Samhita was published by Hessler in
Latin and in German by Muller in the early 19th century; the complete English
literature was done by Kaviraj Kunja Lal Bhishagratna in the three volumes in
1907 in Calcutta.

Sushruta took surgery in medieval India to admirable heights and that era was later
regarded as the 'Golden Age of Surgery' in ancient India. The genius of Sushruta
prompted eminent surgeon Allen Whipple to declare, "All in all, Sushruta must be
considered the greatest surgeon of the pre-medieval period."
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52. Describe about ISROs POEM platform in PSLVC53? How
will ISRO keep POEM „alive and stable‟ in orbit?

APPROACH
 Introduction: define about the POEM
 Body: write about the project PSLV c53 and its application
 Conclusion: conclude by writing this launch as an example of role of NSIL in PPP
model
PSLV-C53 is the second dedicated commercial mission of NewSpace India
Limited (NSIL). This is the 55th mission of PSLV and 15th mission using PSLV-Core
Alone variant.

What is POEM?
The PSLV Orbital Experimental Module is a platform that will help perform in-orbit
experiments using the final, and otherwise discarded, stage of ISRO’s workhorse
rocket, the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV).
The PSLV is a four-stage rocket where the first three spent stages fall back into the
ocean, and the final stage (PS4) — after launching the satellite into orbit — ends up as
space junk.
However, in PSLV-C53 mission, the spent final stage will be utilised as a “stabilised
platform” to perform experiments.
“It is the first time that the PS4 stage would orbit the earth as a stabilised platform,”
POEM is carrying six payloads, including two from Indian space start-ups Digantara
and Dhruva Space.
POEM has a dedicated Navigation Guidance and Control (NGC) system for attitude
stabilisation, which stands for controlling the orientation of any aerospace vehicle
within permitted limits. The NGC will act as the platform’s brain to stabilize it with
specified accuracy.
POEM will derive its power from solar panels mounted around the PS4 tank, and a LiIon battery. It will navigate using “four sun sensors, a magnetometer, gyros & NavIC”.
“It carries dedicated control thrusters using Helium gas storage. It is enabled with a
telecomm and feature.
POEM uses a computer control system to fire its thrusters, sensors such as star
sensors that will enable it look at the stars, find its own position, and also send
commands from the ground.
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53. List out the various ways in which technology supports in
conservation of environment with examples?

APPROACH
 Introduction: start by comparing the environmental conservation with
technology
 Body: list out the various ways in which technology is supporting environmental
conservation
 Conclusion: conclude with the win-win situation
Technology and environmental conservation are considered as the two extreme poles
which always act vice versa to each other. But this myth is not true.
Science and technology play a leading role in conservation of environment.
One key factor in implementing a conservation solution through technology is
understanding the “Where” of it.
Satellites or low-flying UAVs help gather information about the area’s physical
characteristics. This process is known as remote sensing and is used widely in
conservation efforts to access areas where physical contact is impossible. These
images combined with location information for a place give us geospatial data, which
help significantly widen conservation efforts' reach.
Forest fires have unfortunately become increasingly frequent in recent years.
Satellites use a visible, infrared instrument onboard NASA’s and NOAA’s Joint Polar
Satellite System (JPSS) to detect locations of fire incidents in near real-time. Combing
this location information with areal images allows us to compute how much
forestland has been damaged by fire incidents. Gauging the location of these incidents
also helps establish the cause of such occurrences and helps establish if it was natural
or man-made.

Field observation
Today most ecologists use the power of the web and mobile devices like smartphones
and tabs to collect ground information and update an interconnected database using
the power of the internet.
The GPS of a mobile device allows the ecologists to enrich their observations and have
them stored in a centralised database allowing their teams to access the information
as soon as it is collected. Integrating this helps managers plan their strategies better
and coordinate their field workforce in real-time.
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Environmentalists now enhance their on-ground observations with technologies such
as camera traps and acoustic monitoring devices. These help measure wildlife activity
and understand their connectivity, distribution and relationship with local and global
biodiversity, immensely adding to the knowledge body.
Advancements in computing and remote technologies have provided conservation
professionals with the tools to reveal insights with optimised software, algorithms,
applications and scientific workflows. Indeed, conservation efforts today are datadriven, and these technologies allow us to augment and enrich our understanding of
the interdependent factors that lead to a healthy ecosystem.
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54. India is planning for Auctioning spectrum for 5G? Briefly
discuss how 5th generation is going to be a game changer in
India‟s development path.

APPROACH
 Introduction: explain about the 5G spectrum policy
 Body: give a account on how 5G technology is going to support the development
of economy and individuals
 Conclusion: conclude by writing a short para comparing 5G and 4th IR

India is planning for the auction of spectrum that can be used to offer 5G services
The auction will be held for spectrum in various Low (600 MHz, 700 MHz, 800 MHz,
900 MHz, 1800 MHz, 2100 MHz, 2300 MHz), Mid (3300 MHz) and High (26 GHz)
frequency bands.

What are the key issues regarding the penetration of 5G
technology in India?
The two issues that have been highlighted with regards to the upcoming auctions are
high reserve prices for the spectrum and direct allotment of spectrum to enterprises
for setting up captive private networks.

Steps taken by the government for the development of 5g
technology
India’s preparedness for 5G report was recently released, which highlighted the basic
challenges in adoption of 5G
(i)

inadequate availability of spectrum,

(ii)

high spectrum prices,

(iii) poor development of use cases for 5G,
(iv) low fiberisation (connectivity with optical fibre), and
(v)

deficient backhaul capacity.

Promotion of domestic manufacturing and indigenous technology: The Committee
observed that India is greatly dependent on the import of telecom equipment. 5G
presents an opportunity for the promotion of domestic manufacturing as well as
indigenous technology due to the changed nature of network components as
compared to 3G and 4G.
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What are benefits of 5G technology?
5G is the next generation cellular technology that will provide faster and more reliable
communication with ultra low latency.
It is expected that with 5G technology, consumers will be able to download data
heavy content such as 8K movies and games with better graphics in just a few
seconds.
5G is expected to form the backbone of emerging technologies such as IoT and
machine to machine communications, thereby supporting a much larger range of
applications and services, such as tele-surgery and real time data analytics. Ultra low
latency offered by 5G makes the technology desirable for such use cases.
5G is expected to create a cumulative economic impact of $1 trillion in India by 2035.
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55. Recently many technology giants are focusing in the
researches regarding AI sentience? Discuss regarding the
application and concerns of AI sentient in future.

APPROACH
 Introduction: define what is meant by AI sentience
 Body: Give a detail on how AI is going to support the future
 Conclusion: conclude by writing the concern and way forward
AI Sentience refers to self-awareness. Human-level intelligence. Artificial Intelligence
that can pass Turing Test.
The word “sentient” is defined as “responsive to or conscious of sense impressions;
Aware; finely sensitive in perception or thinking”
One of the first tests of sentience that was proposed, to check whether a specific AI
had become self- aware was the Turing Test.

How AI sentience can be used in future?
AI can be used as a Spam filter to remove unwanted and harmful contents from social
platforms.
AI sentient can also be used in video content analysis and manipulated media
detection.
In the hospitality industry, AI is used to reduce repetitive tasks, analyze trends,
interact with guests, and predict customer needs.
Can be used in online and telecom customer services
AI for Good is an ITU initiative supporting institutions employing AI to tackle some of
the world's greatest economic and social challenges
AI can be used in military The main applications enhance command and control,
communications, sensors, integration and interoperability.
Research is targeting intelligence collection and analysis, logistics, cyber operations,
information operations, and semiautonomous and autonomous vehicles
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What are the concerns regarding sentience of AI?
AI systems don’t currently reason about the effects of their answers or behaviors on
people or society.
An AI system may not be toxic or have prejudicial bias but still not understand it may
be inappropriate to talk about suicide or violence in some circumstances.
More this technology gets sold as the more people are willing to go along with AI
systems” that can cause real-world harm.
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56. Write about the role of Nanotechnology in increasing the
agricultural productivity in sustainable manner?

APPROACH
 Introduction: define Nanotechnology
 Body: write down the various application of nanotechnology in agriculture
 Conclusion: conclude by giving the way forward
Nanotechnology provides new agrochemical agents and new delivery mechanisms to
improve crop productivity, and it promises to reduce pesticide applications.
Nanotechnology can increase agricultural production, and its applications include:
(1)

Nano formulations of agrochemicals for applying pesticides and fertilizers for
crop improvement.

(2)

The application of nano sensors in crop protection for the identification of
diseases and residues of agrochemicals.

(3)

Nanodevices for the genetic engineering of plants.

(4)

Plant disease diagnostics.

(5)

Animal health, animal breeding, poultry production.

(6) postharvest management.
Nanotechnology may increase the development of biomass-to-fuel production
The development of nano-chemicals has appeared as promising agents for the plant
growth and pest control. The fertilizers are required in plants growth. Nanomaterials
act as fertilizers might have the properties such as crop improvement and with less
eco-toxicity. Plants can give an important way for their bioaccumulation into the food
chain.
In recent years, the use of nanomaterials has been considered as an alternative
solution to control plant pathogens.
Nanotechnology applications include nanoparticle-mediated gene or DNA transfer in
plants for the development of insect-resistant varieties, food processing and storage
and increased product shelf life.
Nanotechnology has many uses in all stages of production, processing, storing,
packaging and transport of agricultural products. Nanotechnology will revolutionize
agriculture and food industry such as in case of farming techniques, enhancing the
ability of plants to absorb nutrients, disease detection and control pests.
The potential of nanotechnology in agriculture is large, but a few issues are still to be
addressed as the risk assessment.
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57. What is space debris? Write about the impact of space debris
on the space economies of nations? How project NETRA is
going to act as mitigation strategy to protect Indian space
assets?

APPROACH
 Introduction: describe about space debris and its impact
 Body: clearly list out the working of Project NETRA
 Conclude: conclude by writing the application of project NETRA

Space debris
Space junk, or space debris, is any piece of machinery or debris left by humans in
space. It can refer to big objects such as dead satellites that have failed or been left in
orbit at the end of their mission.
Space debris encompasses both natural meteoroid and artificial (human-made) orbital
debris. Meteoroids are in orbit about the sun, while most artificial debris is in orbit
about the Earth hence the term “orbital” debris.
Orbital debris is any human-made object in orbit about the Earth that no longer serves
a useful function. Such debris includes nonfunctional spacecraft, abandoned launch
vehicle stages, mission-related debris, and fragmentation debris.

Impact of space debris on space assets and earth
Most of the space junks are accumulated in low earth orbit, in which many remote
sensing satellites and International Space Station located.
As space debris orbits around the earth at tremendous speeds in low Earth orbit - it
could cause significant damage to a satellite or a spacecraft in case of a collision, this
is described as Kessler syndrome.

How project NETRA is going to support India in mitigating the
problem
Project NETRA’(Network for Space Objects, Tracking, and Analysis) is an early
warning system in space to detect debris and other hazards to Indian satellites.
Under the project, the ISRO plans to put up many observational facilities: connected
radars, telescopes; data processing units and a control centre.
They can, among others, spot, track and catalogue objects as small as 10 cm, up to a
range of 3,400 km and equal to a space orbit of around 2,000 km.
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The NETRA effort would make India a part of international efforts towards
tracking, warning about and mitigating space debris.



More importantly, the SSA also has a military quotient to it and adds a new ring
to the country’s overall security, against attacks from air, space or sea.



This is a vital requirement for protecting our space assets and a force multiplier.

At present, India uses a Multi Object Tracking Radar at Sriharikota range (Andhra
Pradesh), but it has a limited range. For protecting its space assets, the ISRO was
forced to perform 19 Collision Avoidance Manoeuvres (CAM) in 2021.
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58. Stem Cell therapy is considered the futuristic technology for
treating most of the life threatening diseases. Describe
about stem cell therapy and list out the various application
and concerns regarding stem cell therapy?

APPROACH
 Introduction: define stem cells and stem cell therapy
 Body: write about the various ways in which stem cell can be used in treating life
threatening diseases
 Conclusion: conclude by giving concerns and way forwards

What are stem cells?
Stem cells are special human cells that are able to develop into many different cell
types. Stem cells provide new cells for the body as it grows and replaces specialized
cells that are damaged or lost.

They have two unique properties that enable them to do this:
They can divide over and over again to produce new cells.
As they divide, they can change into the other types of cells that make up the body.


Stem Cell Classification: Based on the cell type/tissue of origin, stem cells are
classified as ‘Somatic Stem Cells’ (SSCs), and ‘Embryonic Stem Cells’ (ESCs).

Stem cell therapy


SCT, also known as regenerative medicine and bone marrow transplant,
promotes the repair response of diseased, dysfunctional or injured tissue using
stem cells or their derivatives.



Researchers grow stem cells in a lab. These stem cells are manipulated to
specialized into specific types of cells, such as heart muscle cells, blood cells or
nerve cells. The specialized cells can then be implanted into a person



Two of the most common types of stem cell transplants are autologous and
allogeneic transplants.



Autologous transplantation uses the patient’s own stem cells. These cells are
removed, treated and returned to his or her own body after a conditioning
regimen.
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Allogeneic transplantation where stem cells come from another person, called a
donor.

Application of stem cell therapy


grow new cells in a laboratory to replace damaged organs or tissues



correct parts of organs that don’t work properly



research causes of genetic defects in cells



research how diseases occur or why certain cells develop into cancer cells



test new drugs for safety and effectiveness

Concerns regarding stem cell therapy
Adult stem cells may not be able to be manipulated to produce all cell types, which
limits how adult stem cells can be used to treat diseases. Adult stem cells are also
more likely to contain abnormalities due to environmental hazards, such as toxins, or
from errors acquired by the cells during replication.


Ethical concerns: There are important concerns related to the use of embryos for
creating human embryonic stem cell lines as these may lead to commoditization
of human cells and tissues.



Limited technology: to generate large quantities of stem cells. Also, therapies
using these avenues are largely new and much more research and testing is
needed.



Other Concerns: Challenges related to gene editing/ modification, potential
danger of tumorigenicity of stem cells, possible risk of contamination and
genomic changes etc.
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59. What are microbial fuel cell? Discuss the future application
in various fields?

APPROACH
 Introduction: define Microbial fuel cells
 Body: write the working principle and how Microbial fuel cell can be build
 Conclusion : conclude by writing the applications of the cells

Definition
A microbial fuel cell (MFC) is a bio electrochemical device that can generate electricity
by the use of electrons obtained from the anaerobic oxidation of substrates.
Microbial fuel cells are devices that use bacteria as the catalysts to oxidize organic and
inorganic matter and generate current. A research paper from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology earlier this year explained that electrons produced by the
bacteria are transferred to the negative terminal and flow to the positive terminal.

How it works?
1. Under sunlight, plants produce sugars and oxygen from water and CO2
(photosynthesis).
2. These sugars do not remain in the leaves, but are transported
throughout the plant to the stem and roots.
3. Some of these sugars are excreted by the roots as a waste product
from the plant.
4. Soil micro-organisms break this down further, releasing energy.
5. This energy is captured using an anode (minus) and a cathode (plus)
and charge a super capacitor.
6. When the super capacitor is full, the power is discharged and a photo is
taken.


Plants naturally deposit biomatter as they grow, which in turn feeds the natural
bacteria present in the soil, creating energy that can be harnessed by fuel cells.
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Application of microbial fuel cells


It has applications in various fields such as power generation systems, biorecovery, waste-water treatment, etc.



Production of low-cost electricity from waste materials.



Can be used as an alternate method for bioremediation.



Can act as a biosensor-can measure the solute concentration of wastewater.



Can be used in waste-water treatment.
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60. What is CSIR‟s indgen project? Evaluate its applications in
health sector?

APPROACH
 Introduction: write about project Indgen and whole genome sequencing
 Body: explain about the project
 Conclusion: conclude by writing the purpose of the projects

India is the second largest country in terms of population density, with more than 1.3
billion people, encompassing 17 per cent of the world’s population. Despite having
such rich genetic diversity, the country has been under-represented in global genome
studies, and population-specific variants are not adequately captured and catalogued
in global medical literature.
In order to fill the gap of whole genome sequences from different populations in
India, CSIR initiated the IndiGen programme in April 2019.


The programme completed the entire genome sequencing of the 1,029 selfdeclared health Indians. This has enabled benchmarking the scalability of
genome sequencing at population scale in a defined timeline.



Anyone looking for a free mapping of their entire genome can sign up for
“IndiGen”. Those who get their genes mapped will get a card and access to an
app which will allow them and doctors to access information on whether they
harbour gene variants that are reliably known to correlate with genomes with
diseases.



The current IndiGenomes data resource provides a compendium of genetic
variants, representing the contemporary Indian population with an objective of
classifying variants involved in mendelian disorders, and improving precision
medicine outcomes.

What is meant by whole genome sequencing?
A genome is the DNA, or sequence of genes, in a cell. Most of the DNA is in the
nucleus and intricately coiled into a structure called the chromosome.

Purpose of genome sequencing
Sequencing a genome means deciphering the exact order of base pairs in an
individual.
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Application of IndiGen programme


The driving motive of the project is to understand the extent of genetic variation
in Indians, and learn why some genes



The resource can also enable identification of markers for carrier screening,
variations causing genetic diseases, prevention of adverse events.



Provide better diagnosis and optimal therapy through mining data of clinically
actionable pharmacogenetic variants.



The phased data will allow researchers to build an India-specific reference
genome dataset, and efficiently impute haplotype information.
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GS PAPER – III
ENVIRONMENT
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TOPIC: ENVIRONMENT DEGRADATION
61. Environmental degradation is the deterioration of the
environment through depletion of resources such as air,
water and soil; the destruction of ecosystems; habitat
destruction; the extinction of wildlife; and pollution.
Discuss the effects of Environmental degradation.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write about Environmental degradation
 Body: Explain the various aspects of negative effects of Environmental
degradation
 Conclusion: Discuss the need to reduce contamination.

Intro:
Environmental degradation is one of the largest threats that are being looked at in the
world today. The United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction
characterizes environmental degradation as the lessening of the limit of the earth to
meet social and environmental destinations and needs.
Environmental degradation can happen in a number of ways. At the point when
environments are wrecked or common assets are exhausted, the environment is
considered to be corrupted and harmed. There are a number of different techniques
that are being used to prevent this, including environmental resource protection and
general protection efforts.

Body:
Effects of Environmental Degradation
1. Impact on Human Health
Human health might be at the receiving end as a result of environmental
degradation. Areas exposed to toxic air pollutants can cause respiratory problems
like pneumonia and asthma. Millions of people are known to have died due to the
indirect effects of air pollution.

2. Loss of Biodiversity
Biodiversity is important for maintaining the balance of the ecosystem in the form
of combating pollution, restoring nutrients, protecting water sources and
stabilizing climate. Deforestation, global warming, overpopulation and pollution
are a few of the major causes of loss of biodiversity.
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3. Ozone Layer Depletion
The ozone layer is responsible for protecting the earth from harmful ultraviolet
rays. The presence of chlorofluorocarbons, hydrochlorofluorocarbons in the
atmosphere, is causing the ozone layer to deplete. As it will deplete, it will emit
harmful radiation back to the earth.

4. Loss For the Tourism Industry
The deterioration of the environment can be a huge setback for the tourism
industry that relies on tourists for their daily livelihood. Environmental damage in
the form of loss of green cover, loss of biodiversity, huge landfills, increased air
and water pollution can be a big turn off for most of the tourists.

5. Economic Impact
The huge cost that a country may have to borne due to environmental
degradation can have a significant economic impact in terms of restoration of
green cover, cleaning up of landfills and protection of endangered species. The
economic impact can also be in terms of the loss of the tourism industry.

Conclusion:
Measures such as reducing the consumption, spreading awareness, and strict
regulations can reduce the environmental degradation. We can take action to stop it
and take care of the world that we live in by providing environmental education to the
people who will help them pick familiarity with their surroundings that will enable to
take care of environmental concerns thus making it more useful and protected for our
children and other future generations.
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62. Methane is
one
of
the
biggest
contributors
to global warming, second only to CO₂. To reduce Methane
emissions, recently The Global Methane Pledge was
launched at the UN COP26 climate conference in Glasgow.
Explain about the provisions of Global methane pledge.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write about Methane and its effect on climate change
 Body: explain the provisions of Global methane pledge.
 Conclusion: Conclude with way forward.

Intro:
Methane is a powerful greenhouse gas emitted by human activities such as leakage
from natural gas systems and the raising of livestock, as well as by natural sources
such as wetlands.
Methane is a short-lived climate pollutant with an atmospheric lifetime of around 12
years. While its lifetime in the atmosphere is much shorter than carbon dioxide (CO2),
it is much more efficient at trapping radiation.

Body:
The pledge was announced in September by the US and EU, and is essentially an
agreement to reduce global methane emissions. One of the central aims of this
agreement is to cut down methane emissions by up to 30 per cent from 2020 levels by
the year 2030.
According to the latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report, methane
accounts for about half of the 1.0 degrees Celsius net rise in global average
temperature since the pre-industrial era.
Rapidly reducing methane emissions is complementary to action on carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases, and is regarded as the single most effective strategy to
reduce global warming in the near term and keep the goal of limiting warming to 1.5
degrees Celsius within reach.

Global Methane Pledge -Provisions :


The Global Methane Pledge was launched at COP26 in November 2021 to
catalyse action to reduce methane emissions.
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Led by the United States and the European Union, the Pledge now has 111
country participants who together are responsible for 45% of global humancaused methane emissions.



By joining the Pledge, countries commit to work together in order to collectively
reduce methane emissions by at least 30% below 2020 levels by 2030.



Meeting the Global Methane Pledge target has the potential to make an
enormous impact on climate change, similar to the entire global transport sector
adopting net zero emission technologies).



Action will be particularly important in the period up to 2030 because sharp cuts
in methane can deliver a net cooling effect within a relatively short period.



This could keep the door open to a 1.5 °C stabilisation in global average
temperatures, while the world pursues lasting reductions in CO2.



The Global Methane Pledge has brought together many important players in a
joint international effort, including both major consumers like the European
Union, Japan, Korea, and major producers such as Iraq and Saudi Arabia.



For some countries, the Global Methane Pledge represents the first significant
policy commitment on methane, either at the domestic or international level.



The Pledge is non-binding and individual countries are not assigned targets. The
United States and the European Union have asked all Global Methane Pledge
participants to develop or update a national methane reduction action plan by
COP27, but the Pledge does not specify additional actions or steps they are
expected to take.



The shared goal is a targeted reduction in global emissions, even though some of
the most important players have not yet joined, including China, India and the
Russian Federation.



It will be critical for participants to engage with countries that have not joined
the Pledge in order to achieve the overall target.



There are substantial opportunities for engagement with these countries. For
example, in the US-China Joint Glasgow Declaration, China committed to
develop a “comprehensive and ambitious National Action Plan on methane,
aiming to achieve a significant effect on methane emissions control and
reductions in the 2020s.”
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Conclusion
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), while methane has a much
shorter atmospheric lifetime (12 years as compared to centuries for CO2), it is a much
more potent greenhouse gas simply because it absorbs more energy while it is in the
atmosphere. UN notes that methane is a powerful pollutant and has a global warming
potential that is 80 times greater than carbon dioxide, about 20 years after it has been
released into the atmosphere. Significantly the average methane leak rate of 2.3 per
cent erodes much of the climate advantage gas has over coal.
The IEA has also said that more than 75 per cent of methane emissions can be
mitigated with the technology that exists today, and that up to 40 per cent of this can
be done at no additional costs.
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TOPIC: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
63. Environmental conservation is a practice that paves the way
for protecting the environment and natural resources on the
individual, organisational as well as governmental levels.
Explain the methods of Environmental Conservation

APPROACH
 Intro: Write about Environmental Conservation.
 Body: Explain various methods in which the Environmental Conservation is
achieved.
 Conclusion: Conclude with the importance of Environmental Conservation
briefly

Intro:
The prevention, management and conservation of natural habitat and species are
known as environmental conservation. Life is possible on earth just because we have a
perfect environment to live in. It is our responsibility to provide the same or similar
experience to the upcoming generation. To save life on earth, it is essential to save
the environment.

Body:
Methods of Environmental Conservation
Forest Conservation
We know that plants and trees are the essential sources of air, food as well as other
day-to-day products we use. Forests are the dwelling place of different living creatures
and a single disturbance in the ecosystem can cause disruption in the water cycle as
well as the food chain. Thus, afforestation is amongst the core Environmental
conservation and aims to plant more trees as well as save the existing ones from
cutting down as trees play a crucial role in maintaining the ecological balance.

Soil Conservation
As one of the prominent methods for environmental conservation, the need for soil
conservation has arisen to tackle the harmful effects of soil pollution. On earth, the
soil is the main element that plays a pivotal role in soil erosion, land degradation and
floods. Soil is filled with rich nutrients for plant production. Soil conservation can be
carried out by ensuring minimal use of fertilizers and venomous chemicals as well as
abolishing the disposal of harmful industrial waste in the soil.
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Waste Management
Especially in developing countries and congested places, on a daily basis, a large
amount of waste is thrown away recklessly on the streets and roads. The improper
disposal of waste segregation can lead to various dreadful diseases as well as soil
pollution. To ensure minimal wastage as well as facilitate waste disposal, we can opt
for various techniques like the 3R’s, i.e. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle, dry and wet waste
segregation, amongst others.

Public Awareness
With the boom of information technology and the advent of digital media, public
awareness pertaining to environmental conservation can potentially yield promising
results. There is a dire need to aware the masses of the consequences of
environmental pollution and degradation. Further, every individual should be made
conscious of how they are polluting the environment and what steps can be taken to
implement environmental conservation, be it through using greener energy sources
to following the 3Rs of Reduce, Recycle and Reuse.

Pollution Control
As the increase in temperature is concerning, there is a need to keep a watch on the
toxic compounds we ingest that pollute the atmosphere. We need to adopt
environmentally sustainable methods to minimise multiple forms of emissions, such as
eliminating waste, saving electricity, limiting the unnecessary usage of fertilisers,
insecticides and pesticides, and using energy-efficient appliances, among others.

Conclusion:
Politically, environmental conservation is a mainstream topic across the world. Some
countries have vowed to completely switch over to renewable sources of energy,
while others fund alternative and energy-efficient transportation projects. Much of
the political action is normal people making their voices heard — that’s personal
action leading to societal change.
Whether that’s daily small changes to your personal life or taking part in some of the
world’s climate protests and activism, making an effort to live sustainably will help to
ensure the prosperity of Earth.
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64. What is Biochar? How Biochar helps in climate change
mitigation?

APPROACH
 Intro: Write about Biochar
 Body: Explain about how biochar helps in climate change mitigation
 Conclusion: Conclude shortly with it’s importance.

Intro:
Biochar is a porous, carbonaceous material that is produced by pyrolysis of plant
biomasses and is applied in such a way that the contained carbon remains stored as a
long-term as a carbon sink or replaces fossil carbon in industrial manufacturing. It is
not made to be burnt for energy generation.
To avoid the worst consequences of climate change, we need to significantly reduce
global warming emissions and if possible remove existing carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere. Biochar plays a significant role in reducing climate change

Body:
Biochar is a multi-faceted strategy to mitigate climate change :


The bio-oil produced during pyrolysis could replace fossil fuels and therefore
avoid supplementary GHG emissions.



The pyrolysis gas would represent additional GHG emission reduction potential if
fossil fuels were displaced to provide heat, electricity or transport fuels in
processes occurring outside the biochar system.



The successful adoption of biochar-making stoves could reduce biomass
consumption for cooking, and therefore reduce the rate of deforestation and
CO2 emissions.



The carbon stabilization potential of biochar is important and the application of
biochar into soils could diminish CH4 and N2O emissions in agriculture.



An increasing amount of Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) studies have been
conducted for biochar systems around the world. The results suggest that, under
certain conditions, the production and application of biochar into soils can be the
best use of biomass for climate-change mitigation.



Biochar, a type of partially combusted biomass, is a promising and carbonnegative solution for municipal and industrial wastewater treatment and
stormwater management, as it can remove up to four times its own weight in
carbon.
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Conclusion:
Biochar is carbon that you can hold in your hand–like charcoal. In the natural carbon
cycle, about 1% of carbon is sequestered. By making biochar of the biomass, we can
sequester up to two-thirds of the carbon in the biomass.
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TOPIC: POLLUTION
65. Noise pollution is an undesired level of sound in the
environment that affects human hearing and mental health.
Discuss the causes and consequences of Noise Pollution.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write about Noise pollution.
 Body: explain the causes and the consequences of Noise pollution
 Conclusion: Conclude with the importance reducing noise pollution.

Intro:
Noise pollution refers to an unwanted or excessive sound that affects human health,
wildlife and the environment. It is also known as sound pollution.
The intensity of noise is measured in decimals or dB. Humans can hear a conversation
up to 60dB. According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) sound levels, less
than 70dB are not damaging to living organisms regardless of how consistent the
exposure is.

Body:
Causes of Noise Pollution
1. Transportation vehicles: Honking on the road is one of the major causes of noise
pollution. In the present era, there is an increasing number of vehicles on the
road, which is contributing to noise pollution majorly. Also, exposure to raw
sound from takeoff of an airplane also can cause deafness, as it creates around
150 dB of sound.
2. Industrialization: Due to increasing industrialization, noise pollution has
increased tremendously. There are huge machines, turbines, mills etc in these
industries which act as one of the main contributing factors of noise pollution.
3. Wedding parties/ functions/ events: Public gatherings including wedding
functions, public concerts, or any religious event contribute majorly to noise
pollution using large speakers and drums. Also, firecrackers, big music
instruments cause noise pollution and air pollution at the same time.
4. Mining Industry: One of the most overlooked causes is the mining industry. The
big machinery causes a lot of noise as well as air pollution in the environment.
5.
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6. Household pollution: In households, noise pollution can be generated due to
mixers, washing machines, vacuum cleaners etc.

Consequences of Noise Pollution:
1. Variation in Health: Noise pollution can cause respiratory problems, high blood
pressure, and headaches. Extreme loudness can also lead to a heart attack in
some cases.
2. Hearing Loss: If the sound level is above 80dB, It can cause temporary or
permanent deafness in people.
3. Sleep Disturbance: One cannot have proper sleep during the occasions such as
Diwali etc., and if the regular noise is higher than 45dB, the children, older adults,
get disturbed with their sleep.
4. Lack of Concentration: Noise may affect people’s ability to focus, leading to low
performance over time. Increasing noise pollution day by day reduces the ability
and quality of work.
5. Risk to Pregnant Women: If pregnant women are regularly subjected to noise
pollution, they can have a risk of miscarriage.
6. Loud noise can have hidden effects on humans and animals, causing aggressive
behaviour and irritability.

Conclusion:
Noise pollution is a serious threat to humans and wildlife. We must make people
aware of the impacts of noise pollution and encourage them to adopt ways that do
not contribute to noise pollution. If regular and drastic steps are not taken to prevent
this, then it will become a very serious problem for future generations as well.
Therefore, awareness of people about noise pollution is essential to beat this invisible
energy.
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66. Microplastics have already been found almost everywhere
else on Earth, from the deepest oceans to the highest
mountains as well as in the air, soil and food chain. Explain
about Micro plastic, it‟s types and effects.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write the definition of Microplastic and give overview on its impact
 Body: Explain about types and effects of Microplastics
 Conclusion: Conclude with action to be taken.

Intro:
Microplastics are tiny pieces of plastic material typically smaller than five millimetres.
Microplastics are either manufactured — for instance, microbeads that are used in
cosmetics and beauty products — or they are formed when larger pieces of plastic
break down.
The ingestion of microplastics is dangerous for humans as these substances contain
high concentrations of toxic chemicals such as polychlorinated biphenyls.
Microplastics are estimated to constitute up to 30% of marine litter polluting the
oceans as per IUCN 2017 report.
Average human ends up consuming at least 50,000 particles of microplastics in food
every year

Body:
Microplastics can be divided into two main categories according
to their source:
1. Primary microplastics:
Directly released in the environment as small particles
Are estimated to represent between 15-31% of microplastics in the oceans
Main sources: laundering of synthetic clothes (35% of primary microplastics);
abrasion of tyres through driving (28%); intentionally added microplastics in
personal care products, for example microbeads in facial scrubs (2%)
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2. Secondary microplastics:
Originate from degradation of larger plastic objects, such as plastic bags, bottles
or fishing nets
Account for 69-81% of microplastics found in the oceans

Effects of Micro plastics:
 Enters into Food chain
Plastic swallowed by fish, shellfish and crustaceans also ends up on our tables.
So the effects are also felt by humans: the pollutants released by microplastics
can be ingested and absorbed by us. These can interfere with the human
endocrine system and produce genetic modifications.

 Death of Immune Cells
One of the major effects of microplastics on humans is the death of immune
cells. Because the human immune system sends immune cells against foreign
bodies such as bacteria detected in the body, likewise, it sends these cells
against microplastics.
The cells directly exposed to these microplastics died prematurely and
quickly. Hence it reduces the immune power

 Respiratory Disorder
One of the dangerous effects of microplastics on humans is how it contributes to
a respiratory disorder. Plastic micro fibers can be found in the air we breathe
every day originating from nylon factories, synthetic clothing, and wear and tear
from car tires. There was also evidence that workers in plastic fiberbased
industries may develop inflammation in their lungs and asthma due to the
constant inhalation of these microplastics.

 Digestive Problems



Every day, we eat, drink and breathe microplastics. These plastic particles are
found mostly in seafood such as fish. Surprisingly, even in water and salt. It has
been known to disrupt metabolism by altering the energy consumption level
during metabolism. This is also one of the negative effects of microplastics on
humans.
some other effects of microplastics on humans are listed below:
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 carcinogenic effects
 oxidative stress
 DNA damage and inflammation


 neurotoxicity
These minute particulates bio-accumulate in the bodies of the fish and other
marine life exposing them to toxic chemicals present in the plastics.They often
block the digestive tracts and alter the feeding behaviour of fish, turtle and
birds.In the oceans, plastics breakdown and attract microbial life.

Conclusion:
Change starts with y Us. It can feel like a huge problem , one that's too big to take on.
But if everyone works to reduce their own plastic use, bit by bit, we can move towards
a cleaner world.
It requires moving from a 'throwaway mindset' to an 'investment mindset' - where
we're more mindful of the items we use and purchase, considering what things are
made from, as well as how it was produced, who made it...
Choosing natural. Products and clothing made from natural fibres and materials, like
wool, are produced naturally and biodegrade easily, can be a permanent solution.
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TOPIC: AGRICULTURE
67. Conservation Agriculture (CA) is a farming system that can
prevent losses of arable land while regenerating degraded
lands. What is conservation agriculture? what are all
benefits of conservation agriculture.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write about conservation agriculture
 Body: Explain about the benefits of conservation agriculture
 Conclusion: Conclude with describing the importance of Conservation
Agriculture

Intro:
Conservation Agriculture is a farming system that promotes minimum soil disturbance
(i.e. no tillage), maintenance of a permanent soil cover, and diversification of plant
species. It enhances biodiversity and natural biological processes above and below the
ground surface, which contribute to increased water and nutrient use efficiency and
to improved and sustained crop production

Body:
Three principles of Conservation Agriculture:
Minimum mechanical soil disturbance
(i.e. no tillage) through direct seed and/or fertilizer placement.
Permanent soil organic cover
(at least 30 percent) with crop residues and/or cover crops.

Species diversification
Through varied crop sequences and associations involving at least three different
crops.

Benefits of Conservation Agriculture
Economic benefits that improve production efficiency.
Three major economic benefits can result from CA adoption:


Time saving and thus reduction in labour requirement.
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Reduction of costs, e.g. fuel, machinery operating costs and maintenance, as
well as a reduced labour cost.



Higher efficiency in the sense of more output for a lower input.

The positive impact of conservation agriculture on the distribution of labour during
the production cycle and, even more important, the reduction in labour requirement
are the main reasons for farmers in Latin America to adopt conservation agriculture,
especially for farmers who rely fully on family labour.
Agronomic benefits that improve soil productivity.
Adopting conservation agriculture leads to improvement of soil productivity:


Organic matter increase.



In-soil water conservation.



Improvement of soil structure, and thus rooting zone.

The constant addition of crop residues leads to an increase in the organic matter
content of the soil. In the beginning this is limited to the top layer of the soil, but with
time this will extend to deeper soil layers. Organic matter plays an important role in
the soil: fertilizer use efficiency, water holding capacity, soil aggregation, rooting
environment and nutrient retention, all depend on organic matter.
Environmental benefits that protect the soil and make agriculture more sustainable:


Reduction in soil erosion, and thus of road, dam and hydroelectric power plant
maintenance costs.



Improvement of water quality.



Improvement of air quality.



Biodiversity increase.



Carbon sequestration.

Conclusion:
Soils are crucial to food security and change in climate has threatened the food
security by affecting the soil property. In such scenarios, conservation agriculture is an
apt method to conserve the soil fertility and increase the sustainability of agriculture
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68. Given the increasing threat of herbicide resistant weeds, it is
important to be able to convey to producers the benefits of
adopting Integrated weed management (IWM) practices on
their farms. In this regard, explain about Integrated Weed
Management (IWM) practices.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write about Integrated Weed Management (IWM)
 Body: Explainit’s concept and components.
 Conclusion: Conclude with it’s importance

Intro:
Integrated Weed Management (IWM) is an approach to managing weeds using
multiple control tactics. Integrated Weed Management (IWM) means integrating
multiple weed control tactics into a single weed management program, optimizing
control of a particular weed problem.

Body:
Components of an IWM Plan:
The goal of IWM is to incorporate different methods of weed management into a
combined effort to control weeds. Just as using the same herbicide again and again
can lead to resistance, reliance on any one of the methods below over time can
reduce its efficacy against weeds.
Two major factors to consider when developing an IWM plan are
(1) target weed species and
(2) time, resources, and capabilities necessary to implement these tactics.
While it is wise to be a good steward of herbicide technology, through the use of PRE
and POST herbicide applications or tank mixes, IWM requires the use of tactics
beyond herbicides. For example, using these herbicide application practices along
with a winter cover crop or harvest weed seed control (HWSC) and prevention
methods would be considered IWM.
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Cultural Weed Control
It ensures field conditions that are less favourable for non-crops to develop.
The given management approach includes:


planting high-adaptive and competitive species;



selecting big seeds that are likely to produce strong and vibrant plants;



crop rotation;



field fallowing;



use of cover crops;



reduction of space between rows;



shallow seeding (thus, crops can grow faster than other herbs);



planting local species that adapt to the natural environment and compete with
weeds easier.

Mechanical Weed Control


This management technique suggests destroying unwanted plants with farming
equipment or manually. This aspect of management utilizes:



plowing;



tilling;



mowing;



manual pulling (hand removal);



burning;
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mulching;



covering space between rows (for example, with straw);



robotic weeding machines;



weed seed destructors;



haymaking before weeds burst with seeds.

Biological Weed Control
It employs plant enemies in their habitats. Thus, sheep, tansy flea beetles, and
cinnabar moths destroy tansy ragwort. Grazing is another example of the
management technique.


Biological control also includes placing pathogen organisms like bacteria, fungi
that attack certain species. They are diverse and damage separate parts (leaves,
stems, seeds, roots).



Biological weed management was successfully undertaken in north-east
Australia in the early 20th century when the cactoblastis moth battled the prickly
pear with other cases to follow.



The timely release of biological agents helps farmers to tackle the issue in a
simple and eco-friendly manner as it happens in the natural environment.



However, imposing this management method on areas that are not natural
habitats for foreign plants is highly questionable, needs thorough research, and
should be applied with care. If populations of biological enemies develop faster
than species they destroy, the situation turns into an ecological disaster bringing
more harm than benefit. They become pests themselves. Furthermore, biological
agents even threaten non-target plant species at times.

Chemical Weed Control


The practice implies an application of industrial chemical products to defeat
infestation. Even though this approach gives quick results, it is poisonous and
causes harm to organisms and natural resources. Another aspect is resistance
and ineffectiveness of herbicides as a consequence. Besides, chemical
applications involve cost inputs, especially if used repeatedly. Therefore, it is
essential to use herbicides with various modes of action and different mixes
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Conclusion:
Weed control is through Integrated method is vital to agriculture and agro ecosystem,
because weeds decrease yields, increase production costs, interfere with harvest, and
lower product quality. Weeds also impede irrigation water-flow, and harbour disease
organisms
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69. Apart from the economic benefits, usage of GM crops has
also contributed to food security, sustainable development,
and climate change mitigation. In the light of this statement
enumerate the benefits and controversies of Genetically
modified (GM) products.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write about genetic modification of crops
 Body: Enumerate the benefits and controversies of Genetically modified (GM)
products
 Conclusion: Conclude with the need for regulation

Intro:
Agricultural biotechnology or gene technology or genetic engineering may act as the
second “green revolution” that can be used to create high yielding crop varieties that
are:
(i)

herbicide tolerant,

(ii)

insect resistant,

(iii) resistant to pathogens like virus, bacteria and fungi
(iv) have better nutritional value and other commercial properties. The crop plants
produced by these techniques are called “transgenics” or genetically modified
(GM) plants or genetically modified organisms (GMOs).

Body:
Benefits of GM crops:
Some GM corn crops protect harvests in water-limited conditions better than
conventionally produced crops. Other GM crops can also promote the use of notill farming, which improves soil health by retaining carbon and moisture. No-till also
enables farmers to make fewer passes through the field using machinery, which
means less fuel used and lower greenhouse gas emissions.
Scientists are developing crops that look and taste the same as their non-GM
counterparts, but are resistant to insects and plant-specific diseases that can impact a
farmer’s harvest. Plants with traits that protect roots from insect damage have an
additional benefit of using water more efficiently.
Without the use of GM crops, farmers would have needed to plant an additional 22.4
million hectares to maintain global production levels in 2016. That’s an area equivalent
to Bangladesh and Sri Lanka combined.
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GM seeds help farmers around the world meet the increasing demand for food by
helping them make the most of their existing arable land, thus enabling them to
preserve nearby habitats such as rainforests and prairies.

Concerns with GM Crops:
Health concerns:


The potential impact on human health including allergens (any substance that
can cause an allergy) and transfer of antibiotic resistance markers.



Studies have shown a strong correlation between GM crops and Birth defects,
cancers, kidney injury, diabetes, autism, and Alzheimer’s.

Environmental concerns:


They can decrease species diversity. For example, insect-resistant plants might
harm insects that are not their intended target = destruction of that particular
insect species.



GM technology could also result in the transfer of genes from one crop to
another, creating “superweeds”, which will be immune to common control
methods.



Viral genes added to crops for the purpose of viral resistance could be
transferred to other viral pathogens, which can result in new and more virulent
virus strains.

Economic Concerns:


Introduction of a GM crop to market is a time-consuming and costly process.



It does not provide high yields as promised. For instance, the highest yields in
mustard are from the 5 countries which do not grow GM mustard — U.K.,
France, Poland, Germany and Czech Republic — and not from the GM-growing
U.S. or Canada.



Furthermore, the patent provides GM crops developers a dangerous degree of
control over the food supply = concern of the domination of world food
production by a few companies.

Ethical Concerns:


GM crop is the violation of natural organisms’ intrinsic values by mixing among
species.
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There have also been oppositions to mixing animal genes in plants.

Conclusion:
It is important for developing countries to regulate genetically modified organisms
(GMOs). Two main motivations are that GMO regulation allows developing countries
to protect consumer health and the environment and/or to harness the benefits of
these new technologies.
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70. Farmers are among those most affected by climate shifts.
Precision farming can play a greater role in reducing the
loss incurred by farmers. Critically analyse.

APPROACH
 Intro: Write briefly about precision farming
 Body: Explain elaborately about precision farming.
 Conclusion: write way forward

Intro:
Precision farming is an approach where inputs are utilised in precise amounts to get
increased average yields, compared to traditional cultivation techniques. In India, one
major problem is the small field size. More than 58 per cent of operational holdings in
the country have size less than one hectare (ha).
Sustainable PA is this century’s most valuable innovation in farm management that is
based on using Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). This is the most
recent innovation technology based on sustainable agriculture and healthy food
production and it consists of profitability and increasing production, economic
efficiency and the reduction of side effects on the environment.

Body:
Need of Precision Farming


To increase agriculture productivity



Prevents soil degradation



Reduction of chemical application in crop production



Efficient use of water resources



Dissemination of modern farm practices to improve quality, quantity and
reduced cost of production



Developing favourable attitudes



Precision farming changing the socio-economic status of farmers

Advantages


Ability to collect real-time data on the variables occurring in the crop fields.



Reduction in the use of inputs and labour, thus reducing costs.



Increased product quality, as the exact requirements of the crop are met.
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Efficiency in the use of water.



Reduction of the environmental impact derived from this activity, due to the
reduced use of agrochemicals and the rational use of water.



Alarm in the event of climatic incidents, such as frost or rain



Precision farming enables climate-smart agri-business

Drawbacks of precision farming


High cost



Lack of technical expertise knowledge and technology



Not applicable or difficult/costly for small land holdings



Heterogeneity of cropping systems and market imperfections

Way forward:





Identify the niche areas for the promotion of crop specific precision farming



Creation of multidisciplinary teams involving agricultural scientists in various
fields, engineers, manufacturers and economists to study the overall scope of
precision agriculture



Provide complete technical backup support to the farmers to develop pilots or
models, which can be replicated on a large scale



Pilot study should be conducted on farmers’ fields to show the results of
precision agriculture implementation
Creating awareness among farmers about consequences of applying imbalanced
doses of farm inputs like irrigation, fertilisers, insecticides and pesticides
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